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developed for transmitting collected user data to the

data collection facility.

If desired, the gathered information on the

user may be reported to the data collection facility

using communications functions that are part of an

existing web browser implemented on user equipment 18.

For example, the gathered information may be sent to

the data collection facility using the forms

 capabilities of a web browser. If desired, such

capabilities may be accessed directly by the reporting

application (e.g., the program guide) without

displaying forms on the display of the user equipment. 
Alternatively, keystrokes or a clickstream or other

inputs fer the browser's forms may be generated by the

program guide automaticaily to emulate the commands

that would be provided by the user should the user need

to use such capabilities.

Another way in which the user information may

be transmitted to the data collection facility is using

the existing communications capabilities of the

operating system instailed on user equipment 18. Ifa

web browser or stand-aione file transfer protocol (FTP)

application is provided on user eguipment 18, the user

information may be transmitted to the data collection

facility using FTP techniques.

At step 132, after the data collection

facility has received the information on the user, the

data collection facility may analyze the information on

the user and other users. This analysis may be used to

determine the rates to charge for interactive

advertising in the interactive television program

guide, which types of advertisements should be
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displayed, whether certain types of interactions with 
the interactive television program guide are correlated

with certain user interests in television programming,

or for other marketing or business purposes.

 If desired, the user may be notified before

information on the user is transmitted to the data

collection facility. This is shown in FIG. 10. Ar

step 134, the user's interactions with the interactive

television program guide and other activities (e.g.,

television watching activities) may be monitored.

At step 136, tne user may be provided with an

opportunity to authorize the submission of a report

containing information on the user's interactions with

the interactive television program guide an other user

activities. If the user does not authorize submission

of the report, the report may not be submitted for

processing. If, however, the user authorizes

submission of the report at step 136, the report may be

provided to the data collection facility at step 138

using e-mail protocols, browser communications

protocols, FTP protocols, etc.

At step 140, the data collection facility may

analyze the information that has been gathered on the
user.

One way in which the user may be provided

with an opportunity to authorize the release of the

information gathered on the user is shown in FIG. ii.

In the screen 142 of FIG. 11, the user has been sent an

e-mail 144 with an attachment 146. The attachment i146

may be automatically generatea and may be a report

containing information on the user's monitored

interactions with the program guide and other
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activities. The e-mail may be generated by the program

guide or other application used for monitoring the user

(e.g., an application that is installed on the user's

set-top box). The reply address in the e-mail may be

automatically set to that of the data collection

facility. Accordingly, when the user responds to the

e-mail on the screen of the user equipment the response

may be automatically routed to the data collection

facility. The user need not memorize the correct e-

mail address for the data collection facility. Tne

ability to place the correct address in the reply

address field may be supported by standard e-mail

applications. If desired, e-mail 144 may contain text

148 that asks the user to reply.

ITilustrative steps involved in sending a 
report to the data collection device using an

arrangement such as shown in FIG. 11 are shown in FIG.

12. At step 150, the program guide may generate an e-

mail. iInfcrmation that has been collected on the user

may be embedded inte the e-mail or may be attached to

the e-mail in the form of a report.

At step 152, the e-mail may be sent to the

user using the program guide to access e-mail functions

of an e-mail application installea on the user

equipment 18 or using the program guide to perform e-

mail functions. The reply e-mail address for the e-

mail may ke automatically set to the e-mail address of

the data collection facility.  
At step 152, the user may be allowed to reply

to the e-mail. For example, a reply button may be

providec. The user may select the reply button, whicn

directs an e-mail application on the user equipment or
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the program guide to send the e-mail to the data

collection facility at steo 156. The approach of FIGS.

11 and 12 in which the user is provided with an
 opportunity to authorize the transmission of the report

to the data collection facility may be used, for

example, in situations in which the user has agreed

with a data collection agency to allow their households

data to be monitored (e.g., in return for a fee).

If desired, the program guide may provide the

user with a screen 158 containing a notification 150 of

the type shown in FIG. 13. If the user responds by

selecting yes cption 162, the program guide may submit

the report to the data collection facility. If the

user responds by selecting no option 164, the program

guide will not submit the report.

If desired, the user may be provided with an

opportunity to adjust data reporting settings using

program guide setup screens or the like. For example,

if the user selects set up option 120 of FIG. 7, the

program guide may display a screen such as program

guide settings screen 166 of FIG. 14. Screen 166 may

include audio settings option 168 and video settings

option 170 that allow the user to adjust the audio and

video settings of the program guide or the user's set-

top box cr other user equipment. Language settings

option 172 may be used to change the default language

used for program guide text or audio tracks for

programs that have multiple audio tracks. The user may

select parental control settings option 174 to adjust

settines related to program blocking (e.g., based on

rating, keyword, etc.) or title blocking (e.g., in the

program guide listings yrids).
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The program guide may also provide an option

such as personalization settings 176. If the user

selects option 176, the program guide may provide the

user with a screen such as screen 178 of FIG. 15.

Screen 178 may contain options related to the

collection and transmission of data on the user's

activities in the program guide. The user may use

right and left remote control keys or other suitable

user interface arrangement to select between various

entries for each option (e.g., the user may press 4

right remote control arrow key to select an on opticn

and may press a left remote control arrow key to select

an off option). The user may use up and down remote

control arrow keys or any other suitable user interface

to select between various options. A highlight region

may be used to indicate the user's current position in

the options of screen 178 and other program guide
screens.

The user may toggle option 180 to turn the

 reports collection feature on or off. For example, if

the user desires to have information on the user's

television viewing activities and other information on

the user's activities reported to a data collection

facility, the user may turn option 180 on. If the user

desires not to have information on the user's

television viewing activities and other user activities

collected or reported te the data collection facility,

the user may turn opticn 180 off. 
If the-reports function is turned on, the

user may be provided with an opportunity to adjust the

frequency with which reports are transmitted to the

data collection facility using option 182. The user
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may, for example, select between available transmission

frequencies of continuously, once per hour, once per

day, once per week, etc.

The user may desire to be notified before

reports are sent. If the user wishes to receive

notifications, the user may use option 184 to turn the

program cuide's notification capabilities. If the user

does not wish to reccive notifications, option 184 may

be used to turn notification off.

When the user has finished making the

selections available on screen 178, the user may select

done opticn 186 (e.g., by navigating a highlight region

to done cption 186 and pressing a remote control OK key

or the like).

Although described primarily in the context

of interactive television program guides, the user's

interactions with any suitable interactive television

applications may be monitored. For example, the user's

interactions with a video-on-demand application may be

monitored, etc. Moreover, any suitable application

(e.g., a program guide, an interactive television

application, or a stand-alone monitoring application

may be used to provide the monitoring functions of the

present invention).

The foregoing is merely illustrative of the

principles of this invention and various modifications

can be made by those skilied in the art without

departing from the scope and spirit of the invention.
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What is Cléimed is:

1. A method for collecting information on

the television viewing activities of a user at user

equipment and providing that information to a data

collection facility, comprising:

collecting information on the television

viewing activities of the user by monitoring which

television channels the user tunes to with the user

equipment; and

transmitting the collected information

on the viewing activities of the user to the data

collection facility using e-mail protocols.

2. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising using an e-mail application to transmit the

 collected information.

3. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising using the post office protocol to transmit

the collected information.

4, The method dgefined in claim 1 further

comprising using the Simple Mail Transport Protocol to

transmit the information.

5. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising collecting the information on the television

viewinc habits of the user with an interactive

television program guide.

6. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising:
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collecting the information on the

television viewing habits of the user with an

interactive television program guide; and

transmitting the information on the

television viewing habits of the user that were

collected with the interactive television program guide

to the data collection facility.

 7. The metncd defined in claim 1 further

comprising collecting the information on the television

 viewing habits of the user with an interactive

television application.

8. The method defined in claim 1 furtner

comprising:

collecting the information on the

television viewing habits of the user with an 
interactive television application; and

transmitting the information on the

television viewing habits of the user that were

collected with the interactive television application

to the date collection facility.

9. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising collecting information on interactions of

the user with an interactive television program guide.

10. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising using an interactive television program

guide to collect information on interactions of the

user with the interactive television program guide.
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11. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising:

collecting information on interactions

of the user with an interactive television program

guide; and

transmitting the information collected

on the interactions of the user with the interactive

television program guide to the data collection

facility.

12. The method defined in claim 1 furcher

comprising collecting information on interactions of

the user with an interactive television application. 
13. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising using an interactive television application

to collect information on interactions of the user with

the interactive television application.

14. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising:

collecting information on interactions of the user with an interactive television application;

and

transmitting the information collected 
on the interactions of the user with the interactive

television application to the data collection facility.

15. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising collecting information on what times the

user tures to the television channels.
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16, The method defined in claim 1, wherein

the user equipment includes a set-top box, the method

further comprising allowing the user to use an

interactive television program guide to tune the set-

top box to a given television channel.

17. The method defined in claim 1, wherein

the user equipment includes a digital video recorder,

the method further comprising allowing the user to use 
an interactive television program quide to tune the

 digital video recorder to a given television channel.

18. The method defined in claim 1, wherein

the user equipment includes a personal computer, the

method further comprising allowing the user to use an

interactive television program guide to tune the

personal computer to a given television channel.

19. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising using an interactive television program

guide to display program listings on the user equipment

for the user.

20. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising dispiaying an interactive menu on the user

equipment that includes options that allow the user to

invoke at least an interactive television program guide

and a video-on-demand application.

21. The method defined in claim 1 wherein

collecting information on the television viewing habits

of the user comprises collecting information on the
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television viewing nabits of the user by monitoring the

time and by monitoring the channels tuned to by the 
user with an interactive television program guide.

22. The method defined in claim 1 wherein

collecting information on the television viewing habits

of the user comprises storing information on the

television viewing habits of the user in storage on the

user equipment.

23. The method defined in claim 1, wherein

an interactive television program guide is implemented

on the user equipment, the user equipment is connected

to a television distribution facility by a

communications path, and program listings data is

provided from a program listings source, the method

further comprising:

receiving the program listings data at

the television distwribution facility from the program

listings source; and

providing the program listings data from

the television distribution facility to the interactive

television program guide on the user equipment over the

communications path.

24. The method defined in claim 1, wherein

transmitting the collected information comprises

transmitting the collected information using paging

frequencies.

25. The method defined in claim 1, wherein

transmitting the ccllected information comprises
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transmitting the collected information using digital

subscriber line communications.

26. The method defined in claim 1, whersin

transmitting the collected information comprises

transmitting the collected information using cable

communications.

27. The method defined in claim 1, wherein

transmitting the collected information comprises

transmitting the collected information using

communications over telephone lines.

28. The method defined in claim 1, wherein

transmitting the collected informaticn comprises

transmitting the collected information to a server.

29. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising transmitting the collected information to

the data collection facility over a wireless path. 
30. The metnod defined in claim 1 further

comprising notifying the user before transmitting the

collected information to the data collection facility.

31. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising:

notifying the user before transmitting

the collected information to the data collecticn

facility; and
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providing tne user with an opportunity

to choose whether to send the collected information to

the data collection facility.

32. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising transmitting the collected information in an

e-mail attachment.

33. The method defined in claim 1 further 

comprising transmitting the collected information in

the body of an e-mail message.

34. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising:

using a program guide to generate an e-

mail message with which to provide the collected

information to the data collection facility as a

report; and

automatically setting the reply address

in the e-mail message to the e-mail address of the data

collection facility.

 35. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising sending an e-mail message to an in-box

associated with the user equipment before transmitting

the colzected information to the data collection

facility.

36. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising providing the user with an opportunity to

authorize submission of the collected information
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before transmitting the collected information to the

data collection facility.

37. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising analyzing the coliected information at the

data collection facility.

38. The method defined in claim 1 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a

television distribution facility.

39, The method defined in claim 1 wherein

the data ccllection facility is in communication with a

cable system headend.

40. The method defined in claim 1 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a

television distribution facility and wherein the user

equipment is in communication with the television

distribution facility, the method further comprising

transmitting the collected information to the data

collection facility through the television distribution

facility.

41. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising transmitting the collected information to 
the data collection facility over the Internet.

42. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising allowing the user to authorize transmission

of the collected information using a setup option.
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43. The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising allowing the user to select a desired

frequency for transmitting the collected information.

44, The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising providing the user with a setup option thet

allows the user to choose whether to notify the user

prior to transmitting the collected information to the

data collection facility.

45. A system including user equipment in which information on the television viewing activities

of a user at the user equipment is provided to a data

collection facility, comprising:

control circuitry;

a display; and

a user input interface, wherein the

control circuitry, display, and user interface are

configured to:

collect information on the television

 
viewing activities of the user by monitoring which

television channels the user tunes to with the control

circuitry; and

transmit the collected information on

the viewing activities of the user to the data

collection facility using e-mail protocols.

46. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use an e-mail application to

transmit the collected information.
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47. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use the post office protocol to

transmit the collected information.

48. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use the Simple Mail Transport

Protocol to transmit the information.

49. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect the information on the

television viewing habits of the user with an

interactive television program guide.

50. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to:

collect the information on the

television viewing habits of the user with an

interactive television program guide; and

transmit the information on the

television viewing habits of the user that were

collected with the interactive television program guide

to the data collection facility.

51. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the contrcl circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect the information on the

television viewing habits of the user with an

interactive television application.
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52. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to:

collect the information on the

television viewing habits of the user with an

interaczive television application; and

transmit the information on the

television viewing habits of the user that were

collected with the interactive television application

to the data collection facility.

53. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect information on

interactions of the user with an interactive television

program guide.

54. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use an interactive television

program guide to collect information on interactions of

the user with the interactive television program guide.

55. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further confidured to:

collect information on interactions of

the user with an interactive television program guide;
and

transmit the information collected on

the interactions of the user with the interactive
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television program guide to the data collection

facility.

56. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect information on

interactions of the user with an interactive television

application.

S57. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use an interactive television

application to collect information on interactions of

the user with the interactive television application.

58. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to:

collect information on interactions of

the user with an interactive television application;
and

transmit the information collected on

the interactions of the user with the interactive

television application to the data collection facility.

59. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect information on whaz times

the user tunes to the television channels.

60. The system defined in claim 45, wherein

the user equipment includes a set-top box, and wherein
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the control circuitry, cisplay, and user interface are

further configured to allow the user to use an

interactive television program guide to tune the set-

top box to a given television channel.

61. The system defined in claim 45, wherein

the user equipment includes a digital video recorder,

and wherein the control circuitry, display, and user

interface are further configured to allow the user to

use an interactive television vrogram guide to tune the

digital video recorder to a given television channel.

62. The system defined in claim 45, wherein

the user equipment includes a personal computer, and

wherein the control circuitry, cisplay, and user

interface are further configured to allow the user to

use an interactive television program guide to tune the

personal computer to a given television channel.

63. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use an interactive television

program guide to display program listings on the user

equipment for the user.

64. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to display an interactive menu on

the user equipment that includes options that allow the

user to invoke at least an interactive television

program guide and a video-on-caemand application.
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65. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect information on the

television viewing habits of the user by monitoring the

time and by monitoring the channels tuned to by the

user with an interactive television program guide.

66. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to store the collected information

on the television viewing habits of the user in storage

on the user equipment.

67. The system defined in claim 45, wherein

an interactive television program guide is implemented

on the user equipment, the user equipment is connected

to a television distribution facility by a

communications path, and program listings data is

provided from a program listings source, and the

television distribution facility is configured to

receive the program listings data at the television

distribution facility from the program listings source

and proviae the program listings data from the

television distribution facility to the interactive

televisicn program guide on the user equipment over the

communications path.

68. The system defined in claim 45, wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information using paging frequencies.
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69. The system defined in claim 45, wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information using digital subscriber line

communications.

70. The system defined in claim 45, wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are 
further configured to transmit the collected

information using cable communications.

Ti. The system defined in claim 45, wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information using communications over telephone lines.

72. The system defined in claim 45, wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information to a server.

73. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected 
information to the data collection facility over 4

wireless path.

74. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to notify the user before

transmitting the collected information to the data

collection facility.
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75. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the contrel circuitry, display, and user interface are

further ccnfigured to:

notify the user before transmitting the collected information to the data collection facility;

and

provide the user with an opportunity to

choose whether to send the collected information to the

data collection facility.

76. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information in an e-mail attachment.

77. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are
 further configured to transmit the collected

information in the body of an e-mail message.

78. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to:

usé a program guide to generate an e-

mail message with which to provide the collected

information to the data collection facility as a

report; and

automatically set tne reply address in

the e-mail message to the e-mail address of the data

 collecticn facility.
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79. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to send an e-mail message to an in-

box associated with the user equipment before

transmitting the collected information to the data

collection facility.

80. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the contro: circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to provide the user with an

opportunity to authorize submission of the collected

information before transmitting the collected

information to the data collection facility.

81. The system defined in claim 45 furtner

comprising means for analyzing the collected

information at the data collection facility.

82. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a 

television distribution facility.

83. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a 

cable system headend.

84. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a

television distribution facility, wherein the user

equipment is in communication with the television

distribution facility, and wherein the control
 circuitry, display, and user interface are further
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configured to transmit the collected information to the

data collection facility through the television

distribution facility.

85. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information to the data collection facility over tne

Internet.

86. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to allow the user to authorize

transmission of the collected information using a setup

option.

87. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to allow the user to select a

desired frequency for transmitting the collected

information.

88. The system defined in claim 45 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to provide the user with a setup

option that allows the user to choose whether to notify

the user prior to transmitting the collected

information to the data collection facility.

89. A method for collecting information on

interactions of a user at user equipment with an

interactive television application implemented on the
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user equipment and providing that information to a data

collection facility, comprising:

collecting information on the

interactions of the user with the interactive

television application; and

transmitting the collected informazion

on interactions of the user with the interactive

television application to the data collection facility

using e-mail protocols.

90. The method defined in claim 89 furzher

comprising using an e-mail application to transmit the

collected information.

91. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising using the post office protocol to transmit 
the collected information.

92. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising using the Simple Mail Transport Protocol to

transmit the information.

93. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising collecting the information with an

interactive television program guide.

C4, The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising collecting information on the television

viewing habits of the user with an interactive

television program guide and collecting the information

on the user's interactions with the interactive
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television application using the interactive television

program guide.

95. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising:

collecting information on the television

viewing activities of the user with an interactive

television program guide; and

transmitting the information collected

on the television viewing activities of the user to the

data collection facility.

96. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising collecting information on the television

viewing activities of tne user with the interactive

television application.

$7. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising using an interactive television program

guide to collect information on the television viewing
habits of the user.

98. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising collecting information on what times the

user tunes to television channels.

gg, The method defined in claim 89, wherein

the user equipment includes a set-top box, the method

further comprising allowing tne user to use an

interactive television program guide to tune the set-

top box to a given television channel.
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100. The method defined in claim 89, wherein

the user equipment includes a digital video recorder,

the method further comprising allowing the user to use

an interactive television program guide to tune the

digital video recorder to a given television channel.

101. The methcd defined in claim 89, wherein

the user equipment includes a personal computer, the

method further comprising allowing the user to use an

interactive television program guide to tune the

personal computer to a given television cnannel.

102. The metned defined in claim 89 further 
comprising using an interactive television program

guide to display program listings on the user equioment

for the user.

103. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising displaying an interactive menu on the user

equipment that includes options that allow the user to

invoke at least an interactive television program guide

and a video-on-demand application.

104. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising collecting information on the television

viewing habits of the user comprises by monitoring the

time and by monitoring the channels tuned to by the

user with an interactive television program guide.

105. The metnod defined in claim 89 wherein

collecting the information comprises storing the

information in storage on the user equipment.
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106. The method defined in claim 89, wherein

an interactive television program guide is implemented

on the user equipment, the user equipment is connected

to a television distribution facility by a

communications path, and program listings data is

provided from a program listings source, the method

further comprising:

receiving the program listings data at

the television distribution facility from the progzan

listings source; and

providing the program listings data from

the television distribution facility to the interactive

television program guide on the user equipment over the

communications path.

107. The method defined in claim 89, wherein

transmitting the collected information comprises transmitting the collected information using paging

frequencies.

108. The method defined in claim 89, wherein

transnitting the collected information comprises

transmitting the collected information using digital

subscriber line communications.

109. The method defined in claim 89, wherein

transmitting the collected information comprises

transmitting the collected information using cable

communications.

110. The method defined in claim 89, wherein

transmitting the collected information comprises
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communications over telepnone lines.

111. The method defined in claim 89, wherein

transmitting the collected information comprises

transmitting the collected information to a server.

112. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising transmitting the coilected information to

the data collection facility over a wireless patn.

113. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising notifying the user before transmitting the

collected information to the data collection facility.

114. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising:

notifying the user before transmitting

the collected information to the data collection

facility; and

providing the user with an opportunity

to choose whether to send the collected information to

the data collection facility.

115. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprisinc transmitting the collected information in an

e-Mail attachment.

116. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprisine transmitting the collected information in 
the body of an e-mail message.
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117. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising:

using a program guide to generate an e-

mail message with which to provide the collected

information to the data collection facility as a

report; and

automatically setting the reply address

in the e-mail message to the e-mail address of the data

collection facility.

118. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising sending an e-mail message to an in-box

associated with the user equipment before transmitting

the collected information to the data collection

facility.

119. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising providing the user with an opportunity to
 authorize submission of the collected information

before transmitting the collected information to the

data collection facility.

120. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising analyzing the collected information az the

data collection facility.

121. The method defined in claim 89 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a

television distribution facility.
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122. The method defined in claim 89 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a

cable system headend.

123. The method defined in claim 89 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a

television distribution facility and wherein the user

equipment is in communication with the television

distribution facility, the method further comprising

transmitting the collected information to the data

collection facility through the television distribution

facility.

124. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising transmitting the collected information to

the data collection facility over the Internet.

125. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising allowing the user to authorize transmission

of the collected information using a setup option.

126. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising allowing the user to select a desired 
frequency for transmitting the collected information.

127. The method defined in claim 89 further

comprising providing the user with a setup option that

allows the user to choose whether to notify the user 
prior to transmitting the collected information to the

data collection facility.
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128. A system including user equipment on

which an interactive television application is

implemented in which information on the interactions of

a user at the user equipment with the interactive

television application is provided to a data collection

facility, comprising:

control circuitry;

a display; and

a user input interface, wherein the

control circuitry, display, and user interface are

configured to:

collect information on the interactions

of the user with the interactive television

application; and

cransmit the collected information on

interactions of the user with the interactive

television application tc the data collection facility

using e-mail protocols.

129. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use an e-mail application to

transmit the collected information.

130. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured Lo use Lhe post office protocol to

transmit the collected information.

131. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are
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further configured to use the Simple Mail Transport

Protocol to transmit the information.

132. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect the information with an

interactive television program guide.

133. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect information on the

television viewing habits of the user with an

interactive television program guide and collecting the

information on the user's interactions with the

interactive television application using the

interactive television program guide.

134. The system defined in claim 128 wherein 
the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to:

coliect information on the television

viewing activities of tre user with an interactive

television program guide; ana

transmit the information collected on

the television viewing activities of the user to the

data collection facility.

135. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect information on the

television viewing activities of the user with the

interactive television applicaticn.
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136. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect information on the

television viewing habits of the user.

137. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to collect information on what times

the user tunes to television channels.

138. The system defined in claim 128, wherein

the user equipment includes a set-top box, and wherein

the control circuitry, dispiay, and user interface are

further configured to allow the user to use an

interactive television program guide to tune the set- 
top box to a given television channel.

139. The system defined in claim 128, wherein

the user equipment includes a digital video recorder,

and wherein the control circuitry, display, and user

interface are further configured to allow the user to

use an interactive television program guide to tune the

digital video recorder to a given television channel.

140. The system defined in claim 128, wherein

the user equipment includes a personal computer, and

wherein the control circuitry, display, and user

interface are further configured to allow the user to

use an interactive television program guide to tune the

persona_ computer to a given television channel.
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141. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use an interactive television

program guide to display program listings on the user

equipment for the user.

142. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to display an interactive menu on

the user equipment chat includes options that allow the

user to invoke at least an interactive television

program guide and a video-on-demand application.

143. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are
 further configured to collect information on the

television viewing habits of the user comprises by

monitoring the time and by monitoring the channels

tuned tc by the user with an interactive television

program guide.

144. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to store the information in storage

on the user equipment.

145. The system defined in claim 128, wherein

an interactive television program guide is implemerted

on the user equipment, the user equipment is connected

to a television distribution facility by a

communications path, and program listings data is

provided from a program listings source, and wherein
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the television distribution facility is configured to

receive the program listings data at the television

distribution facility from the program listings source

and provide the program listings data from the

television distribution facility to the interactive

television program guide on the user equipment over the

communications path.

146. The system defined in claim 128, wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information using paging frequencies.

147. The system defined in claim 128, wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information using digital subscriber line

communications.

148. The system defined in claim 128, wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information using cable communications.

149. The system defined in claim 128, wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured Lo transmit the collected

information using communications over telephone lines.

150. The system defined in claim 128,wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are
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further configured to transmit the collected

information to a server.

151. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information to the data collection facility over a

wireless path.

152. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to notify the user before

transmitting the collected information to the data

collection facility.

153. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to:

notify the user before transmitting the

collected information to the data collection facility;

ana

provide the user with an opportunity to

choose whether to send the collected information to the

data collection facility.

154. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are 
further configured to transmit the collected

information in an e-mail attachment.

155. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are
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further configured to transmit the collected

information in the body of an e-mail message.

156. The system defined in claim 128 wherein
 the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to:

use a program guide to generate an e-

mail message with which to provide the collected

information to the data collection facility as a

report; and

automatically set the reply address in

the e-mail message to the e-mail address of the data

collection facility.

i57. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to send an e-mail message to an in-

box associated with the user equipment before

transmitting the collected information to the data

collection facility.

158. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to provide the user with an

opportunity to authorize submission of the collected

information before transmitting the collected

information to the data collection facility.

159. The system defined in claim 128 further

comprising means for analyzing the collected

information at the data collection facility.
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160. The system defined in ciaim 128 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a

television distribution facility.

761. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a

cable system headend.

162. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the data collection facility is in communication with a

television distribution facility and wherein the usez

equipment is in communication with the television

distribution facility, and wherein the control

circuitry, display, and user interface are further

configured to transmit the collected information to the

Gata collecticn facility through the television

distribution facility.

163. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information to the data collection facility over the

Internet.

164. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to allow the user to authorize

transmission of the collected information using a setup

option.

165. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are
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further configured to allow the user to select a

desired frequency for transmitting the collected

information.

166. The system defined in claim 128 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to provide the user with a setup

option that allows the user to choose whether to notify

the user prior to transmitting the collected

information to the data collection facility.

167. A method for collecting information on

the television viewing activities of a user at user

equipment and providing that information to a data

collection facility, comprising:

collecting information on the television

viewing activities of the user by monitoring which

television channels the user tunes to with the user

equipment; and

 transmitting the collected information

on the viewing activities of the user to the data

collection facility using a web browser's

communications capabilities.

168. The method defined in claim 167 further

comprising using the browser's forms capabilities to

transmit the collected information.

169. The method defined in claim 167 further

comprising transmitting the collected information using

the File Transfer Protocol (FTP).
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170. The method defined in claim 167 further

comprising using an interactive television program

guide to access the web browser's communications

capabilities.

171. The method defined in claim 167 further

comprising using an interactive television program

guide to generate inputs for the web browser to emulate

user commands.

172. A system including user equipment in

which information on the television viewing activities

of a user at the user equipment is provided to a data

collection facility, comprising:

control circuitry;

a display; and

a user input interface, wherein the

control circuitry, display, and user interface are

configured to:  
collect information on the television

viewing activities of the user by monitoring which

television channels the user tunes to with the control

Circuitry; and

transmit the collected informatior on

the viewing activities of the user to the data

collection facility using a web browser's

communications capabilities.

173. The system defined in claim 172 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use the browser's forms

capabilities to transmit the collected information.
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174, The system defined in claim 172 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

175. The system defined in claim 172 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use an interactive television

program guide to access the web browser's

communications capabilities.

176. The system defined in claim 172 wherein

the contro. circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use an interactive television

program guide to generate inputs for the web browser to

emulate user commands.

177. A method for collecting information on

the interactions of a user at user equipment with an

interactive television application implemented on the

user equipment and providing that information to a data

collection facility, comprising:

collecting information on the

interactions of the user with the interactive

television application implemented on the user

equipment; and

transmitting the collected information

to the data collection facility using a web browser's

communications capabilities.
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178. The method defined in claim 177 further

comprising using the browser's forms capabilities to

transmit the collected information.

179. The method defined in claim 177 further

comprising transmitting the collected information using

the File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

180. The method defined in claim 177 further

comprising using an interactive television program

guide to access the web browser's communications

capabilities.

181. The method defined in claim 177 further

comprising using an interactive television program

guide to generate inputs for the web browser to emulate

user commands.

182. A system including user equipment in

which information is collected on the interactions of a

user with an interactive television program guide

implemented on the user equipment is provided to a data

collection facility, comprising:

control circuitry;

a display; and

a user input interface, wherein the

control circuitry, display, and user interface are

configured to:

collect information on the interactions

of the user with the interactive television application

implemented on the user equipment; and
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transmit the collected information to

the data collection facility using a web browser's

communications capabilities.

183. The system defined in claim 182 wherein

the contro. circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use the browser's forms

Capabilities to transmit the collected information.

184. The system defined in claim 182 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to transmit the collected

information using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

185. The system defined in claim 182 wherein

the control circuitry, display, and user interface are

further configured to use an interactive television

program guide to access the web browser's

communications capabilities.

186. The system defined in claim 182 wherein

the control circuitry, cisplay, and user interface are

furthezs configured to use an interactive television

program guide to generate inputs for the web browser to

emulate user commands.

187. A method for collecting information on 

the television viewing activities of a user at user

equipment and providing that information to a data

collection facility, comprising:

collecting information on the television

viewing activities of the user by monitoring which
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television channels the user tunes to with the user

equipment; and

transmitting the collected information

on the viewing activities of the user to the data

collection facility using a stand-alone FTP

application.

188. A system including user equipment in

which information on the television viewing activities

of a user at the user equipment is provided to a data

collection facility, comprising:

control circuitry;

a display; and

a user input interface, wherein the

control circuitry, display, and user interface are

configured to:  
collect information on the television

viewing activities of the user by monitoring which

television channels the user tunes to with the control

circuitry; and

transmit the collected information on

the viewing activities of the user to the data

collection facility using a stand-alone FTP

applicaticn.

189. A method for collecting information on

 the interactions of a user at user equipment with an

interactive television application implemented on the

user equipment and providing that information to a data 
collection facility, comprising:

collecting information on the

interactions of the user with the interactive
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televisicn application implemented on the user

equipment; and

transmitting the collected information

to the data collection facility using a stand-alone FTP

application.

190. A system including user equipment in

which information is collected on the interactions of a

user with an interactive television program guide

implemented on the user equipment is provided to a data

collection facility, comprising:

control circuitry;

a display; and

a user input interface, wherein the

control circuitry, display, and user interface are

configured to:

collect information on the interactions

of the user with the interactive television application

implemented on the user equipment; and

transmit the collected information to

the data collection facility using a stand-alone FTP

application.

191. A method for collecting information on

the television viewing activities of a user at user

equipment and providing that information to a data

collection facility, comprising:

collecting information on the television

viewing activities of the user by monitoring which

television channels the user tunes to with the user

equipment; and
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transmitting the collected information

on the viewing activities of the user to the data

collection facility using the communications

capabilities of an operating system installed on tne

user equipment.

192. A system including user equipment in

which information on the television viewing activities

of a user at the user equioment is provided to a data 
collection facility, comprising:

control circuitry;

a display; and

a user input interface, wherein the

control circuitry, display, and user interface are

configured to:

collect information on the television

 viewing activities of the user by monitoring which

television channels the user tunes to with the control

circuitry; and

transmit the collected information on

the viewing activities cf the user to the data

collection facility using the communications

capabilities of an operating system installed on the

user equipment.

193. A method for collecting information on

the interactions of a user at user equipment with an

interactive television application implemented on the

user equipment and providing that information to a data

collection facility, comprising:

collecting information on the

interactions of the user with the interactive
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television application implemented on the user

equipment; and

transmitting the collected information

to the data collection facility using the

communications capabilities of an operating system

installed on the user equipment.

194. A system including user equipment in

which information is collected on the interactions of a

user with an interactive television program guide

implemented on the user equipment is provided to a data

collection facility, comprising:

control circuitry;

a display; and

a user input interface, wherein the

 control circuitry, display, and user interface are

configured to:

collect information on the interactions

of the user with the interactive television application

implemented on the user equipment; and

transmit the collected information to

the data collection facility using the communications
 capabilities of an operating system installed on the

user equipment.
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WITH SELECTABLE LANGUAGES

Background of the Invention

This invention relates to interactive

television program guide systems, and more

particularly, to interactive television program guide

systems in which users may select a desired language

for playing television programming and displaying

program guide display screen text.

Cable, satellite, and broadcast television

systems provide viewers with a large number of

television channels. Users have traditionally

consulted printed television program schedules to

determine the programs being broadcast at a particular

time. More recently, interactive television program

guides have been developed that allow television

program information to be displayed on a user's

television.

Interactive television program guides allow

the user to navigate through television program

listings using a remote control. In a typical program

guide, various groups of television program listings
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are displayed in predefined or user-defined categories.

Listings are typically displayed in a list, grid, or

table. Interactive television program guides aie

typically implemented on set-top boxes located in the

homes of users. A typical set-top box is connected to

the user's television and videocassette recorder.

Program guides that run on personal computers or that

allow program guide information to be obtained using

the Internet are also available.

Current television programming service

providers typically provide television programing to

customers that may live across a wide geographical

area. It is not uncommon for a television programming

service provider to provide television programming to a

number of viewers who may not speak the same language,

or who prefer speaking in . language different from the

primary language of the geographical area in which the

viewers live.

Some current interactive television program

guides provide users with the ability to select

languages for television programming from digital audio

cracks on a digital channel. These interactive

television program guides provide the user with the

opportunity to select a language. The interactive

program guide informs firmware in the user's set-top

box of tne selected language. A digital component

selector in the set-top box then instructs a packet

filter to filter out unwanted digital audio tracks

based on unique packet identifiers ("PIDs") that

identify each of the tracks. The audio track with the

PID that corresponds to the selected language is played

by the set-top box on the user's television.

Current program guides do not provide foz

activation and deactivation of a secondary audio
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program (SAP) based on the language of the audio

carried on the SAP. Current program guides also do not

allow us¢r to designate a single language for both

displaying program guide display screen text (e.g.,

help text, program listings grid text, button labels,

etc.), and for playing audio.

It would therefore be desirable to provide an

interactive television program guide that allows a user

to select a language for playing analog program audio

and for displaying program guide display screen text.

It would also be desirable to provide a program guide

that allows a user to select a language in which both

audio is played and program guide text is displayec.

It would also pe desirable to coordinate the lancuage

in which program guide display screen text is displayed

with languages that are available to the user for

playing television programming. For example, it would

be desirable to have television program listings fora

particular program displayed in a user selected

language if the program, when actually broadcasted, has

audio available in the selected language. Otherwise,

the program listing for that program may be displayed

and the program played in a default language.

It is therefore an object of the present

invention to provide an interactive television program

guide system that allows a user to select a language in

which both programming audio is played and program

guide display screen text is displayed.

It is another object of the present invention

to provide an interactive television program guide that

allows a user to select languages for playing

television program audio provided on analog tracks.

It is another object of the present invention

to provide an interactive television program guide that
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coordinates the language in which program guide display

screen text is displayed with languages available for

television programming when the television programmin

is broadcasted.

It is another object of the present invention

to provide an interactive television program guide

system in which program guide display screen text in a

selected language is downloadable by the program guide.

Summary of the Invention

These and other objects of the present

invention are accomplished in accordance with the

principles cf the present invention by providing an

interactive television program guide system having a

main facility (e.g., a satellite uplink facility) that

provides program guide data from a data source to a

number of television distribution facilities (e.g.,

cable system headends, broadcast distribution

facilities, satellite television distribution

facilities, or any other suitable television

distribution facilities). The program guide data

transmitted by the main facility to the television

distribution facilities includes television programming

data (e.g., titles, channels, descriptions and content

information, rating information, or any other

information associated with television programming),

and additional data for services other than television

program listings (e.g., help text, weather information,

sports information, associated Internet web links,

etc.). The television distribution facilities

distribute the program guide data to the interactive

television program guides of a number of users.

The interactive television program guide of

the present invention is implemented on interactive
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program guide equipment that may include user

television equipment (e.g., a set-top box and

television combination) located at the user's home.

The interactive program guide equipment may also

include program guide distribution equipment located at

a television distribution facility.

Program guide display screens may be used to

provide a user with the opportunity to select the

language in which television programming is played by

the user's television equipment and in which program

guide display screen text is displayed using the

interactive television program guide. Displaying

program cuide display screen text in a selected

language may also include displaying text in a date

format, time format, currency format, parental rating

format or other format particular to a selected

language or country that uses a selected language. The

interactive television program guide may store a

language attribute identifying the selected language.

A default program guide language attribute may also be

stored by the program guide. The default program guide

language attribute may, for example, be preprogrammed

into the program guide or supplied as program guide

data. Default program languages for individual

programs may also be supplied as program guide data.

The program guide may also provide users with

an opportunity to select an alternate language in which

program guide display screen text is displayed and

programming audio played. For example, the user may

select Spanish as a primary language and English as an

alternate language. In another suitable approach, the

program guide may pick an alternéte language based on

the primary language selected by the user. If the user

selects Canadian English for the primary language, for
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example, the program guide may select U.S. English as

an alternate language. As used herein, "selected

language" is intended to include a primary language

selected by the user, a secondary language selected by

the usex or the program guide, or any suitable

combination thereof.

“=n practice, the languages available for

playing programming audio may not be the same as the

languages available for displaying program guide

display screen text. When programming audio is not

available in the selected language but program guide

display screen text is, the program guide may play

programming audio in a related language. For example,

if a user selects Canadian English as the user's

primary language, the program guide may display program

guide display screen text in Canadian English and play

programming audio in U.S. English when there is no

Canadian English audio track available for the program.

The interactive program guide informs

hardware in the user's television equipment of the

selected Language or languages. The user's television

equipment plays television programs with audio from

digital or analog audio tracks that contain audio in

the selected languages. If audio in the primary or

alternate language is not available on any provided

digital or analog audio track, the user television

equipment plays the television programs in the default

program guide language or, if applicabie, the default

program languages. Data or other information that is

provided, for example subtitles, may also be displayed

in the selected language.

The interactive television program guide of

the present invention may provide a user with the

opportunity to request television programs such as in,
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for example, a video-on-demand (VOD) system. The

interactive television program guide may inform

equipmert at the television distribution facility of

the primary, alternate and default languages (or any

suitable combination thereof) when, for example, a

request is made by the program guide to the television

distribution facility for a program. The television

distribution facility may respond by providing the

requested television program to the user's television

equipment with only a single audio track containing

audio in the selected language. Eliminating

unnecessary audio tracks may iessen the bandwidth

requirements for transmitting programming signals frem

the television distribution facility to a user's

television equipment.

The interactive television program guide of

the present invention may also provide program guide

display screen text to the user in the selected

language. As used herein, interactive program guide

display screen text may include help text, program

guide data text, program guide text, or any suitable

combination thereof. Help text is displayed in

response to the user selection of a help feature. Help

text may be downloaded as part of the program guide

data provided by the main facility or may be part of

the pregram guide.

Program guide data text is text included in

the downloaded program guide data and included in

program guide display screens. Program guide data text

may include, for example, programming information

(e.g., titles, channels, descriptions and content

information, rating information, or any other text

based information associated with television
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programming), text for advertisements, or any other

suitable text-based information.

Program guide text is text that is programmed

into the program guide and that is generally not

provided as part of the program guide data. Program

guide text may be downloaded when, for example,

changing languages of the program guide. Program guide

text may include, for example, screen titles, screen

element labels (e.g., button labels, program list

labels, procram grid labels, etc.), text that indicates

or otherwise describes program guide functionality, or

any other text that may be considered part of the

program guide itself and displayed in program guide

display screens.

The interactive program guide may filter help

text and program guide data text from the program guide

data based on the language attributes. Help text and

program guide data text in the selected and default

program guide languages may be provided to the

interactive television program guide py the television

distribution facilities using any suitable approach.

The text may, for example, be provided continuously by

tne television distribution facilities in different

languages and filtered by the program guide, may be

downloaded by the program guide on request (e.g., ina

suitable client-server approach), or may be obtained

using any other suitable approach.

Program guide text may be changed in any

Suitable fashion. Program guide text for all available

languages may, for example, be compressed using any

suitable compression method and stored as part of the

program guide application. When a different language

is selected by the user, the program guide may, for

example, decompress the appropriate program guide text
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guide may, for example, download program guide text cn

demand from the television distribution facility (e.g.,

as in a suitable client-server approach) using the

stored language attribute. Program guide text may also

be provided as part of a continuous data stream and

filtered locally. Any suitable combination of these

methods may also be used. For example, the program

guide may store program guide text in popular languages

and may download program guide text when a less popular

language is selected. For similar languages, (e.g.,

Canadian English and U.S. English), the program guide

may download program guide text in one language as a

reference, and the differences in the second language.

Making program guide text downloadable via a continuous

data stream, periodic stream, server, or any other

source, may allow a single version of the program guide

to be distributed over a wide geographical area (e.g.,

nationally) and the language of the guide to be

localized (e.g., apropos to the languages of local

residents).

If desired, only portions of the program

guide display screen text may be changed by

coordinating the language in which program guide

display screen text is displayed with the languages

available for television programming available to the

user. For example, a particular program may not have

an audio data track for the selected language. The

program may be played and its associated program

listings may be displayed, for example, in a default

program guide language or default program language,

while programs and associated program listings that

have audio or data tracks with content in the selected

language may be played and displayed in the selected
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language. The same may be true for subtitles, music

information, programming information, other information

includec ina digital track, or any other program guide

data text or program guide text that may be played by

the user's television equipment. The same may be true

for television program audio. Programs, their audio,

and any associated program data or programming guide

data may be recorded in a selected or default language.

Further features of the invention, its nature

and various advantages will be more apparent from the

accompanying drawings and the following detailed

description of the preferred embodiments.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of an

illustrative system in accordance with the present
invention.

FIGS, 2a and 2b show illustrative

arrangements for the interactive program guide

equipment of FIG. 1 in accordance with the principles

of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is an illustrative schematic block

diagram of the user television equipment of FIGS. 2a

and 2b in accordance with the principles of the present
invention.

FIG. 4 is a generalized schematic block

diagram of portions of the illustrative user television

equipment of FIG. 3 in accordance with the principles

of the present invention.

FIGS. 5-11 are illustrative program guide

display screens in accordance with the principles of

the present invention.

FIG. 12 shows an illustrative hierarchy that

may be used by the program guide to determine the
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language in which program guide display screen text is

displayed and audio played.

FIGS. 13-16 are flowcharts of illustrative

steps involved in providing an interactive program

guide with selectable languages in accordance with the

principles of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

An illustrative system 10 in accordance with

the present invention is shown in FIG. 1. Main

facility 12 provides program guide data from program

guide data source 14 to interactive program guide

equipment 17 via communications link 18. There are

preferably numerous pieces or installations of

interactive program guide equipment 17, although only

one is shown in FIG. 1 to avoid over-complicating the

drawing.

Link 18 may be a satellite link, a telephone

network link, a cable or fiber optic link, a microwave

link, an Internet link, a combination of such links, or

any other suitable communications link. If it is

desired to transmit video signals over link 18 in

addition to data signals, a relatively high bandwidth

link such as a satellite link may generally be

preferred to a relatively low bandwidth link such as a

telephone line.

The program guide data transmitted by main

facility 12 to interactive program guide equipment 17

may include television programming data (e.g., program

times, channels, titles, and descriptions) and other

data for services other than television program

listings (e.g., help text, pay-per-view information,

weather information, sports information, associated
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Internet web links, etc.). The program guide data may

be compressed if desired.

An interactive television program guide is

implemented on interactive program guide equipment 17.

Two illustrative arrangements for interactive program

guide equipment 17 are shown in FIGS. 2a and 2b.

Interactive program guide equipment 17 may include

program guide distribution equipment 21 located at

television distribution facility 16, and user

television equipment 22.

The interactive television program guide may

run totally on user television equipment 22 as shown in

FIG. 2a, or may run partially on user television

equipment 22 and partially on program guide

distribution equipment 17 using a suitable client-

server or distributed processing approach as shown in

FIG. 2b. Television distribution facility 16 may be

any suitable distribution facility (e.g., a cable

system headend, a broadcast distribution facility, a

satellite television distribution facility, or any

other suitable type of television distribution

facility). Television distribution facility 16 may

have program guide distribution equipment 21. Program

guide distribution equipment 21 may distribute program

guide data that television distribution facility 16

received from main facility 12 to multiple users via

communications paths 20.

Program guide distribution equipment 21 of

FIGS. 2a and 2b may be any equipment suitable for

providing program guide data to user television ,
equipment 22. Program guide distribution equipment 21

may include, for example, suitable transmission

hardware for distributing program guide data on a

television channel sideband, in the vertical blanking
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interval of a television channel, using an in-band

digital channel, using an out-of-band digital signal,

or by any other suitable data transmission technique.

Analog or digital video signals (e.g., television

programs) may also be provided by program guide

distribution equipment 21 to user television equipment

22 over communications paths 20 on multiple television

channels.

Communications path 20 preferably has

sufficient bandwidth to allow television distribution

facility 16 to distribute television programming to

user television equipment 22. There are typically

multiple pieces of user television equipment 22 and

multiple associated communications paths 20, although

only one piece of user television equipment 22 and

communications path 20 are shown in FIGS. 2a and 2b to

avoid over complicating the drawing. If desired,

television programming may be provided over separate

communications paths (not shown).

FIG. 2b shows an illustrative arrangement for

interactive program guide equipment 17 in a client-

server based or distributed interactive program guide

system. As shown in FIG. 2b, program guide

distribution equipment 21 may include program guide

server 25. Program guide server 25 may be any suitable

software, hardware, or combination thereof for

providing a client-server based program guide. Prcgram

guide server 25 may, for example, generate requested

program guide display screens as digital frames and

distribute the frames to user television equipment 22

for display by an interactive program guide client

implemented on user television equipment 22. Program

guide systems in which digital frames are distributed

to users are described, for example, in Marshall et al.
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U.S. patent application Serial No. 09/330,501, filed

June 11, 1999, which is hereby incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety. Alternatively,

program guide server 25 may run a suitable database

engine (e.g., SQL Server by Microsoft) and provide

program guide data in response to queries generated by

a program guide client implemented on user television

equipment 22. If desired, program guide server 25 may

be located at main facility 12 (not shown).

In still another embodiment, program guide

distribution equipment 21 may include suitable hardware

(not shown) cn which a first portion or version of the

interactive television program guide is implemented. A

second portion or version of the program guide may be

implemented on user television equipment 22. The =wo

versions or portions of the interactive program guide

may communicate using any suitable peer-to-peer

communications scheme (e.g., messaging, remote

procedure calls, etc.) and perform interactive program

guide functions distributively between television

distribution facility 16 and user television

equipment 22.

Television distribution facility 16 may

supply programs to user television equipment 22 in

response to demands made by the user using user

television eguipment 22. Any suitable video-on-demand

(VOD) approach may be used. Program guide server 25

may receive, along with video demands from user

television equipment 22, identifiers that identify the

selected language and the default program guide

language of the interactive television program guide.

Program guide distribution equipment 21 of

FIG. 2b may include digital component selector 61 and
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analog audio selector 63. Digital component

selector 61 may be any hardware, software, or

combinaticn thereof suitable for determining which

digital audio, data, or other tracks contain audio,

data, or other information in the language selected by

the user or, alternatively, in the default language of

the interactive program guide. Analog audio

selectcr 63 may be any hardware, software, or

combination thereof suitable for determining which

analog audio track contains audio in the selected

language or, alternatively, in the default program

guide language.

Program guide distribution equipment 21 may

distribute programs to user television equipment 22

with only an analog audio track (if distributed on an

analog channel), or with only digital audio, data, or

other information tracks (if distributed on a digital

channel), that have audio, data, or other information

in the selected or default languages as determined by

analog audio selector 63 or digital component

selector 61, respectively. Sending audio, data, or

other information in only one language requires less

bandwidth than would sending the audio, data, or other

information in multiple languages and having unwanted

languages filtered at user television equipment 22.

This approach is especially useful in systems, such as

VOD systems, where many users request video over

multiple communication paths 20.

Each user has user television equipment 22

for displaying, for example, television programming and

program guide display screens using the interactive

television program guide. Program quide data may be

distributed by program guide distribution equipment 21

to user television equipment 22 using any suitable
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scheme. For example, program guide data may be

provided in a continuous stream, or may be transmitted

periodically at a suitable time interval (e.g., once

per hour). If transmitted continuously, it may not be

necessary to store the data locally at user television

equipment 22. Rather, user television equipment 22 may

extract data "on the fly" as it is needed. If desired,

television distribution facility 16 may poll user

television equipment 22 periodically for certain

informaticn (e.g., pay program account information or

informaticn regarding programs that have been purchased

and viewed using locally-generated authorization

techniques). Program guide data provided by program

guide server 25 may also be distributed to user

television equipment 22 by program guide distribution

equipment 21. If desired, the program guide data may

be compressed by main facility 12 or television

distribution or facility 16, and uncompressed by the

program guide.

For clarity, the present invention will be

illustrated in connection with a system arrangement in

which program guide data is distributed from a main

facility to an interactive television program guide

implemented on user television equipment via a

television distribution facility. Other suitable

systems involve arrangements in which data is

distributed to a program guide on user television

equipment using other suitable distribution schemes,

such as schemes involving data transmission over the

Internet or the like. If desired, the interactive

television program guide application may be implemented

using a client-server architecture in which the primary

processing power for the application is provided by a

server located at, for example, the television
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distribution facility or the main facility (e.g.,

program guide server 25), and user television

equipment 22 acts as a client processor, as in, for

example, the system shown in FIG. 2b. A suitable

distributed approach may also be used.

An illustrative arrangement for user

television equipment 22 is shown in FIG. 3. User

television equipment 22 of FIG. 3 receives video, audio

and data from television distribution facility 16

(FIG. 1) at input 26. During normal television

viewing, tuner 51 of set-top box 28 tunes to a desired

television channel based on inputs from the user on

remote control 40. The signal for that television

channel is then provided at video output 30. The

signal supplied at output 30 is typically either a

radio-frequency (RF) signal on a predefined channel

(e.g., cnannel 3 or 4), or a analog demodulated video

signal, but may also be a digital signal provided to

television 36 on an appropriate digital bus (e.g., a

bus using the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) 1394 standard, (not shown)). The

video signal at output 30 is received by optional

secondary storage device 32. Set-top box 28 may also

have digital component selector 53, packet filter 55,

MPEG-2 decoder 57, and analog audio selector 59 (or any

suitable combination thereof) for obtaining digital or

analog audio from the signal received at input 26.

Secondary storage device 32 can be any

Suitable type of analog or digital program storage

device or player (e.g., a videocassette recorder, a

digital versatile disc (DVD) player, etc.). Program

recording and other functions may be controlled by

set-top box 28 using control path 34. If secondary

storage device 32 is a videocassette recorder, for
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example, a typical control path 34 involves the use of

an infrared transmitter coupled to the infrared

receiver in the videocassette recorder that no-mally

accepts commands from a remote control such as remote

control 40. Remote control 40 may be used to control

set-top box 28, secondary storage device 32, and

television 36. Programs and their associated audio may

be stored in a selected or default language if desired.

The interactive television program guide may

run on set-top box 28, on television 36 (if television

36 has suitable processing circuitry and memory), or on

a Suitable analog or digital receiver connected to

television 36. The interactive television program

guide may also run cooperatively on both television 36

and set-top box 28. Interactive television application

systems in which a cooperative interactive television

program guide application runs on multiple devices are
described, for example, in Ellis U.S. patent

application Serial No. 09/186,598, filed November 5,

1998, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein

in its entirety.

If desired, the user may record programs,

associated program data, program guide data, or any

suitable combination thereof in digital form on

optional digital storage device 31. The programs,

audio, associated program data, or program guide data

may be stored in a selected or default language.

Digital storage device 31 may be a writable optical

storage device (such as a DVD player capable of

handling recordable DVD discs), a magnetic storage

device (such as a disk drive or digital tape), or any

other digital storage device. Interactive television

program guide systems that have digital storage devices

are described, for example, in Hassell et al. U.S.
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patent application Serial No. 09/157,256, filed

September 17, 1998, which is hereby incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.

Digital storage device 31 can be contained in

set-top box 28 or it can be an external device

connected to set-top box 28 via an output port and

appropriate interface. If necessary, processing

circuitry in set-top box 28 formats the received video,

audio, and data signals into a digital file format.

Preferably, the file format is an open file format such

as the Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) MPEG-2
standard. The resulting data is streamed to digital

storage device 31 via an appropriate bus (e.g., a bus

using the Institute Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) 1394 standard), and is stored on

digital storage device 31.

Television 36 receives video and audio

Signals from secondary storage device 32 via

communications path 38. The signals on communications

path 38 may either be generated by secondary storage

device 32 when playing back a prerecorded storage

medium (e.g., a videocassette or a recordable digital

versatile disc), by digital storage device 31 when

playing back a pre-recorded digital medium, may be

passed thrceugh from set-top box 28, may be provided

directly tc television 36 from set-top box 28 if

secondary storage device 32 is not included in user

television equipment 22, or may be received directly by

television 36. During normal television viewing, the

Signals provided to television 36 correspond to the

desired channel to which the user has tuned with

set-top box 28. The signals may also be provided to

television 36 by set-top box 28 when set-top box 28 is
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used to play back information stored on digital storage

device 31.

A more generalized embodiment of user

television equipment 22 of FIG. 3 is shown in FIG. 4.

As shown in FIG. 4, program guide data from television

distribution facility 16 (FIG. 1) is received by

control circuitry 42 of user television equipment 22.

Control circuitry 42 may include circuitry suitable for

tuning to digital or analog television signals as

indicated by tuner 51. Control circuitry 42 may also

include circuitry suitable for selecting different

audio tracks from digital audio television channels, as

is indicated by digital component selector 53, packet

filter 55, and analog audio selector 59. Decoding

circuitry for generating digital video may also be

included, as is indicated by MPEG-2 decoder 57. The

functions of control circuitry 42 may be provided using

the set-top box arrangement of FIG. 3. Alternatively,

these functions may be integrated into an advanced

television receiver, personal computer television

(PC/TV), or any other suitable arrangement. If

desired, a combination of such arrangements may be

used.

User television equipment 22 may also have

secondary storage device 47 and digital storage device

49 for recording programming. Secondary storage device

47 can be any suitable type of analog or digital

program storage device (e.g., a videocassette recorder,

a digital versatile disc (DVD), etc.). Program

recording and other functions may be controlled by

control circuitry 42. Digital storage device 49 can

be, for example, a writable optical storage device

(such as a DVD player capable of handling recordable

DVD discs), a magnetic storage device (such as a disk
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drive or digital tape), or any other digital storage

device. If desired, programs may be recorded remotely

at television distribution facility 16 or some other

facility, making secondary storage device 47 and

digital storage device 49 unnecessary. Systems in

which programs are remotely recorded and played back

are described, for example, in Ellis et al. U.S. patent

application Serial No. 09/332,244, filed June 11, 1999,

which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its

entirety. Programs, audio, associated program data,

program guide data, or any suitable combination

thereof, may be recorded by secondary storage device

47, digital storage device 49, or a remote server ina

selected or default language if desired.

The user controls the operation of user

television equipment 22 with user interface 46. User

interface 46 may be a pointing device, wireless remote

control, keyboard, touch-pad, voice recognition system,

or any other suitable user input device. To watch

television, the user instructs control circuitry 42 to

display a desired television channel on display device

45. To access the functions of the program guide, the

user instructs the program guide implemented on

interactive program guide equipment 17 to generate a

main menu or other desired program guide display screen

for display on display device 45.

When a user indicates a desire to access the

interactive television program guide implemented on

interactive program guide equipment 17 (e.g., by using

a "menu" key on remote control 40), the program guide

generates an appropriate program guide display screen
 

for display on monitor 45. A main menu screen, for
 example, such as illustrative main menu screen 100 of
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FIG. 5, may be generated that provides the user with

access to various program guide functions. Main menu

screens may also display any suitable graphic or other

display screen entity.

Illustrative main menu screen 100 of FiG. &,

for example, may include menu 102 of selectable program

guide features 106. If desired, the program guide

features 106 may be organized according to feature

type. Menu 102, for example, organizes program guide

features 106 into three columns wherein the column

labeled "TV GUIDE" is for listings related features,

the column labeled "MSO SHOWCASE" is for multiple

system operator (MSO) related features, and the column

labeled "VIEWER SERVICE" is for viewer related

features. The interactive television program guide may

generate a suitable display screen for a particular

program guide feature in response to the user selection

of any selectable program guide feature 106.

Main menu screen 100 may also include one or

more selectable advertisement graphics 108. Selectable

advertisement graphics 108 may, for example, advertise

pay-per-view programs. In response to the user

selection of a selectable advertisement graphic 108,

the program guide may display information (e.g., pay-

per-view information) for what is advertised by the

graphic. Pure text advertisements may be presented

using selectable advertisement graphics 108 if desired,

or may be more suitably presented using selectable

advertisement banner 110.

Main menu screen 100 may also include other

graphics. Tne brand of the program guide product may

be indicated, for example, using a product brand logo

graphic such as product brand logo graphic 112. The

service provider may be indicated, for example, using a
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service provider logo graphic such as service provider

logo graphic 114. The current time may be displayed

using clock 116. In addition, a suitable indicatcr

such as indicator graphic 118 may be used to indicate

to the user that a message is waiting for the user if

the program guide provides messaging or a TV-Mail
feature.

The interactive program guide may provide the

user with the opportunity to view television program

listings. A user may indicate a desire to view

program listings by, for example, positioning highlight

region 120 over a desired program guide feature.

Alternatively, the program guide may present program

listing in response to the user pressing a key (e.g., a

"guide" key) on remote control 40. In response to the

user indicating a desire to view television programming
 information, the program guide may generate an

appropriate program listings screen for display on

monitor 45. A program listings screen may contain one

or more lists of programs organized according to

multiple organization criteria and sorted in various

ways.

The program listings screen may be overlaid

over a program being viewed by the user or overlaid

over a portion of the program in a "browse" mode. The

program guide may, for example, provide the user with
the opportunity to view listings by time, by channel,
according to a number of themes (e.g., movies, sports,

children, etc.), or may allow the user to search for a

listing by title. Program listings may be displayed
using any suitable list, table, grid, or other suitable
display construct. If desired, program listings
display screens may also include selectable
advertisement graphics, selectable advertisement
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banners, product brand logo graphics, service provider

brand graphics, clocks, or any other suitable indicator

or graphic.

FIGS. 6a and 6b illustrate the display of

program listings by time and by channel, respectively.

The program listings display screens 130 and 135 of

FIGS. 5a and Sb may include highlight region 151, which

highlights the current listing 150. The user may

position highlight region 151 by entering appropriate

commands with user interface device 52. For example,

Lf user input interface device 52 has a keypad, the
user can position highlight region 151 using "up" anc

"down" keys. Alternatively, a touch sensitive screen,

trackball, voice commands, or other suitable device may

be used to move highlight region 151 or to select

program listings without the use of highlight region

151. In still another approach, the user may speak a

television program listing into a voice request

recognition system. Any other suitable approach may be

used.

The program guide may also provide the user

with the opportunity to view listings for other times

or channels. The user may indicate a desire to access

listings for other times or channels by, for example,

pressing "left" and "right" arrows on remote control 40

to change time slots (when listings are presented by

time as shown in FIG. 6a), or to change channels (when

listings are presented by channel as shown in FIG. 6b).

In response to such an indication, the program guide

may display listings for a different time slot or

channel. The user may also indicate a desire to see

additional program listings for a particular time slot

(when listings are presented by time as shown in

FIG. 6a) or for a particular channel (when listings are
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displayed by channel as shown in FIG. 6b) by, for

example, pressing "up" and "down" arrow keys on remote

control 40. In response to such an indication, the

program guide may, for example, scroll or page the

program listings to display additional program

listings.

After a user selects a program listing (e.g.,

by position highlight region 151 and pressing an "OK"

key on remote control 40), the interactive program

guide may provide the user with the opportunity to

access a number of program guide functions associated

with the listing. For example, the user may access

additional information (typically text or graphics, but

possibly video and other information) about the

listing, set a reminder, schedule an associated program

for recording, set parental control features, set and

navigate through favorite channels, or any access other
 suitable program guide function.

FIG. Va shows an illustrative full

information screen 161 that may be displayed when a

user indicates a desire to view information for a

program. Full information screen 161 may be displayed,

for example, when the user presses an "info" key on

remote control 40 after highlighting a program listing

in a program listings display screen (e.g., program

listings display screens 130 and 135 of FIGS. 5a and

5b), while watching a program, or at any other suitable

time. Information screens that provide users with an

opportunity to access various program guide functions

are described, for example, in concurrently filed

Rudnick et al. U.S. patent application Serial

No. 09/356,268 filed July 16, 1999, which is hereby

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.
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Full information screen 161 may include

information window 162 in which a brief description of

a program may be displayed. Information window 162 may
also list the languages available for a program in

response to a user indicating a desire to see such a

list (e.g., by selecting language option 157).

FIG. 7b, for example, shows information window 162 with

available languages for "Mad About You."

Alternatively, the available languages may be displayed
as part of an information window without requiring a
user to indicate a desire to access them.

Users may be unfamiliar with some of the

functions of the program guide. The interactive

program guide may, for example, provide the user with

the opportunity to access help information for a

function by, for example, pressing a "heip" key on
remote control 40 while in the display screen of a

particular function. FIG. 8 shows illustrative help

display screen 200 that may be generated by the program
guide in response to a user indication to do so. Help
display screen 200 may contain selectable advertisement

graphics, advertisement banners, product brand logo

graphics, service provider logo graphics, clocks, or

any other suitable indicator or graphic. Help display
screen 200 may also contain help text panel 202 in

which help text 205 is displayed. Help text panel 202

may include other non-help text, such as text 204 that

indicates to the user to press HELP to exit.

The program guide of the present invention

May provide a user with the opportunity to select a

language from a list of languages. The user may, for

example, access a list of languages initially by

indicating @ desire to access a setup function of the

program guide by selecting "SETUP" from main menu 102
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of FIG. 5. in response to such an indication, the

program guide may display a setup display screen, such

as illustrative setup display screen 300 of FIG. 9.

The setup display screen of FIG. 9 may, for example,

provide a user with the opportunity to select a

"language" setup option from a list of on-screen

features.

In response to the user selection of the

"language" setup option the program guide may display,

for example, illustrative language setup display screen

310 of FIG. 10. Language setup display screen 310 of

FIG. 10 may, for example, display a list of selectable

languages that the program guide may use for playing

televisicn programming and displaying program guide

display screen text. The language listings may be

displayed in their respective languages if desired.

The program guide may provide the user with an

opportunity to select a language and in response to

such a selection, the program guide may display

illustrative language confirmation screen 320 shown in

FIG. il. Language confirmation screen 320 of FIG. 11

may provide a user with an opportunity to confirm the

selected language. If desired, language confirmaticn

screen 320 may be displayed in the selected language

before the language is set.

Illustrative language confirmation screen 320

of FIG. 11 indicates to users that there may be a delay

of a few minutes to update the guide. Whether or not

there is any delay may depend on the chosen approach

for providing program guide display screen text in

different languages. The message displayed in language

confirmation screen 320 may be changed accordingly.

Language setup display screen 310 of FIG. 10

and language confirmation screen 320 of FIG. 11 may
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also be displayed by the program guide to provide the

user with an opportunity to select an alternate

language. The program guide may display program guide

display screen text and play audio in the alternate

language when text or audio in the primary Language

(i.e., the language first selected by the user) is not

available. In another suitable approach, the program

guide may pick an alternate language based on the

primary language selected by the user. If the user

selects Canadian Englisn, for example, the program

guide may select U.S. English as an alternate languégde.

As used herein, “selected language” is intended to

include a primary language selected by the user, a

secondary language selected by the user or the program

guide, or any suitable combination thereof.

In practice, the languages available for

playing programming audio may not be the same as the

languages available for displaying program guide

display screen text. When programming audio is not

available in the selected language but program guide

display screen text is, the program guide may play

programming audio in a related language. For example,

if a user selects Canadian English as the user's

primary language, the program guide may display program

guide display screen text in Canadian English and play

programming audio in U.S. English when there is no

Canadian English audio track available.

The program guide may store a language

attribute identifying the selected language. The

program guide may also store a default program guide

language attribute identifying a default program guide

language. The default program guide language attribute

may, for example, be preprogrammed into the program

guide or supplied as part of the program guide data,
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and may be customized based on a user’s location. For

example, users in the United States may have their

default program guide language set to U.S. English, and

users in Mexico may have their default program guide

language set to Spanish.

Program guide display screen text may be

displayed using the interactive television program

guide according to the language attributes. If program

guide display screen text in the selected language is

not available, text in the default program guide
language may be used to display program guide display

screen text in the default program guide language. The

display of program guide display screen text may

include displaying times, dates, currencies, or

parental ratings in formats particular to a selected

language or country that uses a selected language.

Program guide display screen text may include help

text, program guide data text, and program guide text,

or any Suitable combination thereof. Help text is

displayed in response to the user selection of a help

feature such as text 205 of FIG. 8. Help text may be

provided as part of the program guide data provided by

the main facility, as part of the application, or using

a suitable combination of approaches. Help text may,

for example, be initially provided as part of the

program guide and later downloaded when the user

selects a language.

Program guide data text is text included in

the program guide data that is read by the program

guide and included in program guide display screens.

Program guide data text may include, for example,

programming information (e.g., titles, channels,

descriptions and content information, rating

information, or any other text based information
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associated with television programming), text for

advertisements, or any other suitable text based

information. An example of program guide data text may

be the program listings of listings 150 shown in FIGS.

6a and 6b, and the program information displayed on

information window 162 of FIG. 7a.

Program guide text is text that is programmed

into the program guide and that is generally not

provided as part of the program guide data. Program

guide text may be downloaded, however, when the user

changes languages. Program guide text may include, for
example, screen titles, screen element labels (e.g.,

button labels, program list labels, program grid

labels, etc.), text that indicates or otherwise

describes program guide functionality, or any other

text that may be considered part of the program guide

itself for display in program guide display screens.

An example of program guide text may be the text of

selectable features 106 of main menu 102 (FIG. 5).

The interactive program guide may obtain

program guide data containing text that is in the

selected or default program guide languages. In one

suitable approach, program guide help and data text may

be provided continuously by television distribution

facility 16 to user television equipment 22 in

different languages and filtered by the interactive

program guide. The program guide may, for example,

filter out data in the data stream containing text that

is not in a desired language (e.g., undesirable help or

program guide data text) by, for example, comparing a

stored language attribute with language attributes

contained in a program guide data stream. This

comparison and filtering may also be performed by

suitable circuitry in control circuitry 42 without
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requiring the program guide to do the comparison. In

another ‘suitable approach, program guide data in the

desired language (e.g., help text and programming video

data text) may be downloaded by the program guide by a

specific request (e.g., in a suitable client-server

approach).

In still another suitable approach, the

interactive program guide may indicate the selected and

Gefault procram guide languages to television

Gistribution facility 16 using any suitable approach.

Television distribution facility 16, in turn, may
provide program guide data only in the indicated

languages. In this approach, television distribution

facility 16 may have suitable memory and processing

circuitry to store language attributes for a large

number of users. Alternatively, the program guide may

indicate the selected and default languages with every

request.

Program guide text may be changed by the

interactive program guide using any suitable approach.

Program guide text for all available languages may, for

example, be compressed using any suitable compression

method, and stored as part of the program guide

application. When a user selects a different language,

the program guide may, for example, decompress program

guide text in the selected language and display it

accordingly. Alternatively, the program guide may, for

example, download program guide text on demand from the

television distribution facility (e.g., as ina

Suitable client-server approach), or download program

guide text from a periodic or continuous data stream.

Television program audio may be provided to

user television equipment 22 by television distribution

facility 16 on analog audio tracks of analog television
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channels. Different audio tracks may be used to

provide different languages for television program

audio. One suitable analog approach involves using a

secondary audio program ("SAP"). SAP track

identification may be provided to the interactive

television program guide as part of the program guide

data stream by main facility 12 or television

distribution facility 16. The program guide data

stream may, for example, contain a SAP track map

database that maps or defines the primary and secondary

language types of the SAP fora particular programming

entity (e.g., by using a unique source identifier

("ID") to identify NBC, ABC, FOX, etc.), for each

channel, or for each program. The SAP track map

database may be generated by main facility 12 or

television distribution facility 16 and transmitted to

user television equipment 22 using any suitable analog

or digital in-band or out-of-band approach. The SAP

track map database may be included in the program guide

data if desired.

The SAP track map database may be stored by

the interactive program guide, downloaded on demand,

periodically, continuously or using any other suitable

approach. When necessary, the interactive program

guide may pass track identifiers to analog audio

selector 59 (FIG. 4). The program guide may, for

example, pass track identifiers to analog audio

selector 59 each time the user changes channels, each

time a new program is broadcast, or after any other

Suitable event that may require analog audio selector

59 to select a different audio track. Alternatively,

the program guide may pass the SAP track map database
and track identifiers to analog audio selector 59.

Analog audio selector 59 may in turn dynamically choose
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between the SAP audio tracks based on the language

identifiers and the SAP map, without requiring activity

by the program guide.

Television program audio, data, and other

information may be provided to user television

equipment 22 on digital tracks that are provided as

part of digital television channels. A digital channel

may include, for example, a video track, a number of

audio tracks, and a number of data or other suitable

text tracks (e.g., a subtitle track, digital music

information track (e.g., title, artist, and track

information), etc.). If desired, data may be

transmitted out-of-band and not included as an

additional track. Digital video, audio, and data are

transmitted in packets on the digital television

channel. The packets also contain packet identifiers

("PIDs") identifying the track that each packet

belongs to.

A PID map database may be provided by main

facility 12 to television distribution facility 16 as

part of the program guide cata. Alternatively,

television distribution facility 16 may insert a PID

map database into the program guide data that was

generated by television distribution facility 16 or

another source. If desired, the PID map database may

be distributed by television distribution facility 16

to user television equipment 22 separate from the

program guide data. The PID map database defines which

languages correspond to the digital tracks of the

digital channels. The PID map database may define, for

example, which languages correspond to which tracks for

each television program, for each channel, or for each

television distribution facility 16.
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The interactive television program guide

implementec on interactive program guide equipment 17

May receive the PID map database. The PID map database

may be usec by the interactive program guide to

determine which audio, data, or other track has audio,

data, or other information in the selected, default

program guide, and default program languages. This may

be determined, for example, each time the user changes

the selected language, each time new television

programming is broadcasted, each time the channel is

changed, in any suitable combination thereof, or after

any other event that may require selecting different

digital tracks to obtain audio, data, or other

informaticn in the applicable languages. The PIDs for

the tracks on which the selected or default language

audio, data, or other information is provided are

passed by the interactive program guide to packet

filter 55 located in user television equipment 22.

Packets without the passed IDs are filtered out by

packet filter 55. The remaining packets, along with

the digital video signal of the channel, may be passeca

from tuner 51 to decoder 57 for decoding, and all are

played for the user by user television equipment 22.

The PID map database may also be forwarded to

digital component selector 53. The interactive

television program guide may pass the stored language

attributes to digital component selector each time the

user selects a different language using the program

guide. Digital component selector 55 may in turn pass

PIDs to the packet filter for audio, data, and other

tracks that contain audio, data, and other information

in the selected or default languages, based on the PID

map. Packets without the indicated IDs are filtered

out by packet filter. The remaining audio and data
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packets, along with the digital video signal on the

channel, may be passed from tuner 51 to decoder 57 for

decoding, and are all played for the user by user

television equipment 22. In this approach, the

interactive program guide may "sleep" and allow digital

component selector 53 to detect events which would

require sending different PIDs to packet filter 55

(e.g., the user flipping a channel).

If desired, only portions of the program

guide display screen text may change by coordinating

the language in which program guide display screen text

is displayed with the languages available for

television programming available to the user. A

particular program may, for example, not have an audio

track (digital or analog) for a primary selected

language (e.g., U.S. English). The program may be

played and its associated program listings and other

information may be displayed, for example, in any other

applicable language (e.g., an alternate, the default

program language, or the default program guide

language}, while programs and associated program

listings that have the desired audio track may be

displayed in the primary selected language. The same

may be true for subtitles, music information,

programming information, other data or information

included in digital tracks, or any other program guide

display screen text that is presented to the user by

the program guide.

A particular program may not, for example,

have an audio track in the selected language. When the

user indicates to the interactive program guide a

desire to access a program guide function that

involves, for example, displaying program guide data

text (e.g., previewing program listings, program
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information, ordering pay-per-view programs, etc.), the

program guide determines if the program guide data text

displayed es part of the function includes television

programming information (e.g., titles, broadcast times,

descriptions and content information, rating

information, etc.). As the program guide generates

program guide display screens containing the television

program information, the program guide determines if

the television program associated with the television

program information has audio, data, or other

information in the selected language, based on the PID

map database or the SAP map database. If so, the

program guide displays program guide display screen

text associated with the program in the selected

language. If, however, the television program audio,

data, or other informatic7 is not available in the

selected language, the program guide may display the

program guide display screen text in the default

language.

In still another suitable approach, main

facility 12 may provide program guide display screen

text in those languages in which audio for related

programming is available. If a program has audio in

only one language, main facility 12 may only provide

program guide display screen text in that language.

This may simplify the selection process that may take

place at television distribution facility 12 when, for

example, the program guide requests program guide data
text.

One example of when the program guide may

coordinate the language in which program guide display

screen text is displayed with languages available for

television programming is when a user indicates a

desire to view program listings. The program guide may
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also coordinate languages, for example, when a user

indicates a desire to access other program information,

pay-per-view ordering information, or any other
information related to television programs.

An illustrative hierarchy of the language in

which program guide display screen text is displayed
and audio played is shown in FIG. 12. Preferably, the

program guide uses the primary language selected by the
user. Program guide text and help text may normally be

displayed in the primary language unless, for example,
the text cannot be downloaded by the program guide

after a user changes the primary language. If audio is

not available, it may be played in an alternate

language selected either by the user or by the program

guide. If program guide data text is not available in
the primery selected language, the program guide may

obtain program guide data text in an alternate language

selected by the user or by the program guide. Program

guide data text for particular programs may be
coordinated with the language in which audio will be

played according, for example, to the hierarchy of FIG.
12.

Programs may have default program languages.

A default program language may be set by, for example,

main facility 12 or television distribution facility

16, and distributed to user television equipment 22 as

part of the program guide data. If programming audio
is not available in the primary or alternate language,

it may be played in the default program language.
Program guide data text for programs may be coordinated
accordingly and displayed in the default program

language. If none of the above languages are

available, programming audio may be played and related
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program guide data text displayed in the default

program guide language.

FIGS. 13-16 are flowcharts of illustrative

steps involved in providing a program guide with

selectable languages in accordance with the principles

of the present invention. The steps illustrated in the

flowcharts are illustrative and may be performed in any

Suitable order. FIG. 13 shows illustrative steps

involved in operating an interactive television program

guide system that provides a user with the opportunity

to select languages in which program guide display

screen text is displayed.

At step 400, the interactive program quide

implemented on interactive program guide equipment 17

may provide the user with the opportunity to select a

language. Step 400 may include substeps 405, 41C, and

415 as shown. At substep 405, a setup screen, such as

illustrative setup display screen 300 of FIG. 8, may be

provided to the user to provide the user with the

opportunity to access the language selection feature of

the program guide. At substep 410, the program cquide

May provide the user with a language setup display

screen, such as illustrative language setup display

screen 410 of FIG. 10, to provide the user with the

opportunity to select a language from a list of

languages. At substep 415, the program guide may

provide the user with the opportunity to confirm the

language selection by, for example, providing the user

with language confirmation screen 320 of FIG. il. Step

400 may be repeated to provide the user with an

opportunity to select an alternate language.

Alternately, the program guide may select an alternate

language according to the primary language (step 417).
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The program guide may store language

attributes for the selected languages at step 420. A

language attribute for the default program guide

language may have been pre-programmed into the program

guide, or may aiso be stored at step 420 (e.g., by

downloading it from a data stream or server). At step

430, the program guide may ready program guide display

screen text for display in the selected or default

languages. More specifically, help text, program guide

data text, and program guide text may be readied by the

program guide at steps 440, 450, and 460, respectively.

Program guide display screen text may be

readied by the program guide using any suitable

approach. In practice, however, the way in which

program guide display screen text is readied by the

program guide may depend on the type of text and how

the text is provided to the program guide. Help text

and program guide data text may, for example, be

continuous_y provided in multiple languages by

television distribution facility 16 to user television

equipment 22. Alternatively, help text and program

guide data text in different languages may be provided

on demand. In either of these approaches, the program

guide may filter out unwanted help text or program

guide data text at steps 442 and 452, respectively.

Help text and program guide data text may also be

downloaded in only the selected, default program guide,

or default program languages by the program guide, as

indicated by steps 444 and 454. In still another

approach, the program guide may indicate the selected

or default program guide language to television

distribution facility 16. Television distribution

facility 16 may in turn provide help text or program

guide data text or any suitable combination of these
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approaches, continuously in the indicated language

(steps 446 and 456). Help text and program guide text

may, for example, be stored initially as part of the

program guide and updated using a suitable client-

server based approach.

In still another suitable approach, main

facility 12 may provide program guide data text in

those languages in which audio for related programming

is available. If a program has audio in only one

language, main facility 12 may only provide program

guide data text in that language. This may simplify

the selection process that may take place at television

distribution facility 12 when, for example, the program

guide requests program guide data text. Any other

suitable approach for readying help text or program

guide data text or any suitable combination of these

approaches, may be used.

The program guide may ready program guide

text at step 460. On suitable approach may involve

extracting program guide text in the selected or

default program guide language that is normally stored

by the program guide (step 462). Another suitable

approach may involve downloading program guide text

from television distribution facility 16 on demand at

step 460 using, for example, any suitable client-server

or peer-to-peer approach (step 464). Any other

Suitable approach for readying program guide text may

be used. At step 468, the display screen text may be
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decompressed. Providing display screen text in
compressed form may tend to minimize the bandwidth
reguirements of link and 20 and the memory requirements
of user television equipment 22.

At step 470, the program guide displays the

program guide display screen text in the selected, the
default program guide, or the default program language
using use: television equipment 22. Displaying program
guide display screen text in a selected language may
also include displaying text in a date format, time

format, currency format, parental rating format or

other format particular to a selected language or

country that uses a selected language.
FIG. 14 is a flowchart of illustrative steps

involved in providing analog audio on different analog

audio tracks using the program guide of the present

invention. Initially, the program guide may provide

the user with an opportunity to select a language in

which the user would like television program audio

played by user television equipment 22. This

opportunity may be provided to the user by the program

guide at 400-415. At step 420, the program guide may
store language attributes for the selected or default

languages. Steps 400-420 were discussed with respect
to FIG. 13 and for brevity will not be re-explained

here.

An analog audio track is selected using the

program guide (step 500). At step 502, the program

guide may determine which analog track carries audio in
a desirable language (e.g., the primary, alternate,

defaulz program guide, or default program language)
using, for example, an analog audio track map such as a
SAP map. At step 510, the program guide may pass an

analog track identifier for the desired track to analog
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audio selector 59 (FIG. 4). This step may occur with

any suitable frequency. The program guide may pass an

analog track identifier to analog audio selector 598,

for example, each time the user changes channels, each

time @ programming change occurs, or with any other

Suitable frequency. At step 512, the identified audio

track is selected by analog audio selector 59. The

selected audio track is played for the user by user

television equipment 22 at step 515.

It may be desirable, however, to select

analog audio tracks without activity from the program

guide, as performed at step 505. This may involve, for

example, passing an analog track map and language

identifiers for the selected and default languages to

analog audio selector 59 using the program guide (step

507). Analog audio selector 59 may determine which

analog track is desirable based on the analog track map

and the language identifiers. In a system in which SAP

is used, for example, only one language identifier need

be included in the SAP map sent to analog audio

selector because there are only two available tracks.

If audio in the selected language is not available on

the indicated track, then the other track may

automatically be used. Alternatively, the SAP map may

include the languages of both tracks.

At step 509, analog audio selector 593 selects

the desirable analog audio track without any further

activity by the program guide directed towards

selecting analog audio. Step 509 may be performed, for

example, each time the user changes channels, each time

programming changes on a channel, or with any other

Suitable frequency. Analog audio from the selected

track is played by user television equipment 22 at step
515.
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FIG. 15 is a flowchart of illustrative steps

involved in providing digital audio, data, or other

information using the program guide of the present

invention. Initially, the program guide may provide

the user with an opportunity to select a language.

This opportunity may be provided to the user by the

program guide at steps 400-415. At step 417, the

program guide may select an alternate language based on

the primary language. At step 420, the program guide

may store language attributes for the selected and

default program guide languages. Steps 400-420 were

caiscussed with respect to FIG. 13 and for brevity wili

not be re-explained here.

A digital audio, data, or other information

track is selected using the program guide at step 550.

At step 552, the program guide determines which digital

tracks carry audio, data, or other information in a

desirable (the selected or default) language using, for

example, a PID map. At step 555, PIDs for the

desirable tracks may be passed to packet filter 55

(FIG. 4) using the program guide. This step may be

performed with any suitable frequency. The program

guide may pass PIDs to packet filter 55, for example,

each time the user changes channels, each time a

programming change occurs, or with any other suitable

frequency. At step 557, packet filter 55 filters out

unwanted packets and the contents of the selected

tracks are played by user television equipment 22 at

step 560.

It may be desirable, however, to select

digital tracks without activity from the program guide

directed towards digital track selection, as performed

at step 540. This may involve, for example, passing a

PID map and language identifiers for the selected and
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default Languages to digital component selector 53

(FIG. 4) using the program guide (step 545). Digital

component selector 53 may determine which tracts are

desirable based on the PID map and the language

identifiers, and may select the desirable tracks at

step 547. Selecting desirable tracks may involve, for

example, passing PIDs to packet filter 55 which, in

turn, filters out undesirable packets. The contents of

the selected digital tracks are played by user

television equipment 22 at step 560.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart of illustrative steps

involved in coordinating the language in which program

guide display screen text is displayed with languages

available for television programming when the

television programming is broadcasted. Initially, the

program guide may provide the user with an opportunity

to select a language. This opportunity may be provided

to the user by the program guide at steps 400-415. At

step 417, the program guide may select an alternate

language based on the primary language. At step 420,

the program guide may store language attributes for the

selected and default languages. Steps 400-420 were

discussed with respect to FIG. 13 and for brevity will

not be re-explained here.

Coordinating display screen text with

available languages may involve any suitable scheme for

providing display screen text in one or more languages

(step 603). Main facility 12 may only provide program

guide display screen text in languages in which audio

is available for programs (step 605). For example,

main facility 12 may only provide program listings in

the languages in which their associated prog:ams have

audio. Alternatively, distribution equipment 21 or

program guide server 25 of television distribution
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facility 16 may only store program guide display screen

text in languages available for programs (step 607).

In stilt another approach, user television equipment 22

may oniy store program guide display screen text in

languages available for programs (step 609).

At step 600, the program guide provides the

user with arm opportunity to access a program guide

function. This may involve, for example, displaying

main menu screen 100 of FIG. 5 and providing the user

with the opportunity to select one of selectable

features 106 (FIG. 5). Once the user indicates a

desire to access a particular function (by, for

example, selecting a feature 106), the program guide

determines if providing the function to the user

involves displaying program guide display screen text

that is related to a television program (step 610).

This may be accomplished, for example, by programming

the program guide to recognize that certain fields in

which program guide data text is displayed involve

displaying television program related information, such

as by examining an attribute associated with each

field. Television program related information may

include, for example, program listing information,

additional program information, music information, pay-

per-view ordering information, or any other information

related to basic, premium, pay-per-view, music, or

other types of programs. If the program guide function

does not involve displaying program guide display

screen text that is related to a television program,

the program guide may display the program guide display

screen text in the selected language at step 620. If

program guide display screen text is not available in

the selected language, then the program guide may
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display the text, for example, in accordance with the

illustrative hierarchy shown in FIG. 13.

If the program guide determines at step 61C

that the program guide function does involve displaying

program guide display screen text that is related toa

television program, the program guide may then

determine if a selected (primary or alternate) language

is a language that is associated with the television

program; that is, the program guide determines if the

selected language is one of the languages that the

audio, data, or other information for a television

program will be broadcasted in. This may be

accomplished, for example, by examining a track map

database that is provided as part of the program guide

data stream (e.g., a SAP track map database, a PID map
database, etc.).

How the program guide determines whether a

television program will be broadcasted with audio,

data, or other information in a selected language may

depend on how the track map database is structured.

If, for example, the track map database associates

available languages with channel numbers, the program

guide may cross-reference the channel number for the

television program as indicated in the program guide

data stream with the channel numbers in the track map

database. Alternatively, if the track map database

associates available languages with individual

programs, the program guide may cross-reference the

program name (or other program identifier) with the

program names (or identifiers) in the track map

database.

A particular program guide function may

include displaying program guide display screen text

that relates to a number of television programs.
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Providing the user with program listings information,

such as is displayed in program listings screens 130

and 135 of FIGS. 6a and 6b, is an example of such a

function. When generating screens 130 or 135, for

example, the program guide may perform step 615 for

each listing and determine that each listing 150 is a

field in which program guide display screen text is

displayed that relates to a television program. The

program guide may determine if each program that is

associated with each listing 150 will be broadcasted

with audio, data, or other information in the selected

language by, for example, cross referencing each

listing with the contents of the track map database.

If the program guide determines that a

television program will be broadcasted with audio,

data, or other information in a selected language, the

Program guide may display the program guide display

screen text that is related to that television program

in the selected language, as indicated by step 620.

If, however, the program guide determines that the

television program will not be broadcasted with audio,

data, or other information in one of the selected

languages, the program guide will display the program

guide display screen text related to the television

program in the default program language, or the default

program guide language as indicated by step 625.

Steps 620 and 625 may be performed for each

program guide display screen display element such as,

for example, each listing 150 of program listings

screens 130 and 135 of FIGS. 6a and 6b. It should be

further noted that displaying program guide display

screen text in the selected or the default languages

may require first readying the program guide display

screen text, as discussed with respect to FIG. 13.
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The foregoing is merely illustrative of the

principles of this invention and various modifications

can be made by those skilled in the art without

departing from the scope and spirit of the present

5 invention.
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What is claimed is: 

1. A system in which a television program

having a plurality of associated tracks having content

is distributed to a plurality of users, and wherein the

content of each track is in a language and the content

of at least two different tracks are in different

languages, the system comprising:

an interactive television program guide

having various functions and implemented on interactive

television program guide equipment having user

television equipment, wherein:

the interactive television program

guide cisplays program guide display screen text for

each of the various functions in at least one program

guide display screen on the user television equipment;

and

the user television equipment plays

the television program and one or more of the plurality

of associated tracks;

means for providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide;

means for providing a user with an

opportunity to select a language using the interactive

television program guide;

means for displaying program guide

display screen text on the user television equipment

using the interactive television program guide in the

language selected by the user; and

means for selecting one or more tracks

having content in the language selected by the user for

playing by the user television equipment.

2. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:
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the means for providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises means

for providing program guide display screen text to the

interactive television program guide in a continuous

data stream having program guide display screen text in

the language selected by the user and program guide

Gisplay screen text in a language other than the

language selected by the user; and

the system further comprises means for

filtering the program quide display screen text in a

language other than the language selected by the user

out of tne continuous data stream.

3. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the means for providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises means

for providing program guide display screen text to the

interactive television program guide in response to a

demand generated by the interactive television program

guide, the program guide display screen text having

program guide display screen text in the language

selected by the user and program guide display screen

text in a language other than the language selected by

the user; and

the system further comprises means for

filtering the program guide display screen text ina

language other than the language selected by the user

out of the program guide display screen text provided

to the interactive television program guide by the

means for providing program guide display screen text.
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4, The system defined in claim 1 wherein

the means for providing program guide display screen

text in one or more languages to the interactive

television program guide comprises means for providing

program guide display screen text only in the language

selected by the user to the interactive television

program guide in response to a demand generated by the

interactive television program guide.

5. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:
the system further comprises means for

indicating a language to the means for providing

program guide display screen text using the interactive

television program guide; and

the means for providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises means

for providing program guide display screen text to the

interactive television program guide only in the

language indicated to the means for providing program

guide display screen text.

6. The system defined in claim 5 wherein

the language indicated to the means for providing

program guide display screen text is the language

selected by the user.

7. The system defined in claim 5 wherein

the language indicated to the means for providing

program guide display screen text is a default program

guide language.
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8. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the interactive television program guide

is programmed with program guide display screen tex z in

one or more languages of which at least one of the one

or more languages is the language selected by the user;

and

the system further comprises means for

extracting the program guide display screen text that

is programmed into the interactive program guide in the

language selected by the user.

9. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the interactive television program guide

is programmed with compressed program guide display

screen text in one or more languages of which at least

one of the one or more languages is the language

selected by the user; and

the system further comprises means for

decompressing the compressed program guide display

screen text that is programmed into the interactive

program guide in the language selected by the user.

10. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the system further comprises means for

providing a user with the opportunity to access a

program guide function; and

the means for displaying program guide

display screen text using the interactive television

program guide in the language selected by the user

comprises means for displaying program guide display

screen text that is not related to the television

program in the language selected by the user.
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ll. The system defined in claim 10 wherein:

the system further comprises means for

providing a television program having a plurality of

associated languages to the user television equipment;

and

the means for displaying program guide

display screen text using the interactive television

program guide in the language selected by the user

comprises means for displaying program guide display

screen text that is related to the television program

in one of the associated languages when the language

selected by the user is not one of the languages

associated with the television program.

12. The system defined in claim 11 wherein

the means for displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user further comprises

means for displaying program guide display screen text

that is related to the television program in the

language selected by the user when the language

selected by the user is also one of the languages

associated with the television program.

13. The system defined in claim 1 wherein

the means for providing a user with an opportunity to

select a language comprises means for providing the

user with the opportunity to confirm the user's

selection of a language.

14. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

each track associated with the

television program is an analog audio track carrying

analog audio; and
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the means for selecting one or more

tracks having content in the language selected by the

user for playing by the user television equipment

comprises means for selecting one or more analog tracks

having content in the language selected by the user

using the interactive television program guide.

15. The system defined in claim 14 further

comprising:

means for determining which of the one

or more analog audio tracks carry analog audio in the

language selected by the user using the interactive

television program guide; and

means for indicating to the means for

selecting one or more analog tracks having content in

the language selected by the user using the interactive

television program guide which of the one or more

analog audio tracks carry analog audio in the language

selected by the user using the interactive television

program guide.

16. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

each track associated with the

television program is an analog audio track carrying

analog audio; and

the means for selecting one or more

tracks having content in the language selected by the

user for playing by the user television equipment

comprises means for selecting one or more analog tracks

having content in the language selected by the user

without activity from the interactive television

program guide.
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17. The system defined in claim 16 further

comprising means for passing a track map and a language

identifier using the interactive television program

guide to the means for selecting one or more analog

tracks having content in the language selected by the

user without activity from the interactive television

program guide that are used by the means for selecting

one or more analog tracks having content in the

language selected by the user without activity from the

interactive television program guide in selecting one

or more analog tracks having content in the language
selected by the user.

18. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

each track associated with the

television program is a digital audic track carrying

digital audio; and

the means for selecting one or more

tracks naving content in the language selected by the

user for playing by the user television equipment

comprises means for selecting one or more digital

tracks having content in the language selected by the

user using the interactive television program guide.

19. The system defined in claim 18 further

comprising:

means for determining which of the one

or more digital audio tracks carry digital audio in the

language selected by the user using the interactive

television program guide; and

means for indicating to the means for

selecting one or more digital tracks having content in

the language selected by the user using the interactive

television program guide which of the one or more
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digital audio tracks carry digital audio in the

language selected by the user using the interactive

television program guide.

20. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

each track associated with the

television program is an digital audio track carrying

digital audio; and

the means for selecting one or more

tracks having content in the language selected by the

user for playing by the user television equipment

comprises means for selecting one or more digital

tracks having content in the language selected by the

user without activity from the interactive television

program guide.

21. The system defined in claim 20 further

comprising means for passing a track map and a language

identifier using the interactive television program

guide to the means for selecting one or more digital

tracks having content in the language selected by the

user without activity from the interactive television

program guide that are used by the means for selecting

one or more digital tracks having content in the

language selected by the user without activity from the

interactive television program guide in selecting one

or more digital tracks having content in the language

selected by the user.

22. The system defined in claim 1 wherein

the means for displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user comprises means for
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displaying currency in a currency format associated
with the language selected by the user.

23. The system defined in claim 1 wherein

the means for displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user comprises means for

displaying time in a time format associated with the

language selected by the user.

24. The system defined in claim 1 wherein
the means for displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user comprises means for

displaying dates in a date format associated with the

language selected by the user.

25. The system defined in claim 1 wherein

the means for displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user comprises means for

displaying parental ratings in a parental rating format

associated with the language selected by the user.

26. The system defined in claim 1 further

comprising:

means for displaying program information

for a program with the interactive television program

guide on the user television equipment when the user
indicates a desire to view information about the

program; and

means for displaying languages in which

audio for the program is available with the interactive
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television program guide on the user television

equipment.

27. The system defined in claim 1 wherein

the means for providing a user with an

opportunity to select a language using the interactive

television program guide comprises means for providing

a user with an opportunity to select an alternate

language using the interactive television program

guide; and

the means for displaying program guide

display screen text on the user television equipment

using the interactive television program guide in the

language selected by the user comprises means for

displaying program guide display screen text on the

user television equipment using the interactive

television program guide in the alternate language

selected by the user.

28. The system defined in claim 1 further

comprising:

means for selecting an alternate

language using the interactive television program guide

based on the language selected by the user; and

means for displaying program guide

display screen text on the user television equipment

using the interactive television program guide in the

alternate language.

29. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the means for providing a user with an

opportunity to select a language using the interactive

television program guide comprises means for providing

a user with an opportunity to select an alternate
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language using the interactive television program

guide; and

the means for selecting one or more

tracks having content in the language selected by the

user for playing by the user television equipment

comprises means for selecting one or more tracks having

content in the alternate language selected by the user

for playing by the user television equipment.

30. The system defined in claim.1 further

comprising:

means for selecting an alternate

language using the interactive television program guide

based on the language selected by the user; and

means for selecting one or more tracks

having content in the alternate language for playing by

the user television equipment.

31. The system defined in claim 1 wherein

the means for selecting one or more tracks having

content in the language selected by the user for

playing by the user television equipment comprises

means for selecting a subtitle track having subtitles

in the language selected by the user for playing by the

user television equipment.

32. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the means for providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises means

for providing program guide display screen text in a

first language and program guide display screen text in

a second language;
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at least a first portion of the program

guide display screen text in the first language is

similar to a first portion of the program guide display

screen tex= in the second language;

at least a second portion of the program

guide display screen text in the first language is

different from a second portion of the program guide

display screen text in the second language; and

the means for providing program guide

display screen text in the first language and the

program guide display screen text in the second

language provides the first and second portions of the

program guide display screen text in the first

language, and the second portion of the program guide

display screen text in the second language.

33. A method in a system in which an

interactive television program guide is implemented on

interactive television program guide equipment having

user television equipment, and in which a television

program having a plurality of associated tracks having

content is distributed to a plurality of users, and

wherein the content of each track is in a language and

the content of at least two different tracks are in

different languages, the method comprising the steps

of:

providing program guide display screen

text in one or more languages to the interactive

television program guide;

providing a user with an opportunity to

select a language using the interactive television

program guide;
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selecting one or more tracks having

content in the language selected by the user for

playing by user television equipment;

displaying program guide display screen

text on the user television equipment using the

interactive television program guide in the language

selected by the user; and

playing one or more of the selected one

or more tracks having content in the language selected

by the user on the user television equipment.

34. The method defined in claim 33 wherein:

the step of providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises

providing program guide display screen text to the

interactive television program guide in a continuous

data stream having program guide display screen text in

the language selected by the user and program guide

display screen text in a language other than the

language selected by the user; and

the method further comprises the step of

filtering the program guide display screen text ina

language other than the language selected by the user

out of the continucus data stream.

35. The method defined in claim 33 wherein:

the step of providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises

providing program guide display screen text to the

interactive television program guide in response to a

demand generated by the interactive television program

guide, the program guide display screen text having
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program guide display screen text in the language

selected by the user and program guide display screen

text in a language other than the language selected by

the user; and

the method further comprises the step of

filtering the program guide display screen text ina

language other than the language selected by the user

out of the program guide display screen text provided

to the interactive television program guide.

36. The method defined in claim 33 wherein

the step of providing program guide display screen text

in one or more languages to the interactive television

program guide comprises providing program guide display

screen text only in the language selected by the user

to the interactive television program guide in response

to a demand generated by the interactive television

program guide.

37. The method defined in claim 53 wherein:

the method further comprises the step of

indicating a language for providing program guide

display screen text using the interactive television

program guide; and

the step of providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises

providing program guide display screen text to the

interactive television program guide only in the

indicated language.

38. The method defined in claim 37 wherein:
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the indicated language for providing

program guide display screen text is the language

selected by the user; and

the step of providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises

providing program guide display screen text to the

interactive television program guide only in the

language selected by the user.

39. The method defined in claim 37 wherein:

the indicated language for providing

program guide display screen text is a default program

guide language; and

the step of providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises

providing program guide display screen text to the

interactive television program guide only in the

default program guide language.

40. The method defined in claim 33 further

comprising the steps of:

programming the interactive television

program guide with program guide display screen text in

one or more languages of which at least one of the one

or more languages is the language selected by the user;

and

extracting the program guide display

screen text that is programmed into the interactive

program guide in the language selected by the user.

41. The method defined in claim 33 further

comprising the steps of:
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programming the interactive television

program guide with compressed program guide display

screen text in one or more languages of which at least

one of the one or more languages is the language

selected by the user; and

decompressing the compressed program

guide display screen text that is programmed ir.to the

interactive program guide in the language selected by
the user.

42. The method defined in claim 33 wherein:

the method further comprises the step of

providing a user with the opportunity to access a

program guide function; and

the step of displaying program guide

display screen text using the interactive television

program guide in the language selected by the user

comprises displaying program guide display screen text

that is not related to the television program in the

language selected by the user.

423. The method defined in claim 42 wherein:

the method further comprises the step of

providing a television program having a plurality of

associated languages to the user television equipment;
and

the step of displaying program guide

display screen text uSing the interactive television

program guide in the language selected by the user

comprises displaying program guide display screen text

that is related to the television program in one of the

associated languages when the language selected by the

user is not one of the languages associated with the

television program.
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44. The method defined in claim 43 wherein

the step of displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user further comprises

displaying program guide display screen text that is

related to the television program in the language

selected by the user when the language selected by the

user is also one of the languages associated with the

television program.

45. The method defined in claim 33 wherein

the sted of providing a user with an opportunity to

select a language comprises providing the user with the

opportunity to confirm the user's selection of a

language.

46. The method defined in claim 33 wherein:

each track associated with the

television program is an analog audio track carrying

analog audio; and

the step of selecting one or more tracks

having content in the language selected by the user for

playing by the user television equipment comprises

selecting one or more analog tracks having content in

the language selected by the user using the interactive

television program guide.

47. The method defined in claim 46 further

comprising the steps of:

determining which of the one or more

analog audio tracks carry analog audio in the language

selected by the user using the interactive television

program guide;
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indicating which of the one or more

analog audio tracks carry analog audio in the language

selected by the user using the interactive television

program guide, and wherein:

the step of selecting one or more tracks

having content in the language selected by the user for

playing by the user television equipment comprises

selecting each analog track having content in the

indicated language using the interactive television

program guide.

48. The method defined in claim 33 wherein

each track associated with the

television program is an analog audio track carrying

analog audio; and

the step of selecting one or more tracks

having content in the language selected by the user for

playing by the user television equipment comprises

selecting one cr more analog tracks having content in

the language selected by the user without activity from

the interactive television program guide.

49. The method defined in claim 48 wherein

the step of selecting one or more analog tracks having

content in the language selected by the user without

activity from the interactive television program guide

comprises selecting one or more analog tracks having

content in the language selected by the user without

activity from the interactive television program guide

according to a track map and a language identifier.

50. The method defined in claim 33 wherein:
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each track associated with the

television program is a digital audio track carrying

digital audio; and

the step of selecting one or more tracks

having content in the language selected by the user for

playing by the user television equipment comprises

selecting one or more digital tracks having content in

the language selected by the user using the interactive

television program guide.

51. The method defined in claim 50 further

comprising the steps of:

determining which of the one or more

digital audio tracks carry digital audio in the

language selected by the user using the interactive

television program guide;

indicating which of the one or more

digital audio tracks carry digital audio in the

language selected by the user using the interactive

televisicn program guide, and wherein:

the step of selecting one or more tracks

having ccntent in the language selected by the user for

playing by the user television equipment comprises

selecting each digital track having content in the

indicated language using the interactive television

program guide.

52. The method defined in claim 33 wherein

each track associated with the

television program is an digital audio track carrying

digital audio; and

the step of selecting one or more tracks

having content in the language selected by the user for

playing by the user television equipment comprises
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selecting one or more digital tracks having content in

the lancuage selected by the user without activity from

the interactive television program guide.

53. The method defined in claim 52 wherein

the step of selecting one or more digital tracks having

content in the language selected by the user without

activity from the interactive television program guide

comprises selecting one or more digital tracks having

content in the language selected by the user without

activity from the interactive television program guide

according to a track map and a language identifier.

54. The method defined in claim 33 wherein

the step of displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user comprises displaying

currency in a currency format associated with the

language selected by the user.

55. The method defined in claim 33 wherein

the step of displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user comprises displaying

time in a time format associated with the language

selected by the user.

56. The system defined in claim 33 wherein

the step of displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user comprises displaying

dates in a date format associated with the language

selected by the user.
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57. The method defined in claim 33 wherein

the step of displaying program guide display screen

text using the interactive television program guide in

the language selected by the user comprises displaying

parental ratings in a parental rating format associated

with the language selected by the user.

58. The method defined in claim 33 further

comprising the steps of:

displaying program information for a

program with the interactive television program guide

on the user television equipment when the user

indicates a desire to view information about the

program; and

displaying languages in which audio for

the program is available with the interactive

television program guide on the user television

equipment.

59, The method defined in claim 33 wherein:

the step of providing a user with an

opportunity to select a language using the interactive

television program guide comprises providing a user

with an opportunity to select an alternate language

using the interactive television program guide; and

the step of displaying program guide

display screen text on the user television equipment

using the interactive television program guide in the

language selected by the user comprises displaying

program guide display screen text on the user

television equipment using the interactive television

program guide in the alternate language selected by the
user.
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60. The method defined in claim 33 further

comprising the steps of:

selecting an alternate language based on

the language selected by the user using the interactive

television program guide; and

displaying program guide display screen

text on the user television equipment using the

interactive television program guide in the alternate

language for playing by the user television equipment.

61. The method defined in claim 33 wherein:

the step of providing a user with an

opportunity to select a language using the interactive

television program guide comprises providing a user

with an opportunity to select an alternate language

using the interactive television program guide; and

the step of selecting one or more tracks

having content in the language selected by the user for

playing by the user television equipment comprises

selecting one or more tracks having content in the

alternate language selected by the user for playing by

the user television equipment.

62. The method defined in claim 33 further

comprising the steps of:

selecting an alternate language using

the interactive television program guide; and

selecting one or more tracks having

content in the alternate language for playing by the

user television equipment.

63. The method defined in claim 33 wherein

the step of selecting one cr more tracks having content

in the language selected by the user for playing by the
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user television equipment comprises selecting a

subtitle track having subtitles in the language

selected by the user for playing by the user television

equipment.

64. The method defined in claim 33 wherein:

the step of providing program guide

display screen text in one or more languages to the

interactive television program guide comprises

providing program guide display screen text in a first

language and program guide display screen text ina

second language;

at least a first portion of the program

guide display screen text in the first language is

similar to a first portion of the program guide display

screen text in a second language;

at least a second portion of the program

guide display screen text in the first language is

different from a second portion of the program guide

display screen text in the second language; and

the step of providing program guide

display screen text in the first language and the

program guide display screen text in a second language

comprises providing the first and second portions of

the program guide display screen text in the first

language, and providing the second portion of the

program guide display screen text in the second

language.

65. A system in which a television program

having a plurality of associated tracks having content

is distributed by a television distribution facilicy

for display by the user television equipment of a

plurality of users, and wherein the content of each
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track is in a language and the content of at least two

different tracks are in different languages, the system

comprising:

interactive program guide equipment

having user television equipment;

an interactive television program guide

implemented on the interactive program guide equipment

having user television equipment, wherein the

interactive television program guide is configured to:

provide a user with an opportunity to

select a language using the interactive television

program guide;

display program guide display screen

text on the user television equipment using the

interactive television program guide in the language

selected by the user; and

a main facility configured to provide

program guide display screen text in one or more

languages to the interactive program guide equipment,

wherein:

the user television equipment comprises

an audio selector configured to select one or more

tracks having content in the language selected by the

user for playing by the user television equipment.

66. The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the interactive program guide equipment

comprises a television distribution facility configured

to provide program guide display screen text to the

user television equipment in a continuous data stream

having program guide display screen text in the

language selected by the user and program guide display

screen text not in the language selected by the user;

and
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the interactive televison program guide

is further configured to filter the program guide

display screen text not in the language selected by the

user out of the continuous data stream.

67. The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the interactive program guide equipment

comprises a television distribution facility configured

to provide program guide display screen text to the

user television equipment in response to a demand

generated by the interactive television program guide,

the program guide display screen text having program

guide display screen text in the language selected by

the user and program guide display screen text not in

the language selected by the user; and

the interactive television program guide

is further configured to filter the program guide

display screen text not in the language selected by the

user out of the program guide display screen text

provided tc the interactive television program guide.

€8. The system defined in claim 65 wherein

the interactive program guide equipment further

comprises a television distribution facility configured

to provide program guide display screen text only in

the language selected by the user to the user

television equipment in response to a demand generated

by the interactive television program guide.

69. The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the interactive television program guide

is configured to indicate a language to the tel:vision

distribution facility; and
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the interactive program guide equipment

further comprises a television distribution facility

configured to provide program guide display screen text

to the user television equipment only in the language

indicated to the means for providing program guide

display screen text.

70. The system defined in claim 69 wherein

the language indicated to the television distribution

facility by the interactive television program guide is

the language selected by the user.

71. The system defined in claim 69 wherein

the language indicated to the television distribution

facility by the interactive television program guide is

a default program guide language.

72. Tne system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the interactive television program guide

is programmed with program guide display screen text in

one or more languages wherein at least one of the one

or more languages is the language selected by the user;

and

the interactive television program guide

is further configured to extract the program guide

display screen text in the language selected by the
user.

73. #%q‘The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the interactive television program guide

is programmed with compressed program guide display

screen text in one or more languages of which at least

one of the one or more languages is the language

selected by the user; and
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the interactive television program guide

is further configured to decompress the compressed

program guide display screen text in the language

selected by the user.

74. The system defined in ciaim 65 wherein:

the interactive program guide equipment

comprises a television distribution facility configured

to provide a television program having a plurality of

associated languages to the user television equipment;

and

the interactive television program guide

is configured to provide a user with the opportunity to

access a program guide function and to display program

guide display screen text that is not related to the

television program in the language selected by the
user.

75. The system defined in claim 74 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to display program guide display screen text

that is reiated to the television program in one of the

one or more languages when the language selected by the

user is not one of the one or more languages.

76. The system defined in claim 75 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to display program guide display screen text

that is related to the television program in the

language selected by the user when the language

selected by the user is also one of the languages

associated with the television program.
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77. +The system defined in claim 65 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to provide a user with the opportun.ty to

select a Language from a list of languages and to

confirm the user's selection of a language from the

list of languages.

78. The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

each track associated with the

television program is an analog audio track carrying

analog audio;

the audio selector is an analog audio

selector; and

the interactive television program guide

is further configured to determine which of the one or

more analog audio tracks carry analog audio in the

language selected by the user according to a track map

and to indicate to the analog audio selector which of

the one or more analog audio tracks carry analog audio

in the language selected by the user.

79. ‘The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the audio selector is an analog audio

selector;

each track associated with the

television program is an analog audio track carrying

analog audio; and

the analog audio selector is configured

to select one or more analog tracks having content in

the language selected by the user without activity from

the interactive television program guide.

80. The system defined in claim 79 wherein

the interactive television program guide is configured
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to pass a track map and a language identifier to the

analog audio selector that are used by the analog audio

selector to select one or more analog tracks having

content in the language selected by the user without

activity from the interactive television program guide.

Bl. The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

at least one track associated with the

television program is a digital track carrying digital

audio;

the audio selector is a digital audio

selector; and

the interactive television program guide

is further configured to determine which of the one or

more digital audio tracks carrydigital audio in the
language selected by the user according to a track map

and to indicate to the digital audio selector which of

the one or more digital audio tracks carry digital

audio in the language selected by the user.

82. The system defined in claim 81 wherein:

each track associated with the

television program is an digital audio track carrying

digital audio;

the audio selector is a digital audio

selector; and

the digital audio selector is configured

to select one or more digital tracks having content in

the language selected by the user without activity from

the interactive television program guide.

@3. The system defined in claim 65 wherein

the interactive television program guide is configured

to pass a track map and a language identifier to the
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digital audio selector that are used by the digital

audio selector to select one or more digital tracks

having content in the language selected by the user

without activity from the interactive television

program guide.

84. The system defined in claim 83 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to display currency in a currency format

associated with the language selected by the user.

85. The system defined in claim 65 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to display time in a time format associated

with the language selected by the user.

86. The system defined in claim 65 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to display dates in a time format associated

with the language selected by the user.

87. The system defined in claim 65 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to display parental ratings in a parental

rating format associated with the language selected by

the user.

88. The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the interactive television program guide

is further configured to display program information

for a program on the user television equipment wher the

user indicates a desire to view information about the

program; and
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the interactive television program guide

is further configured to display languages in which

audio for the program is available on the user

television equipment.

89. The system defined in claim 65 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to display program information for a program

and languages in which audio for a program is available

on the user television equipment when the user

indicates a desire to view information about the
program.

90. The system defined in claim 65 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to:

provide a user with an opportunity to

select an alternate language; and

display program guide display screen

text on the user television equipment in the alternate

language selected by the user.

91. The system defined in claim 65 wherein

the interactive television program guide is further

configured to:

select an alternate language based on

the language selected by the user; and

display program guide display screen

text on the user television equipment in the alternate

language.

92. The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the interactive television program guide
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is further configured to provide a user with an

opportunity to select an alternate language; and

the audio selector is further configured

to select one or more tracks having content in the

alternate language selected by the user for playing by

the user television equipment.

93. The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the interactive television program guide

is further configured to select an alternate language

using the interactive television program guide; and
the audio selector is further configured

to select one or more tracks having content in the

aiternate language for playing by the user television

equipment.

94, The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

at least one of the one or more tracks

is a subtitie track; and

the audio selector is further configured

to select the subtitle track having subtitles in the

language selected by the user for playing by the user

television equipment.

95. The system defined in claim 65 wherein:

the main facility is further configured

to provide program guide display screen text ina first

language and program guide display screen text ina

second language;

at least a first portion of the program

guide display screen text in the first language is

similar to a first portion of the program guide display

screen text in a second language;
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at least a second portion of the program

guide display screen text in the first language is

different from a second portion of the program guide

display screen text in the second language; and

the main facility provides the first and

second portions of the program guide display screen

text in the first language, and the second portion of

the program guide display screen text in the second

language.

96. A system in which a television program

having a plurality of associated analog tracks carrying

analog audio is distributed to a plurality of users,

and wherein the analog audio carried on each analog

track is in a language and the audio of at least two

different analog tracks are in different languages, the

system comprising:

means for providing a user with an

opportunity to select a language;

means for selecting at least one analog

track having audio in the language selected by the

user; and

means for playing the television program

and audio from the selected audio track.

97. A method for use in a system in which a

television program having a plurality of associated

analog tracks carrying analog audio is distributed to a

plurality of users, and wherein the analog audio

carried on each analog track is in a language and the

audio of at least two different analog tracks are in

different languages, the method comprising the steps

of:

providing a user with an opportunity to

select a language;
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selecting at least one analog track

having audio in the language selected by the user; and

playing the television program and audio

from the selected audio track on user television

equipment.

98. A system in which a television program

having a plurality of associated analog tracks carrying

analog audio is distributed to a plurality of users,

and wherein the analog audio carried on each analog

track is in a language and the audio of at least two

different analog tracks are in different languages, the

system comprising:

an interactive television program guide

configured to provide a user with an opportunity to

select a language;

an analog audio selector configured to

select at least one analog track having audio in the

language selected by the user; and

user television equipment configured to

play the television program and audio from the selected

audio track.
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Virtual personalized TV channel

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to personalizing the presentation of content information,

in particular, but not exclusively, TV broadcasts.

BACKGROUNDART

Philips Electronics markets a Personal Video Recorder (PVR)that is powered

by the TiVo service. The PVR allows a user to pause, rewind, slow-motion, and even

frame-forward and back live TV. Fast forward with "Smart Scan" lets the user choose what to

watch or skip. The PVR is compatible with direct broadcast satellite, cable and antenna. The

PVRdigital video recorder is connected between a TV set and cable box (digital or analog),

satellite receiver, and/or antenna. Via the user’s existing phoneline, the recorder downloads

up-to-date programming information from the TiVo service. The service further lets the user

manage and create his/her own TV schedule with automatic digital recordings of favorite

showsthat are saved to a hard disk drive (IDD) without the user having to explicitly set a

timer.

The PVR has several user-selectable operational modeslisted as options in an

on-screen menu. Choosing the option “now playing” brings up a graphical user interface that

lists the programs previously recorded on the HDD. The user can select any of the programs

for playing out. Choosing the option “watch live TV” lets the user watch any currently

broadcast TV program.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

The PVR decribed abovelets the user watch live TV programs or recorded

programs according to the user selecting the operational modeandthe available content

information in that mode. For example, a live broadcast is selected from an electronic

program guide (EPG)or by simply tuning to a specific channel via the remote’s channel

up/down keys. An EPGis an application in an interactive TV service that creates, based on

data received from the service provider, an on-screen overview ofall programsavailable. A

recorded programis selected for play out by selecting the program from the list presented in
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the “now playing mode”. Accordingly, the user selects each time an individual program by

interacting with the EPG orlist of recorded items, or surfs the channels until coming across a

program to his/her current liking. That is, each time the user has to select an item of content

information for play-out. The invention now,facilitates the selecting and at the sametime

increases the user-friendliness and level of user control regarding program selection.

The invention provides a data management system for creating a personalized

content information channel for an end-user by enabling to automatically play out a plurality

ofconcatenated content information segments, or programs, selected on the basis ofa

criterion independentofa respective resource of respective ones of the programs. The

concatenation enables a substantially continuous, or back-to-back, play-out as if the

personalized channel were a conventional TV or radio channel. Respective resources

comprise, for example, respective TV channels with live broadcasts.

Preferably, the system comprises a recording device for time-shifting the play-

out of at least a specific one of the programsso as to have it fit into the concatenation of the

programsper personalized channel. The recording device can also be used as a resource for

supply of a content information segment to the personalized channel. Multiple personalized

content information channels can be created, each respective one thereof being associated
39 66 99 66,

with, e.g., arespective topic such as “movies”, “educational documentaries”, “sports”,

“shows”, etc., or “westerns”, “musicals”, “movies featuring Katherine Hepburn”, “science

fiction movies”, etc.

Alternatively, or in addition, respective channels are created for respective

membersof the family so that everyone has his/her own personalized channel with content

information according to his/her profile. As mentioned above, a resource may also comprise

or provide recorded content information, e.g., as stored on a PVR or on a DVD ina DVD

jukebox, on a CD orsolid state memory, as a video-on-demand service, etc.

Alternatively, a personalized channel comprises different types ofprograms or

segments, as selected from the available resources. For example, a user has specified that

his/her personalized channel on Saturday’s be created as follows: first the news from CNN,

then the weather forecast on the local weather channel, then a movie at PBS, and afterwards a

late-night comedy show after a coffee break.

The system may only have to switch among live TV channels on occasion in

order to create the personalized channel. However, in order to provide flexibility and user

adaptability, recording for later play-out, and resources other than TV programs are included

in the personal channel. The channel may not be limited to video only as a conventional TV
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channel, or audio only as a conventional radio channel, but may instead comprise content

information of diverse formats for being played out via respective associated apparatus

(display monitor, loudspeaker system, etc.).

Preferably, the system comprises a generator for generating an overview of the

concatenated programs, preferably in a graphical user interface (GUI). Preferably, the

overview allows some degree of user-interactivity, e.g., for letting the end-user control the

compilation of the programsin the personalized channel, e.g., an order of playing -out the

programsassigned to the concatenation or substituting another program for an earlier

assigned one,etc.

An exampleofthe invention relates to the creation of one or more virtual TV

channels containing only programs which match predefinedcriteria, e.g., implicitly derived

from a user’s TV watching profile, explicitly defined by a user, etc. When multiple virtual

TV channels are created, specific virtual channels can be assigned to family members, or a

single person can create multiple virtual channels according to different kinds of content

(based ontopic, e.g., “my sports”, “my news”, “my movies”, etc.).

Preferably, virtual channels can be locked, and it is possible to allow children

to only watch the virtual channel(s) set up for them by their parents (virtual channels can also
be madeto ‘black out’ at times when the parents do not want their children to watch TV).

Onceset up, a user interacts with a virtual channellike he or she interacts with a conventional

TV channel. When one program ends, the system automatically switches to the appropriate

conventional channel or another resource for the next program in the virtual channel.

Preferably, certain programs are stored in a buffer, e.g., a hard-disk drive

(HDD)-based video recorder for time-shifted play-out, so as to reduce the occurrence of

empty time slots or program overlap in a virtual channel. At any momentin time at most one

program can be active for every virtual channel. There are many ways in which this program

can be selected for a given virtual channel. For example, the user can explicitly select

programs from all available conventional TV channels, e.g., through an EPG,for each or

each desired, time slot in a virtual channel.

Alternatively, or in combination with the user-selection, a virtual channel is

automatically created based on a user’s viewing profile by filling time slots with a matching

ot otherwise suitable program from all available conventional channels, For example, the

user selects a program type for every time slot in a virtual channel, and based on a user’s

viewingprofile a specific instance of that program type is automatically assignedto that time
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slot. As another example, the user explicitly selects programs for someofthe time slots, and

all other time slots are filled based on the user’s viewing profile.

The expression “personalized content information channel” or “virtual

channel” has been chosen to refer to the invention to indicate the continuous or substantially

continuous back-to-back supply of content information as if it were a conventional TV or

radio channel, wheréin programs are concatenated in time by the broadcaster. In the

invention, the selection of programs for back-to-back supply is under control of the

individual end-user. Note that the programs in a conventional TV channelall comprise video

content, and that all programsin a conventional radio channel comprise only audio. The

invention allows to create a personalized channel on the home equipmentacross the media

(audio, video,etc.) and the available resources (TV,radio, Internet, DVD, CD, HDD

recorder, Video-on-Demand,etc.). For example, a personalized channel makes available on a

specific day a live TV broadcast, a recorded TV broadcast, a DVD movie from the home

network’s DVD jukebox or player, a concert played from a CD on the home network, an

audio program streamed via the Internet, etc.

An aspect of the invention resides in providing a service via a data network,

e.g., the Internet. The service enables to create a personalized content information channelfor

an end-user, and comprises enabling to automatically play out a plurality of concatenated

content information segments selected on the basis ofa criterion independentof a respective

resource of respective ones of the segments. Respective resources comprise, for example,

respective TV channels, and the service supplies, for example, a personalized EPG and

controls the switching between the proper channels or the proper channels and a recording

device. The service controls the recording of at least a specific one of the segments for time-

shifting the play-out so as to haveit fit into a concatenation of the segments. The service may

enable to create multiple personalized content information channels.

The service may supply an overview ofthe concatenated segments scheduled

for the personalized channel. The overviewis, e.g., a personalized EPG or ECG(electronic

content guide; see, e.g., U.S. serial no. 09/568,932 (attorney docket US 000106) filed 5/11/00

for Eugene Shieyn and Rudy Roth for ELECTRONIC CONTENT GUIDE RENDERS

CONTENT RESOURCES TRANSPARENT,referred to below. The overview preferably

allows user-interactivity, e.g., for modifying the concatenation under user-control.In this

way, the management ofplaying out and recording of the content information forthis

individual user is delegated to a server system. The server system may comprise a dedicated

server to optimize the matching between content information and user profile. The server
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preferably has accessto a profile of the user, to the user’s home network for play-out and

record control purposes, and to an inventory of content information(or parts thereof made

accessible by explicit agreement from the user) for selecting pre-recorded local content. Note

that a user data base according to content information preferences is a valuable tool for

commercial enterprises to offer products and services in targeted ads to the appropriate

demographic groups.

Another aspect of the invention resides in a software application for being

installed on a home network. The application controls the creating of a personalized content

information channel for an end-user by enabling to automatically play out a plurality of

concatenated content information segments that have been selected on the basis of a criterion

independent of a respective resource of respective ones of the segments. EPG’s and

inventories of content information available locally,i.e., at the user’s home entertainment

equipment, enable the software application to select content segments under control of a user-

profile and/or history of user-interaction with the equipment.

Reference is made to the following patent documents:

- U.S. serial no. 09/568,932 (attorney docket US 000106) filed 5/11/00 for

Eugene Shteyn and Rudy Roth for ELECTRONIC CONTENT GUIDE RENDERS
CONTENT RESOURCES TRANSPARENT.This documentrelates to a data management

system on a home network. The system collects data that is descriptive of content

information available at various resources, including for example, an electronic program

guide (EPG), on the network. The data is combined in a single menu to enable the user to

select from the content, regardless of their resource.

- U.S. serial no. 09/519,546 (attorney docket US 000014) filed 3/6/00 for Erik

Ekkelet al., for PERSONALIZING CE EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION AT SERVER

VIA WEB-ENABLED DEVICE.This documentrelates to facilitating the configuring of CE

equipment by the consumer by meansofdelegating the configuring to an application server

on the Internet. The consumerenters his/her preferences in a specific interactive Web page

through a suitable user-interface of an Internet-enabled device, such as a PC or set-top box or

digital cellphone. The application server generates the control data based on the preferences

entered and downloads the control data to the CE equipmentitself or to the Internet-enabled

device.

- U.S. serial no.09/807618 (Attorney docket US 018028)filed 3/8/01 for

Eugene Shteyn for ACTIVITY SCHEDULE CONTROLS PERSONALIZED

ELECTRONIC CONTENT GUIDE.This document discloses a system and method wherein
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electronic content information and the time slots for play-out are being determined based on

the activities scheduled in the user’s electronic calendar and the user’s profile or declared

interests. In this manner, the recording and downloading of content is automated based on the

user’s life style. More specifically, an EPG and/or ECGis undercontrol of the user’s

personal schedule, e.g., as represented on the user’s electronic organizer with the user’s

scheduled personal activities.

A data processing system is provided for managing electronic content

information under control of data representative of at least one activity scheduled in a user’s

calendar. The system preferably has a control output for control of a data recording device for

recording the electronic content. The system also preferably has an input for receiving input

data representative of an EPG, and an input for receipt of the data representative ofthe

activity. The latter is then used for data communication between the system and an electronic

calendar on, e.g., the user’s PDA.

The managing may comprise selecting specific content information. based on a

profile of the user. The profile comprises, for example, a preference regarding an attribute

(e.g., genre, semantic content, performer, etc.) of the content information based on which the

user ordinarily decides whether or not to watch or listen to it. The profile may also comprise

relative priorities of the activities scheduled in the calendar with respect to each other and/or

with respect to certain content information,or relative priorities of content information

entities or files. The profile gives further criteria, in addition to the calendar, based on which

the system processes, e.g., records or not, content information.

The system preferably creates a GUI for presenting an overview ofthe specific

content information available in the time slots other than those associated with the scheduled

activities in the calendar. The system preferably dynamically adjusts the processing upon a

user interaction with the calendar. For example, if the user enters a new activity into the

calendar or cancels a scheduled one, the availability changes of the time slots that can be

used for processing or playing out content information. Based on, e.g., the user’s profile, the

system may allocate new timeslots to suitable content or time-shift the content to a new time

slot fitting into the profile of the user.

- U.S. ser. no. 09/160,490 (attorney docket PHA 23,500) filed 9/25/98 for

Adrian Tumeret al., for CUSTOMIZED UPGRADING OF INTERNET-ENABLED

DEVICES BASED ON USER-PROFILE. This document relates to a method of enabling

customizing a technical functionality of network- (e.g., Internet-) enabled equipment of an

end-user. According to the method a profile of the end-user and information about a technical
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feature for use with the equipmentare stored at a server system. Based on the user-profile it

is determined whether or not the user should be notified about the availability of this feature.

If it has been decided that there is a match betweenthe user profile as stored and the

information about this feature, the end-user gets notified via the network of the option to

obtain the feature for being added to his/her equipment. In case the feature relates to new

software, it can be downloaded via the network for preferably automatic installation in the

equipment. In case the feature comprises a hardware component, it can be shipped to the end-

user upon acceptanceof the offer. A helpdesk is preferably provided through the network to

help the end-user install the feature. This concept is based on the insight that network-

enabled equipment will become a flexible repository into which the end-user can place new

and exciting features over time dependent on the user’s needs or desires, context ofuse,

advancement of technology, etc.

Not all end-users are always interested in all possible features for creating

enhanced functionality of the equipment. Accordingly, a user-profile is established, either

when the user registers his equipment with the notification service, or dynamically as a

consequenceof the user’s interaction with the server system, or through a combination

thereof. The profile is used to select technical features that are likely of interest to the user. In

this manner, the user is kept abreast of the latest trends of interest to him/her. This service

implicitly supports virtual recycling as equipment needs to be designed for the purpose of

being upgraded.

The modular approach of adding or deleting technical software or hardware

features as needed thusassists in slowing downthe trend that products becoming obsolete

fairly quickly, but without barring the manufacturer or aftermarket sales organizations from

continuing doing business. This service is specifically relevant to vertical markets. A vertical

marketis a particular branch of commercial activity for which similar products or similar

services are relevant. Examples of vertical markets are education, offices, hotels, consumers,

hospitals, etc. Each of these segments have unique requirements for hardware devices and

their functionality. Hardware manufacturers can make their devices more relevantto a

specific vertical market segment by combining a relevant set of applications and services.

- US. ser no. 09/653,784 (attorney docket US 000220) filed 9/1/00 for Frank

Caris et al., for STB CONNECTS REMOTE TO WEBSITE FOR CUSTOMIZED CODE

DOWNLOADS.This documentrelates to marketing a set top box (STB) together with a

programmable remote. The remote has a dedicated button to connect the STB to a specific

server on the Internet. The consumer can notify the server of his/her other CE equipment,
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which he/she desires to be controllable through the same remoteas the one that came with the

STB. The server downloads to the STB data representative of the relevant control codes. The

STBis provided with means to program the remote with these codes. In return the server has

obtained detailed and accurate information about this consumer’s equipment. A reliable

customer base can thus be built for streamlining Help Desk operations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

The invention is described in further detail, by way of example and with

reference to the accompanying drawing, wherein Fig.1 and 2 are block diagrams of systems

in the invention.

Throughout the drawing, same reference numerals indicate similar or

corresponding features.

DETAILED EMBODIMENT

Fig.1 is a block diagram of a system 100 in the invention. System 100

comprises a data processing unit 102 with an onboard memory. System 100 further comprises

a play-out apparatus 104, here a display monitor, coupled to unit 102 via an encoder 106; a

TV tuner 108 whose content information output is coupled to unit 102 via a D/A converter

110, and whose control input is connected to unit 102 for controllably switching channels; a

storage 112, e.g., a HDD,for storing digital content information; a network interface 114 for

connecting unit 102 to an external network like the Internet 116 and to a home network 118

via a gateway or a hub 120; a storage 122 for storing a currently valid EPG;and a storage

124 for storing a user profile, e.g., in terms of the user’s preferences with regard to genre’s or

types of content information or in terms of a history ofuser interaction with content offered

via the EPG or available from other resources on home network 118, such as a DVD jukebox

(not shown). The user interacts with system 100, e.g., via a remote control device 126 and an

IR receiver 128 coupled to unit 102 for processing the IR commands.’

In this example, the user profile represents the types of content information

(e.g., audio, video) and time slots wherein the user wants to have the content information

made available to him/her. The profile may also comprise indicationsofrelative priorities

this particular user assigns to certain programs. The priorities may be dependent on the time

of the day or the day of the week, for example. Under control of the profile, and the available

content information, system 100 creates a personalized channelfor this user with content

information segments, e.g., programs, played out back to back,or, in other words, without the
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user having to switch channels, or switch content providing resources. ‘I’he back-to-back
play-out can be interrupted automatically for a certain time period, e.g., if the user has
specified this in advancein the profile or by a manual override through remote 126. Unit 102
selects content segments that match the user’s profile based on the information available
from EPG 122,from an inventory of recorded content 112 and based on information on the
resources on home network 118.

EPG’s are supplied by the service provider as data, and thus can be interpreted
as to their semantic content and thus can serve as a basisfor finding a match between the

user’s preferences and the available programs.
The recorded content information 112 comprises programs recorded on a

previous occasion, e.g., under control of EPG 122. A recording control software application
(not shown) running on unit 102 tags the content being recorded with the associated EPG
data so as to enable semantic querying for the purposesof finding a match. Home network

118 comprises, for example, a DVD jukebox or a CD jukebox. Each DVDor CD has a
unique identifier that enables to identify its content information, either through a service (not
shown)on the Internet or by the data itself. In addition, the user may manually create a
description of an inventory of his/her collection of content information on home network 118,
e.g., via a PC, and makethatavailable to unit 102. Accordingly, information about the
content information available is present as data to enable a query, that has been given as input

a description of the user’s profile.

Once system 100 hasidentified matching contentfor the timeslots specified

(if any), system 100 arranges broadcast programs, received via tuner 108 and played out in
real time, recorded or time-shifted broadcast programs in storage 112, Internet T'V (via a PC
on home network 118) and a video-on-demand program (via a set top box on home network

118) in time and in a preferred order by control of the access to the programs’ resources
(tuner 108; storage 112; home network 118; Internet 116) and control of recording programs
in storage 112.

In above example ofthe invention, user profile storage 124 is part of the user’s

local equipment. Fig.2 illustrates another example of a system 200 in the invention. In system
200,user profile 124 is stored at a remote server 202 that communicates with unit 102 via the
Internet 116. Server 202 also has accessto the EPG 204 to whichservice this user has

subscribed. EPG 122is the locally cached version of (a part of) EPG 204. Based on this,

server 202 can find a match and send the recommended match as a controlscript to unit 102.

This script controls tuner 108, the recording of programsin storage 112 and the playing out
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of recorded programs from storage 112. Preferably, server 202 has also access to an

inventory ofcontent information on home network 118, and to content providing services to

which this user has access, e.g., via an STB or via the Internet. Based on this information,

server 202 can optimize the matching of the content information with the user’s profile and

download the control script to unit 102 for control of tuner 108, control of storage 112,

control of gateway 120 and control of home network 118. An advantage is that the processing

powerfor running the queries and for generating the control scripts resides at a dedicated

server instead of at the user’s equipment. Moreover, the user can accesshis/herprofile

through the Internet from any connected PC or STB.

Server 202 thus obtains information aboutthe profiles of this user and others

who want to delegate the control at least partly to service provider 202. This customerbaseis

highly valuable to third parties such as content providers, e.g., to optimize their services

based on demographics, and on-lineretailers, e.g., to provide targeted advertisements. Note

that the supply of control scripts to enable creation ofpersonalized content information

channels is a business model that can be subsidized at least partly by advertisements that can

be downloaded, e.g., from server 202 onto home network 118 or unit 102 and interspersed

with, or overlaid on, the content information made available under control of the script.

Still other examples of an embodimentofthe invention delegate the storage of

content 112 to a remote server as well. The play-out time is known in advance and the

download time of the remotely stored content is to be taken into account when preparing for

play-out
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CLAIMS:

1. A data management system (100) for creating a personalized content
information channel for an end-user by enabling to automatically play out a plurality of
concatenated content information segments selected on the basis ofa criterion independent of
a respective resource of respective ones of the segments, at least one of the respective
resources providing content other thanaliver or locally recorded TV program.

2. The system (100) of claim 1, wherein the respective resource comprises a
respective TV channel.

3, The system(100) of claim 1, comprising a recording device for time-shifting
the play-outof at least a specific one ofthe segments so as to fit into a concatenation of the
segments. ~

4. The system (100) of claim 1, arranged for creating multiple personalized
content information channels.

5. The system (100) of claim 1, wherein at least one resource comprises recorded.
content information (112).

6. The system (100) of claim 1, comprising a generatorfor providing an
overview of the concatenated segments scheduledfor the personalized channel.

7. The system (100) of claim 3, having a user interface (126) for enabling the
end-user to control a compiling of the segments in the concatenation.

8. A methodofenabling to create a personalized content information channel for
an end-user, the method comprising enabling to automatically play out a plurality of
concatenated content information segments selected on the basis of a criterion independent of
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a respective resource of respective ones of the segments, at least one of the respective

resources providing content other than a live or locally recorded TV program.

9. The method of claim 8, comprising recording at least a specific one of the

segments for time-shifting the play-out so as to fit into a concatenation of the segments.

10. The method of claim 8, comprising receiving a profile for the end-user

selecting the plurality based on the profile.

11. The methodof claim 10, further comprising selecting one or more

advertisements and adding the selected advertisements to the plurality.

12, A software application for being installed on a home network for control of

creating a personalized content information channel for an end-user by enabling to

automatically play out a plurality of concatenated content information segments selected on

the basis of a criterion independent of a respective resource of respective ones of the

segments, at least one of the respective resources providing content other thanaliver or

locally recorded TV program.

13, A customerdata base created from respective user profiles obtained for

creating respective personalized content information channels for respective end-users by

enabling to automatically play out a plurality of concatenated content information segments

selected on the basis of a criterion independent of a particular resource of particular ones of

the segments, at least one of the respective resources providing content other than a liver or

locally recorded TV program.
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MONITORINGA DAILY LIVING ACTIVITY

AND ANALYZING DATA RELATED THERETO

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a system for providing in-home monitoring

and intervention to assist individuals, particularly functionally impaired persons,in

maintaining independentliving.

Background ofthe Invention

Several known user monitoring systems have an immediate response feature.

In one prior art system if a user falls down and is unable to get up the user may push a button

on a small radio frequency transmitter. This radio frequency transmitter may be worn by the

user. For example, it may be worn on a necklace or on a key chain for convenience and to

assure that it is available when it is needed. Pushing the button activates a device at the

residence of the user which places a telephonecall to a user remote monitoringsite.

Personnel at the remote monitoring site may listen and talk through a paging telephone in

order to communicate with the user. Additionally, personnel at the user monitoring site may

dispatch an ambulance or other assistance for the user.

There is a large number of devices designed to enhance medication

compliance and to monitor the extent of non-compliance. Devices available in the prior art

include timers, medicament containers and combinations of timers and containers. Also

available in the prior art are multiple compartment timed containers which only open at

timed intervals and beep until the compartment is opened and closed. Devices available to

researchers include specialized containers and bottle caps which record the date and time of

opening of the container. This information is provided in a machine transferable form which

may be applied to a computer for analysis of scheduling and dosing compliance.

In addition, a variety of specialized dispensers using stripped, bubble wrapped

medicaments is available. These dispensers are available from pharmacists and are adapted

to provide the correctpills at scheduled times and use a less expensive method for loading

doses than otherpriorart self-loading timed dispensers. Oneprior art system in particular

uses a host computer system to control a dispensing schedule in addition to a local timer-

memory system. Another system uses color coded indicia to aid in identification of

medication by users,
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Various home health monitoring systems are also knownin thepriorart.

These systemsfall into a broad category of devices which offer in-homeelectronic

monitoring ofhealth conditions ranging from fetal heart beat to blood pressure and blood

sugar. Some ofthese health monitoring systems transmit a log to a central unit ifa

monitored parameter is outside a predetermined range. Other systems monitor

predetermined health related parameters in the environment ofthe user.

The present invention comprises a user monitoring system for monitoring and

intervening in selected activities of daily living for users requiring differing levels of

monitoring or supervision. The user monitoring system monitors and provides interventions

relating to four principal event domains. These event domainsare (1) movement around the

home, (2) medication compliance bythe user, (3) problems with usage of stoves or other

potentially dangerous appliances, and (4) selected auxiliary appliance control. Each of these

event domains correspondsto a detection subsystem of the user monitoring system. Each

detection subsystem is linked to the user monitoring system by means ofradio frequency

signals transmitted from subsystem sensors and received by a system controller device

within the user monitoring system. In addition to using information obtained by monitoring

the selected activities of daily living to make decisions locally, the user monitoring system

produces, stores and transfers data concerning all monitored event domains and intervention

activity to a remote case management system for further analysis and intervention. The

remote case management monitoring system may use a knowledge base and an inference

generator in order to make decisions regarding various types and degrees of intervention.

The user monitoring system may provide remindersfor the user to take their medications.

Local and remote reprogrammingofevent parameters determining interventions and data

recording are provided. The user monitoring system may execute controlled shutdown of the

stove and other appliances as well as call the remote monitoring site in the event ofpossible

emergencies. Data for monthly case monitoring reports which may include event logs of

problem occurrences may be provided to permit cross-sectional and long-term trend analysis
ofdifficulties. These may serveas a basis for case management decisions determining

additional contacts and interventions.
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SummaryoftheInvention

A system is provided for monitoring a user in a user living area. The system

includes a system controller and an activity detection subsystem. The activity detection

subsystem monitors a daily living activity of the user and provides information

representative of the daily living activity to the system controller. The system controller

includes a control circuit which generates a control signal in responseto the daily living

activity information obtained by the activity detection subsystem. Control information from

the system controller is applied by way of a control information communication channel both

to the activity detection subsystem and to a remote monitoringsite.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The foregoing summary, as well as the following detailed description of

preferred embodiments of the invention, will be better understood when read in conjunction

with the appended drawings. For the purposeofillustrating the invention, there is shownin

the drawings embodiments which are presently preferred. It should be understood, however,

that the invention is not limited to the precise arrangements and instrumentalities shown. In

the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram representation of the user monitoring system of the

present invention;

Fig. 2 is a more detailed block diagram representation of the system controller

device ofFig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram representation of the movementactivity detection

subsystem of the user monitoring system of Fig. 1;

Figs. 4A, B are side and top plan views of the medication self-management

detection subsystem of the user monitoring system ofFig. 1;

Fig. 5 is a more detailed block diagram representation of the medication self-

management detection subsystem ofFigs. 4A, B;

Fig. 6 is a block diagram representation of the gas stove safety detection

subsystem of the user monitoring system of Fig.1;

Fig. 7 is a block diagram representation of the electric stove safety detection

subsystem of the user monitoring system ofFig. 1;
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Fig. 8 is a more detailed schematic representation of the current drain monitor

of the electric stove safety detection subsystem ofFig. 7;

Fig. 9 is a schematic representation ofthe water overflow detection subsystem

of the user monitoring system ofFig. 1;

Fig. 10 is a block diagram representation of the auxiliary appliance detection

subsystem of the user monitoring system ofFig. 1;

Figs. 11A-11M are flow charts representing operations performed with

respect to the various subsystems of the system ofFig. 1.

Fig. 12 is a block diagram representation of the user monitoring system of

Fig. 1 wherein the internet is used as the communication channel.

Detailed Description ofPreferred Embodiments

Referring to the drawings, wherein the same reference numerals are used to

designate the same elements throughout, there is shown in Fig. 1 a block diagram

representation of a user monitoring system 100 in accordance with a preferred embodiment

of the present invention. The monitoring system may be used to monitor and assist elderly

persons, functionally impaired personsor the like on a temporary short-term basis or on a

long-term basis. The user monitoring system 100 includes a microprocessor based system

controller device 110 linked to various sensors which are provided within a number of

activity detection subsystems 112-128. Activity detection subsystems 112-123 are adapted

to monitor various activities ofdaily living of the user of the monitoring system 100. Also

included are the in-hometelephone 132 which is located within the user living area being

monitored and an outside telephone line 144.

Any numberof daily living activity detection subsystems may be provided

within the user monitoring system 100 of the present invention. The detection subsystems

provided in one embodiment may include a movement detection subsystem 112, a

medication self- management detection subsystem 116, and a stove safety detection

subsystem 120. However, it will be understood that using differing types of monitors, any

other activities of daily living may be sensed and detected within user monitoring system

100. Additionally, the user monitoring system 100 may be coupled to a computer based case

monitoring system 148 by way ofa telephone line 144, Formal and informal care givers may

be provided with information to determine whether short and long term intervention is
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required using the data transmitted to the case monitoring system 148. It will be understood

that in addition to telephoneline 144 orinteractive television, any methodoftransmitting

messages to system 148 may be used. For example, messages may be transmitted by an add-

on fiber optic cable box or a portable transmitter.

The user monitoring system 100 integrates sensor data from different activity

domains to make a numberofdeterminations at predetermined times on a twenty-four hour

basis. One activity domain determination within the user monitoring system 100 includes

movementofthe person being monitored. In this movement domain determinations are

made by the movement detection subsystem 112 whether the user is up and around. The

detection information whichresults from this determination by movement detection

subsystem 112 is transmitted to the system controller device 110.

Another activity domain determination within the user monitoring system 100

is a determination ofmedication self-management. In this activity domain determinations

are made whetherthe user is following a predetermined medication regimen. This

determination is made by the medication self-management detection subsystem 116 of the

user monitoring system 100. The detection information which results of this determination

by medication self-management system 116 is also transmitted to the system controller

device 110.

Stove usage is another activity domain which is monitored by the user

monitoring system 100. In this activity domain determinations are madeas to whether a

stove has been left on inappropriately. Detection information in accordance with this

determination is transmitted to the system controller device 110. This determination may be

made by differing embodiments of the stove safety detection subsystem 120 depending on

whether the stove being monitored by detection subsystem 120 is a gas stove or an electric

stove.

In the preferred embodimentofthe user monitoring system 100 it is also

possible to monitor and control other designated appliances using one or more auxiliary

systems subsystems 128. These auxiliary systems may include, for example, other

potentially harmful appliances suchasirons or electric space heaters. System controller

device 110 also receives detection information representative of the determination of the

detection subsystems 116, 128.
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Referring to Fig. 2, there is shown a more detailed block diagram

representation of the system controller device 110 of the user monitoring system 100. The

system controller device 110 includes a computer 208 and a radio frequency multichannel

receiver 212. The computer 208 maybe any type ofcomputer capable ofrunning C++ or

any similar functionally equivalent object code. The various channelsof the radio frequency

receiver 212 are provided within system controller device 110 for receiving radio frequency
signals transmitted from the various detection subsystems 112-128 by way ofdetection

system antennas provided within the various detection subsystems 112-128. It will be

understoodthat a sufficient numberof information channels required to accommodate the

numberofdetectors should be provided within system 100. These communication channels

maybe provided, for example, by a numberofradio frequency channels within radio

frequency receiver 212.

The various channels ofthe radio frequency receiver 212 thus serve as

detection information channels for receiving detection information within the monitoring

system 100. However,it will be understood that any information channel or information

conduit or means for applying information may be used to apply information from detection

subsystems 112-128 to system controller 110. The system controller device 110 is also

provided with an AC powerline transmitter 202 for applying control signals to the various

detection subsystems 112-128 and to the remote monitoring site 148. Additionally, a system

controller modem 204, and a telephoneinterfacing circuit 202 are present within the system

controller 110.

In the preferred embodiment of the user monitoring system 100 the system

controller device 110 may also be provided with a voice data storage device 210. The voice

data storage device 210 may be used within the user monitoring system 100 to store various

audio reminder and inquiry messages which may be provided to the user being monitored at

predetermined times.

The power supply of the system controller device 110 of the user monitoring

system 100 may include a well regulated battery with a battery backup to preventloss of

valuable user data stored in the user monitoring system 100. The radio frequency

multichannel receiver 212 of the system controller device 110 is a conventional multichannel

radio frequency device having appropriate anti-interference technology for preventing
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interference between the various subsystem channels and interference from external sources.

The anti-interference technology maybe, for example, broad spectrum modulation.

In the preferred embodiment of the system controller device 110 the radio

frequency receiver 212 may be a pulsed radio frequency device. The powerline transmitter

202 of the system controller device 110 is a conventional system for turning controlled

appliances on and off. In the preferred embodiment ofthe user monitoring system 100,this

control may be accomplished by sending pulsed radio frequency signals through the AC

lines of the living areas of the user as understood bythoseskilled in the art. The use of

different pulsed signals, decodable by different detection subsystems, is effective to provide

any required numberofcontrol information channels for applying control signals to

detection subsystems 112-128 by system controller 110. However, it will be understood that

the transmission of control information from the system controller device 110 to the various

detection subsystems 112-128 may be performed by any suitable information channels.

The controller modem 204 ofthe system controller device 110 may be a

conventional modem capable ofproviding known incoming and outgoing modem protocols.

The outgoing protocols of the controller modem 204 may be used for data transfer from the

system controller device 110 to the case monitoring site 148 or to other locations by way of

telephone line 144. The incoming protocols of the system controller modem 204 may be

used for reprogramming various monitoring and intervention parameters of the user

monitoring system 100. Reprogramming may be performedeither by the remote case

monitoring site 148 through the controller modem 204 or directly to the system controller

device 110. Additionally, the incoming protocols may be used for any type of
communication with the user monitoring system 100.

The local telephoneinterface circuit 206 of the system controller device 110

provides several functions within the user monitoring system 100. It transmits incoming

calls received by the user monitoring system 100 by way ofthe telephoneline 144 to the in-

home telephone 132, The telephone interface device 206 also connects ringing voltage as

well as synthesized voice messages from the voice data storage device 210 to the in-house

telephone 132 on commandto provide messagesto the user by way of the in-home telephone

132. It also makes several determinations regarding the state of the in-house telephone 132.

For example, determinations when the in-home telephone 132 is off-hook, when the in-home
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telephone 132 is not off-hook, and whether the numberone has been pressed on the in-home

telephone 132 may be madebythelocal telephoneinterface circuit 206.

The user monitoring system 100 operates in a home mode and in an away

mode. The away mode ofthe user monitoring system 100 maybeselected by pressing a

dedicated away switch (not shown) located in a convenient location in the homeofthe user.

Additionally, the away mode of user monitoring system 100 may be remotely set from the

case management monitoring host site 148. The home mode of the user monitoring system

100 may be passively set, for example, by the opening of a door whenthe user returns home.

In the preferred embodiment of the system controller device 110, a

reprogrammable microprocessor receives detection information, makes determinationsas set

forth herein, and provides control information accordingly. However, it will be understood

by those skilled in the art that any type of control circuitry capable ofperforming the

operations set forth herein may be used within the user monitoring system 100.

Referring to Fig. 3, there is shown a block diagram representation of a

preferred embodiment of the movementactivity detection subsystem 112 of the user

monitoring system 100. Within the user monitoring system 100, movement sensed by the

movementactivity detection subsystem 112 is assumed to indicate that the user being

monitored is up and around.

It will be understood by those skilled in the art that the configuration of the

movement detection subsystem 112 may vary according to the differing living areas being

monitored by user monitoring system 100. However, in general the movement detection

subsystem 112 includesat least one and preferably several motion sensors such as motion

sensor 304 positioned at spaced locations within the homeofthe user or a conventional reed

switch door opening such as sensor detector 308. The motion sensor 304 and the reed

switch 308 are provided for determining whether there is movementoractivity within the

living area being monitored by the user monitoring system 100.

In the most basic embodiment of the detection subsystem 112, only a single

motion sensor 304 maybe provided. In this case the single motion sensor 304 is preferably

placed between the bed of the user and the bathroom. In a case where onlyasingle reed

switch is provided within the movement detection subsystem 1 12, it is preferably placed on
the door of the bathroom. Such basic configurations of the movement detection subsystem
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116 are effective to determine whether the user being monitored has gotten out of bed or has

goneto the bathroom after a predetermined time.

When an activity is sensed by the motion sensor 304 or the door opening

sensor 308, a motion transmitter 306 of the motion detection subsystem 112 transmits a

radio frequency signal by way of the motion antenna 302. This motion signal representing

an activity of daily living by the useris received by the system controller device 110 of the

user monitoring system 100. It is therefore activity of daily living information which

indicates that the detected user movementhas occurred within the home being monitored by

the user monitoring system 100.

Similarly, a conventional reed switch (not shown) or other type of switch

within the door opening sensor 308 is provided with a radio frequency door opening

transmitter 312. The door opening transmitter 312 transmits a door opening signal indicating

the opening of a door or cabinet to which the sensor 308 is applied. The door opening signal

is transmitted by detection subsystem 112 is a radio frequency signal representative of this

activity. It is transmitted to the system controller device 110 by way of the motion detection

antenna 310.

If the dwelling being monitored is large or complex a more elaborate

configuration of movement and activity sensors 304, 308 may be required within the

movement detection subsystem 112 of the user monitoring system 100. However, in the

preferred embodimentofthe user monitoring system 100 at least movement from the bed

and movementinto and out of the bathroom should be monitored by the movement detection

subsystem 112. Inappropriate periodsofuser inactivity as indicated by sensors 304, 308 or

other sensor disposed in these locations may indicate a medical emergency. It will be

understoodthat a plurality ofmotion sensors or switches such as reed switches may be

placedin locations within the living area being monitored and that there are no theoretical

limitations in the numberofsuch devices which may be used with the movement detection

system 112.

When the movementdetection subsystem 112 operates in the home mode the

user monitoring system 100 is in a twenty-four hour cycle. This twenty-four hour cycle

includes information with respect to the usual waking time ofthe user being monitored.

Using the motion sensors 304, 308 of the motion detection subsystem 112 the user
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monitoring system 100 determinesifthe user remainsin bed a specified length of time

beyond the usual wakingtime or has not gone from the bedto the bathroomfor a

predetermined time period. If the user monitoring system 100 determines an abnormal lack

of useractivity such asthis it may enter a wake up monitor phase.

In the wake up monitor phase of the user monitoring system 100 the system

controller device 110 may place a telephonecall to the user by way ofthe telephone 132 in

order to determine whetherthe user is having a problem. If the telephonecall placedby the

system controller device 110 is answered, the user is prompted by the system controller

device 110 to depress a predetermined key on the in-home telephone 132. For example, the

user may be prompted to press the telephone key indicating the numberone. If the user

complies with the prompt from the system controller device 110 the wake up monitor phase

of the user monitoring system 100 is complete. If there is no answer to the call placed by the

system controller device 110 and the user monitoring system 100 is not in away mode,or if

the user answers the telephone but does not depress the requested key, the user monitoring

system 100 contacts the case monitoring site 148 with an immediate status report indicating

a potential problem with the user.

Assuming all is well, the activity movement detection subsystem 112 of the

user monitoring system 100 merely monitors all system status changes within system 100.

This includes monitoring and storing information from the motion detectors 304, 308

representing movement and the opening and closing of doors, the usage ofmedication, the

usage of the stove and appliances, and any other auxiliary devices which may be monitored

by the user monitoring system 100.

Each status change detected by the user monitoring system 100 is assumed to

indicate activity of the user being monitored. In the event of the detection of a period of

inactivity in excess of a predetermined amount of time during the usual waking hours of the

user, the user monitoring system 100 returns to the wake up monitor phase and places a

telephonecall to the user as previously described. The period of inactivity required for the

user monitoring system 100 to return to the wake up monitor phase is adjustable depending

upon the habits of a particular user but may, for example, be two and one-halfhours.

Whenthe user monitoring system 100 is in the away modeit does not record

or report anyactivities. It merely waits for active or passive resetting of the home mode as
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previously described. Active resetting of the home mode ofthe user monitoring system 100

occurs when the user activates a dedicated home/away switch which may be mounted at any

convenient location. Passive resetting of the mode of the user monitoring system 100 may

occur when the user returns and changesthestatus of any detection subsystem 112-128.

Referring to Figs. 4A, B, and 5, there are shown a side view, a top plan view,

and a schematic representation of a preferred embodiment of the medication self

management detection subsystem 116 of the user monitoring system 100 of the present

invention. The medication self-management detection subsystem 116 comprises a

medication holder 404 whichis a specialized portable holder or caddy for holdingat least

one medication container 402 in a corresponding container opening 404.

In the preferred embodiment of the medication detection subsystem 116 a

plurality of the medication containers 402 may be installed within their corresponding

container openings 406 in the portable medication holder 404 whenthe user being monitored

is not removing medication from them. The medication containers 402 and the container

openings 406 within the medication holder 404 may be color coded. In this method the

colors of a selected medication container 402 and its container opening 406 match each

other. Likewise, each container opening 406 of the medication holder 404 maybe provided

with a matching colored light 408. The colored lights 408 assist the user in returning a

removed medication container 402 to its correct container opening 406.

When a medication container 402 is disposed within a container opening 406

of the medication holder 404 the medication container 402 closes a conventional normally

open switch 416. When the medication container 402 is removed from the opening 406 of

the medication holder 404 it releases the normally open switch 416 causing it to open. When

a switch 416 within the medication holder 404 is opened or closed in this manner by a

medication container 402 a radio frequency medication transmitter 424 is activated. In this

manner the medication self-management detection system 116 communicates this activity of

daily living information with the system controller device 110.

The radio frequency signal provided by the medication transmitter 424 when

it is activated by a switch 416 is pulse code modulated by pulse coder 420. The modulating

of the pulse coder 420 is performedin a series of differing manners according to which

switch 416 within the medication container 404 is opened. The selected pulse coded signal
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from the medication transmitter 424 is received, decoded, and stored by the system

controller device 110 of the user monitoring system 100.

While the medication container 402 is removed from the medication holder

404 its matching colored light 408 is activated. This causes the color code of the medication

container 402 removed from the medication holder 404 to be displayed as previously

described. When the medication container 402 is replaced in its opening 406 ofthe

medication holder 404 and the transmitter 424 is activated to transmit a corresponding pulse

code modulated signal, the colored light 408 turns off and the transmission from the

medication transmitter 424 to the system controller device 110 terminates. The termination

of the transmission by the medication transmitter 424 indicates to the system controller

device 110 that the medication container 402 has been returned to its opening 406 in the

medication holder 404.

It will be understood by those skilled in the art that any number of medication

openings 406 may be provided within a container holder 404 of the medication self

management detection subsystem 116. However,it is believed from current research that the

daily medication management needs of a majority of users of the user monitoring system 100

may be met by eight medication openings 406 and eight corresponding medication

containers 402 although only three are shown in order to simplify the drawings. It will also

be understood that the openings 406 of the container holder 404 and the medication

containers 402 may be provided with keying features so that only the correct medication

container 402 maybe placed into an opening 406 of the medication holder 404.

While the above describes manyofthe features of a preferred embodiment of

the medication self-management detection system 116, it should be noted that various

arrangements ofmedication holders and dispensers may be used. For example, the

medications within a medication holder 404 may be organized according to the time of day

they are taken. In this type of organization medications which are taken at the same time

may be loaded together into a single compartment within the medication holder 404. A

plurality of these compartments may be provided within the medication self-management

detection system 116. The opening and closing ofthese compartments may be monitored by

the medication self-management detection system 116 in substantially the same manner as
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previously described with respect to monitoring the removalofthe medication containers

402 from the openings of the medication holder 404.

As previously described the pulsed transmissions from the medication

transmitter 424 to the system controller device 110 maycarry a plurality of differing codes

correspondingto the plurality ofdiffering medication containers 402. Each pulse code

corresponds to an individual medication container 402 and indicates whenits corresponding
medication container 402 is currently removed from the medication holder 404.

The system controller device 110 of the user monitoring system 100 is

programmed to record the times of removal and replacement of each medication container

402 within medicine holder 404 according to these transmissions. It is also programmedto
determine scheduled on-time removals of each of the medication containers 404 from the

medicine holder 404. Compliance data representative of these determinations according to

transmissions from the medication self-management detection system 116 may be

transferred to the case monitoring site 148 for intervention decisions.

The system controller device 110 of the user monitoring system 100 may be

programmed to determinc when user compliance does not conformto a scheduled regimen.

After a selected time period, for example, one-halfhour, without user compliance, voice data

from the voice data storage device 224 may be applied by the controller device 110 to the in-

home telephone 132 to remind the user to take medications. The system controller device

110 mayalso provide general and specific reminders and inquiries to the user concerning

medications after the user returns from being away. These reminders and inquiries may be

made with respect to all medications or with respect to specific medications. The system

controller device 110 may also provide specific time scheduled remindersto take

medication.

Referring to Figs. 6, 7, there are shown two embodiments ofthe stove safety

detection subsystem 120, the stove safety detection subsystem 600 and an electric stove

safety detection subsystem 700. The stove safety detection systems 600, 700 ofFigs. 6, 7 are

preferred alternate embodiments which are adapted for monitoring and controlling gas stoves

and electric stoves, respectively.

The stove safety detection subsystems 600, 700 of the user monitoring system

100 each include an appropriate stove-in-use sensor for determining when a monitored stove
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is turned on. Each stove safety detection subsystem 600, 700 also includes an appropriate

shut-off receiver unit for receiving a radio frequency transmission from the system controller

device 110 by way of the AC lines to turn the monitored stove off and protect the user. The

stove-in-use sensors of the stove safety detection subsystems 600, 700 continuously provide

informationto the system controller device 110 of the user monitoring system 100 regarding

whether the monitored stove is currently on.

The stove-in-use sensor 604 of the gas stove safety detection subsystem 600

is a gas flow monitor 604. The gas flow monitor 604 is disposed inthe gas line 602 which

supplies gas to the gas stove 610 in order to monitor the gas supplied by the gas line 602 to

the gas stove 610. Gas flow information from the gas flow monitor 604 is pulse coded by a

pulse coder 612. The coded signal fromthe pulse coder 612 is transmitted to the system

controller device 110 by a gas stove transmitter 620 by way of the gas stove antenna 616.

The system controller device 110 may determinethat the gas stove 610 must

be shut off in accordance with the coded information from the gas flow monitor 604. If this

determination is made by the system controller device, it applies a control signal to the gas

stove safety detection subsystem 600 by wayof the AC line 630. ‘The control signal to the

gas stove detection system 600 from the system controller device 110 is generated and

transmitted by way of the AC powerline transmitter 216 as previously described. This

control signal is received by the controller receiver 628 of the gas stove safety detection

subsystem 600. The controller receiver 628 instructs a gas shut off valve 608 by way ofa
step downcircuit 608 to terminate gas flow through gas line 602 to the gas stove 610 in

response to the control signal. This turns off the gas stove 610.

Whenthe user monitoring system 100 monitors an electric stove 710, an

electrical current draw monitoring device 704 is provided for use along with the electric

stove safety detection system 700. The electrical current monitoring device 704 is applied to

the AC powerline 706 which supplies powerto the electrical stove 710. By monitoring the

AC powerline 706 detector subsystem 700 is able to indicate the on/off status of the burners

of the electric stove 710. On/off status information is coded by the pulse coder 712 and

transmitted by an electric stove transmitter 720 by way of antenna 716 to the system

controller device 110.
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The system controller device 110 may determinethat the electric stove 710

must be shut off in accordance with the coded information from the current draw monitor

704 as previously described with respect to the gas stove safety detection system 600. If

electric stove 710 is to be shut off, the system controller device 110 applies a control signal

to the electric stove safety detection subsystem 700 by way of the AC line 730. This signal

is received by a controller receiver 728 of the electric stove safety detection subsystem 700.

The controller receiver 728 instructs the electrical trip relay 708 to interrupt electricity

through the electrical power supply line 702 to electrical stove 710. This turns electric stove

710 off.

Whenthe stove safety detection subsystems 600, 700 provide information

indicating that a stove is on, shut down predetermined control algorithms are followed in

order to determine whetherthe stove 610, 710 should be turned off. These predetermined

control algorithms are executed within the system controller device 110 of the user

monitoring system 100. In the preferred embodiment of the user monitoring system 100 the

algorithms operate upon coded information transmitted from the stove safety detection

management subsystems 600, 700 and the movement detection subsystem 112 in the

following manneralthough the other algorithms may be used if desired:

If Mo movement detected for 30 minutes) or (away-

modestatus) and stove-on status), then (call with stove

reminder).

If (no answerto call), then initiate shut down and

record event. If (call is answered and 1 is pressed), override

shut down.

If (stove on status) and (smoke detector tripped), then

initiate shut down and record event.

If (stove is on for [XX] minutes), then alert remote site

host with automated telephone message: “Your stove is on, do

you want it on? If yes, press 1; otherwise, it will be turned

off.” Answering the telephone and pressing 1 override the

shut-down sequence.
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Additionally, management subsystems 600, 700 may include smoke detector

sensor devices 632, 732 coupled to radio frequency transmitters 620,720. The smoke

detection sensor devices 632, 732 may be standard optical smoke detector modified to

include a subsystemswitching circuit (not shown) whichis effective to provide a smoke

detect control signal when smokeis detected by the senor devices 632, 732. The radio

frequency transmitters 620, 720 of the smoke detection subsystem is coupled to the system

switching circuit of the smoke detection sensor devices 632, 732 in a mannerwell

understood by those skilled in the art.

Whenthe sensor devices 632, 732 detect smoke within the home of the user

they sounda fire alarm in a conventional manner. Additionally, the detection of smoke by

the sensor devices 632, 732 activates subsystem switching circuit which activates the

respective smoke detector transmitter 620, 720. In response the smoke detection transmitters

620, 720 provide a pulsed radio frequency control signal by way of the antenna 616. This

control signal conveys information to the system controller device 110 of the user

monitoring system 100. The information transmitted by the subsystems 600, 700 in this

manner indicates to the system controller device 110 that smoke was detected by a sensor

device 632, 732. It may also indicate which particular sensor device is triggered if more than

one sensor device 632, 732 is used within a subsystem 600, 700.

Referring to Fig. 8, there is shown a more detailed schematic representation

of the current draw monitor 704 ofthe electric stove detection subsystem 700. The current

drain monitor 704 may includea passive clamp coil 730 disposed aroundthe electrical

supply line 706 which applies electrical energy to the electric stove 710. Electromagnetic

fields arising from the current applied to the stove 710 by way ofthe electrical supply line

706 thus inducecurrentin the passive clamp coil 730. The current induced in the passive

clamp coil 730 mayberectified bya bridge rectifier 734, amplified by an amplifier 738, and

applied to a diode switch 742. The diode switch 742 may then controlthe gate of silicon

control regulator 746 to apply energy to the pulse coder 712.

It will be understood that any method may be used for sensing the

electromagnetic fields arising from the current applied to the stove by wayoftheelectrical

supply line which induces current in the passive clamp coil 730, provided the current

induced in the passive clamp coil is used to toggle an electronic switch of suitable design to
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control a pulsed radio frequency signal indicating to the system controller the on/off state of

the stove 710. Additionally, it will be understood bythose skilled in the art that pulse code
710 maybe controlled by any other means for determining thestate of stove 710,

Referring to Fig. 9, there is shown a preferred embodimentofthe water

overflow detection subsystem 124 of the user monitoring system 100. The water overflow

detection subsystem 124 maybe installed on plumbing fixtures such as sinks and bathtubs

within the homeof the user being monitored by the user monitoring system 100. Within the

water overflow detection subsystem 124 a water level sensing device 1004 and a remote

controlled shut-off device 1030 are provided in communication with the system controller

device 110 of the user monitoring system 100.

In the principles of its operation, the water overflow detection subsystem 124

is similar to the gas stove safety subsystem 600 previously described. The water level

sensing device 1004 or water level monitor 1004 sends information to the system controller

device 110 by meansofa pulsed radio frequency water level transmitter 1002. The system.

controller device 110 is programmedto initiate shut offofwater within overflow detection

subsystem 124 by meansof a radio frequency remote control signal. The radio frequency

remote control signal is transmitted through the homeofthe user by wayofthe AC lines.

The control signal from the system controller device 110 is received by the

controller receiver 1044, stepped down by step down circuit 1040. The stepped downsignal

is used to control resetable electrically controlled water valves 1034, 1038. Theelectrically

controlled valve 1034 may control water flow from an inlet pipe 1026 to a tub supply pipe

1028. The electronically controlled valve 1038 may control water flow from an inlet pipe

1026 to a sink inlet pipe 1032.

The water level sensing device 1004 includes two water level detectors 1006,

1012, and a siren module 1018 having a conventional timer. A siren transducer such as a

piezoelectric crystal is also provided. A three-state pulsed radio frequency transmitter 1002

may be provided within the water overflow detection subsystem 124.

When water is scnsed at a warning level by the level detector 1006 the system

controller device 110 of the user monitoring system 100 is informed that wateris

approaching the warning level mark. Whenthis is detected the user monitoring system 100

calls the user on the in-home telephone 132 in order to provide a reminder. Whenthelevel
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detector 1012 determines that the water level has approached the high water mark, the siren

1024 sounds. Additionally, the received radio frequency pulse data informs the system

controller device 110 of the user monitoring system 100 to turn the water off. This event is

logged within the system controller device 110. The water overflow detection subsystem

124 may be programmed to permit resetting of the valves 1034, 1038 in response to

commands from within user monitoring system 100 or from the case monitoring site 148.

Referring to Fig. 10, there is shown a block diagram representation of the

auxiliary appliance detection subsystem 128 of the user monitoring system 100. The

auxiliary appliance detection subsystem 128 provides additional channels to the user

monitoring system 100 for monitoring and controlling further appliances 1116 or devices

1116.

The on/off state of the further device 1116 is monitored and transmitted to the

system controller device 110 of the user monitoring system 100 by meansof a current draw

detector 1108. The current draw detector 1108 monitors current applied to the device 1116

by way ofthe AC power supply line 1114. The current draw detector 1108 is coupled to a

radio frequency auxiliary transmitter 1112 which transmits a two state signal representing on

and off. This information may be used by the system controller device 110 both for status

change data and for generating a daily activity data log. The current draw sensor 1108 of the

auxiliary detection subsystem 128 should be sufficiently sensitive to distinguish between

trickle draw and operational power whenauxiliary device 1116 is a solid state device such as
a television or a clock radio.

In addition to the monitoring ofthe use of a auxiliary device 1116, automatic

remote control of the device 1116 may be accomplished. The system controller device 110

ofthe user monitoring system 100 may be programmed to control a controlled outlet or

receptacle adapter which applies energy to the AC line 1114. This control may be exercised

at predetermined times ofthe day or upon certain environmental occurrences. For example,

when the user monitoring system 100is in the away modethis feature may be used to

automatically turn the auxiliary appliance 1116 off. More than one auxiliary subsystem 128

may be provided within the user monitoring system 100.

Furthermore, monitoring system 100 may be provided with an auxiliary

detection system which is not monitored by a current draw monitor 1108 or controller
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receiver 1104. For example, the multichannel receiver 212 of system controller 110 may be
used to monitor smoke detection subsystem 900 shownin Fig,9.

It will be understood that many differing combinationsofauxiliary detection

subsystems may be provided within the user monitoring system 100 of the present invention.
It will also be understood that these combinations may be used in combination with

automated dialing systemsat other locations. Automated dialing systems which may call the

dwellings of varioususers, for example, one or more times a day have been developed. This

providesthe user with an opportunity to return a predeterminedsignalif there are no

problemsand return a different predetermined signal or no signal if there are problems.

These services may give users up to six automated contacts per day. For

example, an automated dialing system for providing medication compliance reminders,

. Suitable for use with the user monitoring system 100, has beenfield tested. In this

automated reminder system users were called daily and remindedto follow their medication

regimen.

Referring to Figs. 11A-11M,there are shown flow chart representations of the

operations of the various subsystems of the user monitor system 100. Fig. 11A is a flow

chart representation of a method for determining which ofthe various subsystems has

initiated an event for processing by the controller 110. Fig.11B is a flow chart representation

of a method for determining whether the user has arisen by a designated wake up time. This

method may be performed in response, for example, to a signal from the motion sensor 304.

Fig. 11C is a representation of a method for determining whether the user is complying with

the medication schedule as indicated by the subsystem 116.

Fig. 11D is a representation ofmethods for determining whether a stove has

been left on according to the subsystem 600 and whether the smoke detector 732 has been

activated. Fig. 11E is a flow chart representation of a method for turning off the stove 610,

710. Fig. 11F is a flow chart representation of a method for controlling water flow according

to the subsystem 124. A pseudocode representation of a method for controlling water flow

is set forth in Table I.

Is there a flow

Ifyes

Is there a change ofstate
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Ifyes

send event to main controller

Ifno

recycle to flow monitor

Ifno

Is there a change ofstate

If yes

send cvent to main controller

Ifno

recycle to flow monitor

Is there water overflow

Ifyes

Send event to main controller

Ifno

Is there water warning

If yes

send event to main controller

If no

recycle to water overflow

TableT

Fig 11G is a flow chart representation of a method for alerting a user that an

appliance has been left on, for example, in accordance with the bridge rectifier 734. Fig 11H

shows a method for calling a designated party when an alert has been determined. Fig 111

shows a method for recording the detection of movement, for example, in response to a

signal from the motion sensor 304.

Fig. 11J is a flow chart representation of a method for reading switches within

the user monitoring system 100. A pseudocode representation of a method for reading

switches is set forth in Table IL.

Is the switch open

If yes

Is there a state change
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If yes

send event to controller

turn off light

If no

recycle to open test

Ifno

Is there a state change

If yes

send event to main controller

turn on light

Ifno

recycle to open test

TableI

Fig. 11K is a flow chart representation of an algorithm for determining either

current flow or gas flow. Fig. 11L is a flow chart representation of an algorithm for

detecting water overflow. Fig. 11M is a flow chart representation ofan algorithm for

controlling an auxilliary appliance. A pseudocode representation of this methodis set forth

in Table TH.

Is the automatic timer set

Ifyes

Is there current draw

if yes

Is turn off timer exceeded

Ifyes

turn off appliance
send event to controller

Ifno

recycle to AT set

Ifno

Is turn on time exceeded

If yes
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turn on appliance
send event to controller

Ifno

recycle to AT set

Ifno

Is there current draw

If yes

Is there a state change

If yes

send event to main

controller

If no

recycle to AT set
If no

Is there a state change

If yes

send event to main

controller

If no

recycle to AT set

Table TI

Aspreviously described, using the microprocessor based system controller

device 110 and a system of sensors the user monitoring system 100 can determine, for

example, whether users are up and about in their homes and whether they are having

difficulty managing their medications. It can also be determined whether the user has

accidentally left a stove on orhas failed to get out ofbed a predetermined number of hours

after a usual waking time. If the user monitoring system 100 detects any of these or other

problemsit can then call the user on the in-home telephone 132 to provide a reminder about

the medications, stove, or other detected problems.

Using this data from the user monitoring system 100, the remote case

monitoring system 148 may provide on-line case monitoring of each user by receiving

standard information and information designated as priority information and analyzing the
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received information. In order to do this, the remote case monitoring system 148 converts

incoming data on each user into various summary reports whichtracktheactivities of the

client. This makes it possible to distribute specialized gerontological every dayliving

summary reports to users, family members, case managers, physicians and others. It also

makesit possible to collect and act upon the designated priority information which may

indicate immediate problemsfor the user. For example when a user appears not to have
gotten out ofbed a problem maybeindicated.

Additionally, the collection of this kind of data by the remote case monitoring

system 148 may provide an aggregate data base for identifying which users require personal

interventions and which do not. In order to perform these functions the remote case

monitoring system 148 serves as a central hub for the collection, analysis and exchange of

information which has direct case management import. It should be understoodthat in

different embodiments of the inventive concept different degrees of autonomyofthe local

system controller 110 in relation to the remote system 148 are possible. In one embodiment

a local system controller 110 may be programmed to perform many functions performed by

the remote case monitoring system 148 in another embodiment.

For example the dialing and sending ofvoice messagesto a list of relatives

and providers may be performedeither by the local system controller 110 or the remote case

monitoring system 148. However, it will be understood that the primary function of the
local system controller 110 is to provide lower level case managementof local observations

and decisions and the primary function of the remote case monitoring system 148 is to

provide higher level case management to enable long term interpretation of the data obtained

from the user monitor system 100 and intervention in view of the long-term interpretation.

Thusin the preferred embodimentof the present invention, the user

monitoring system 100 or the remote case management system 148 may use its electronic

records to enable the production of scheduled periodic user activity reports based upon

information gathered by the various subsystemsof the user monitoring system 100. These

periodic reports may include collections, compilations and arrangements of information on

any or all of the monitored activities within the user’s living area. These electronic records

may be used in combination with any other information to produce any type ofperiodic

activity reports desired on the user being monitored. These user activity reports may be used
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by a professional case manageror a designated family memberto determine ifthe useris

experiencing problems with specific activities of daily living. Thus these problems may be

dealt with before they becomea threat to the continued well being ofthe user and the ability

of the user to live independently.

Furthermore, in addition to providing remote case monitoring and in-home
reminders, the user monitoring system 100 may be programmedto take corrective actions

when certain problems are detected. For example,if the user being monitored has not gotten

out of bed by a predetermined time the user monitoring system 100 may call the user on the

telephone 132. If there is no answerto the telephonecall the user monitoring system 100

may be programmed to automatically transmit this information to the remote case

monitoring site 148.

A social worker, health professional or designated family memberat the

remote case monitoring site 148 may respondto the transmitted information according to a

predetermined protocol. In addition to transmitting the information to the remote case

monitoring site 148 the user monitoring system 100 may provide control signals within the

home of the user. For example, if the user monitoring system 100 ofthe present invention

determines that a stove has been left on, the user monitoring system 100 itself can turn off

the stove.

The remote case monitoring system 148, in association with the user

monitoring system 100, may serve the functions of a case managementsite. In an example

of the case management site function of the remote case monitoring system 148 the case

management site may monitor approximately fifty distributed clients, each using a

distributed user electronic monitoring system 100. The fifty clients thus have the system

controller 110 and various subsystem sensorsinstalled in their dwellings in ways appropriate

for the specific configuration of their living areas. For example, the various subsystem

sensors must be adapted for different floor plans and furniture arrangements.

The remote case monitoring system 148 may reccive information from the

distributed user monitoring systems 100 on an immediate basis or at predetermined time

intervals. For example, the remote case monitoring system 148 may receive information

hourly, daily or weekly basis. If one of the clients does not get out ofbed within a

predetermined time duration and does not answerthe telephone,the local system controller
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110 ofthe user monitoring system 100 at that client’s house maycall the case management

site. At the case managementsite, this event may be broughtto the immediateattention of

the human case monitor, for example, by means of a computer screen. The remote case

manager may examine individual case and data recordsfor the client being monitored to

learn the predetermined response for the monitored person when the reported event occurs.

Likely interventions required ofpersonnel at the case management site may

include calling a local case manager, a hospital social worker or a local next of kin. Other

actions the remote case monitor may execute includecalling the user, remotcly downloading

the last twenty-four or forty-eight hours worth of event summary information from the local

user monitoring system 100 and remotely initiating a diagnostic sequence onthe local user

monitoring system 100.

The protocol ofprocedures for intervention by the remote case monitor 148

may differ from one remote case monitoring system 148 to another and from oneuser to

another. It is anticipated in the preferred embodimentof the invention that various

intervention decisions such as who to call when predetermined events occur and what

messages to deliver may be carried out by a machine intelligence expert system (not shown)

at the remote case monitoring system 148 or by a person or a combination ofboth. The local

user monitoring system 100 may also be programmed to carry out such decisions as who to

call when appropriate. For example, the user monitoring system 100 may have a contactlist
ofpeople to contact in various emergencies.

In addition to receiving and interpreting data indicating the need for

intervention in event of emergencies, the remote case monitoring system 148 routinely
receives downloaded data from individual user monitoring systems 100 at predetermined

intervals. This data is interpreted on the individual and aggregate level by means of trend

analysis software which detects larger than statistically normal deviations from event pattern

measurements. The remote case monitoring system 148 may use this analysis to produce

periodic summary reports of events relating to everyday living tasks in the home

environment of the user. More specifically these reports may be used to detect certain event

classes, to weight them in termsoftheir relative importance and to compare them with

baselines of task performance. The events weighed with respect to their importance may

include getting out of bed, managing medication, the proper control of a stove, the proper
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control ofwater flow, and the proper control of selected electrical appliances. Based upon

the reports of these events, gerontological living summary reports may be prepared in

machine form and paper form at the remote case management system 148 fordistribution to

predesignated parties involved in the case managementofthe user of the user monitoring

system 100. These parties may include the users themselves,relatives of the user, case

manager social workers, physicians and other appropriate formal and informal providers.

Two additional functions of the remote case monitoring system 148 may be

provided. These functionsare: (1) the remote programming and reprogramming of the uscr

monitoring system 100, and (2) the generation of aggregate and individual level data on

relatively large numbers of users. This data may serve both as an empirically grounded

knowledge base driving the decision protocols for both humans and machines as well as

research data for further development of the user monitoring system 100.

In order for these functions to be performed data must be transmitted between

the user monitoring system 100 and the remote case monitoring system 148. Information

transmitted to the system controller 110 of the local user monitoring system 100 from the
remote case monitoring system 148 may include three different types of commands: queries,

diagnostics and settings. The query commands request the downloading of specific

informationfrom the memory of the user monitoring system 100 to the remote case

monitoring system 148. The requested information formsthe basis of the gerontological

everyday living events report along with specific information necessary for case monitoring

by the remote system 148. For example thestatus ofdifferent subsystems of the user

monitoring system 100 might be made available to the remote system 148 when the motion

subsystem 112 indicates that the user has not gotten up in the morning.

The diagnostic commandsto the local user monitoring system 100 test the

different subsystems of the system 100 by suppressing the ability of the system 100 to either

call out interventions or change settings on any of the remotely controlled devices while at

the sametimeinitiating a sequence of event codes whichindicate the presence of various

kinds of problemsas if they were indicated by the different subsystems.

Thesetting commands from the remote case management system 148 to the

user monitoring system 100 reset the parameters on the timers within the user monitoring

system 100 as well as other variable values for the decisions madein the decision trees
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described hereinbelow. These parameters may include, but are not limited to,the time of

waking up, the times for taking different medications and the length of time which should

elapse prior to turning off the stove.

Transfer information transmitted in the opposite direction, from the system

controller 110 of the user monitor system 100 to the remote case monitoring system 148,

includes two types: (1) priority specific data transfer and (2) standard data transfer. Priority

specific data transferis initiated by the local system controller 110 by meansofdialing the

remote case monitoring system 148 by way of the telephone line 144 or by means of another

data link (not shown) and indicating the presence of a problem which the remote case

monitoring system 148 must detect, record and act upon.

Situations in which the local system controller 110 dials out to inform the

remote case monitoring system 148 that the user did not get out ofbed or that the stove was

left on, are potential emergencies and are therefore examples ofpriority specific data

transfer. Standard data transfer includes the downloading of event log information for each

subsystem. This information is used to produce trend analysis reports which show the

frequency of occurrence of different events over a predetermined time period such as six

months. Thusthe trend analysis report might show that over the course of six months the

user became increasingly noncompliant with medications and/or increasingly likely to leave

the stove on inappropriately. Using a knowntrend analysis technique, software driven

reports can detect increasing frequencies ofproblemsof every day activities.

The trend analysis report may be a monthly paper or machine report which.

provides severalindicators ofperformance on different areas of everydayliving monitored

by the user monitoring system 100. These areas may include waking and sleeping,

medication management, stove management, water flow management and the operation of

additional appliances. The raw data for this report is based on the eventlog data transferred

from the local system controller 110 remote system using standard data transfer and priority

specific modes. The raw data is used to provide a continuous baseline ofthe successful and
not successful completion of the five task areas.

For example, in one month a user may use the stove fifty-five times and leave

it on in violation of the programmedprotocol two times. The monthly report line for the

stove category might then show fifty-five uses and two usageerrors. Furthermore, usage
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errors may be classified according to level of importance by meansof a weighting system.

An errorof, for example, skipping one medication may be weighted as considerablyless

significant compared with an error of leaving the stove on and leaving the apartment for

several hours. Thus not only are errors recorded and plotted against continuous baselines

overtime in the trend analysis report of the system of the present invention, but the report is

intended to contain a ranking system to reflect the potential negative impacts ofdifferent
errors.

In addition to errors, the trend analysis report can plot deviations in behavior

indicating changesin plot trend. For example, the trend analysis report can plot waking and

sleeping hours and the numberoftimes a user goes to the bathroom. While noneofthis in

itself indicates a situation requiring intervention, sudden changes in sleep habits, bathroom

use, even appliance use may indicate sudden changesin health or cognitive well being

requiring a relative or a case management social worker or case management social worker

or a physician to visit or interview the user.

While any number of combinations of interpreted data can be used in any

numberof specialized reports,it is anticipated that most case management sites and most

relatives would want to know the frequency and severity of specific errors, the extent and

accuracy of medication compliance and whether a waking or sleeping pattern of a useris

changing radically. The trend analysis report provides case managers andrelatives with this

information and enables them to better help the user by locating subtle changes in behavior
patterns, monitoring various kinds of potentially dangerous errors and keeping a record of

baseline functioning in relation to monitored activities.

While the operation of the monitoring system 100 has been described

principally with respect to the monitoring of a gerontological patient, it will be understood

that system 100 may be used to monitorany type ofpatient, for example, infants and burn

victims. Additionally, it will be understoodthat, using the correct sensors, monitoring

system 100 may monitor any parameters relevant to these patients, for example, ambient

temperature, body temperature and blood pressure. In general, anything which may be

sensed by a sensor and converted into an electrical signal may be monitored by the

monitoring system 100. Additionally, the data could be made available to a doctorprior to

routine doctor’s appointmentsin addition to being used to compile reports at the remote
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monitoring site 148. The system could be monitored by a friend or relative rather than by

professionals at a remote monitoring site.

Local microprocessor based system controller 110 and its associated

system of sensors can determine anyactivity of daily living desired. For example, system

controller 110 can determine whether users are up and moving around in their homes.

Additionally, it can determine, for example, whether the user is having difficulty managing

medications, whether the user hasfailed to get out ofbed a predetermined number of hours

after a usual waking time, and whether the userhasleft the stove on. Furthermore, system

controller 110 can determine other detected problems.

Aspreviously described, various degrees of autonomyoflocal system

controller 110 from remote monitoring system 148 can be obtained in various embodiments

of the invention. Thus, system controller 110 can be programmed to perform many

functions performed by remote monitoring system 148 in other embodiments of the
invention. However,it is understood that the primary function of local system controller 110

is to provide lower level case managementoflocal observations and decisions and the

primary function of remote monitoring system 148 is to provide higher level case
management and enable long term interpretation of the data.

Using the information sent from local system controller, remote case

monitoring system 148 can provide on-line case monitoring of any numberofusers by
receiving standard priority information or other information and analyzing the received
information. When performing these operations remote case monitoring system 148

converts incoming data on each user into various summary reports which track the activities
of the individual users.

Monitoring and analyzing the received information in this manner

makes it possible for remote case monitoring system 148 to distribute specialized everyday
living monitoring summaries (ELMS)reports to other parties. For example, the reports
obtained in this manner can bedistributed to family members, doctors, case managers, and

others.

The monitoring and analyzing by system controller 110 and remote

case monitoring system 148 also makes it possible to collect action priority information. For

example it is possible to determine whenusersdo not get out ofbed. In addition it may
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provide an aggregate data base for identifying users requiring personal intervention.

Additionally, it may be possible to provide a central hubfor the collection and exchange of

information with direct case management resources.

Local system controller 110 can be programmed to perform a variety

of functions related to data base report generation and intervention decisions. In one

embodimentof the invention system controller 110 can be programmedto learn activity

patterns of the user. The learning by system controller 110 occurs through analyzing sensor

data and performing a variety ofoperations that change various parameters of the user. For

example, timing and frequency parameters of expected activity events can be changed based

upon a trend analysis of the past timing, frequency, duration and concomitance of events.

The trend analysis can be based upon an interval of a week, a month, or other time period for

which data is internally stored.

The learning ofuser activity patterns by system controller 110 or

remote case monitoring system 148 can be accomplished using various techniques. In most

of these techniques the learning process involves the changing of variable values, parameter

settings and decision algorithms. The quantities changed in this manner are changed with

respect to interpreting data derived by sensors for machine initiated interventions and the

production of various reports.

The determinations of the system ofthe present invention are based upon the

assumption that the best predictor of future behavioris past behavior and upon the empirical

knowledgeofthe relatively invariant frequency, timing, and duration of essential activities

of daily living as part of daily and weekly cycles. Using these bases, it is possible to use a

variety ofmethods to determine whetherthe activities on a certain day fall within or outside

of the range ofstatistically expected occurrences of the activities. In the preferred

embodiment, the user monitoring system uses well known algorithms for analyzing

continuous baseline data.

Variable values obtained by system controller 110 or remote case monitoring

system 148 can be in the form oftime and date stamped event data or transformations

thereof. For example, the variables can be a count or a weighted frequency of occurrence of a

predetermined measurement, such as the numberoftimes within a predetermined time

period a medication is takenoratoilet is flushed.
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Using programmingandstatistical techniques well known and understood by

those skilled in the art, system controller 110 can be enabled to learn thetypical timing and
frequencyof a user taking each prescribed medication as well as the numberoftimes that a

user typically uses the toilet. Using such techniquesit is also possible to learn the typical

timing and frequencyofthe user opening and closingtherefrigerator door, the silverware

cabinet, the microwave oven, andthe stove, as well as the typical time of getting out ofbed

in the morning.

Typical variable values used in the methodofthe present invention for the

purposeof, for example, report generation and learning, can be understood in the common

Statistical sense of measures of a central tendency paired with an appropriate measure of

dispersion. The measurementofthe central tendency of sensor events can include

measurements such as mean, median, and mode. The measure of dispersion can be

measurements such as standard deviation and interquartile range.

There are various techniquesforstatistically determining a typical

value of a measured event and then using this value to predict the value of future events. A

common techniquesets the typical value equalto its measure of central tendency bounded by

a confidence level (sigma) equal to +/- the appropriate numberofdispersion units to account

for an alpha level of (typically) .05. For each measurement within an activity or event

domain, these standardstatistical procedures apply, especially as used in relation to

continuous baseline or moving averages. For example, motion out ofbed, the opening of a

refrigerator, or taking a medication, controller system 110 may store this information and

compare it with past similar events using well known statistical methods of determining

whetherit falls within or outside of the typical range.

For example, a waking time may be compared with thirty previous

waking times by determining whether it deviates by more than two standard deviations from
the arithmetic mean ofthe previous thirty waking times. This is one type ofcomparison of

an individual data point with a baseline computed as a moving average ofpast events.

Controller 110 can be programmed to make decisions based upon

comparisons ofnew event data with past event data such as this. For example, machine

initiated interventions and special data transfers or reports can be generated if a user appears

to sleep more than two standard deviations past the average waking time.In this case the
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trigger eventis the lack of a signal from the sensor configuration used to establish that the

user got out ofbed. Thus, controller 110 need not remain programmedto expect the user to

be awake at a predetermined time. Rather it can adjust and readjust the expected wake up

time based uponthepast sleep and waking patterns of the user.

In a similar fashion, system controller 110 can be programmed to permit the

computing of average or typical expected values for any sensor based data or data derived.

from sensor based information. Programming controller 110 in this manner requires

programmingit to permit storing and updating ofmoving averages and sigma values for

time, duration, and frequencyofthe activity and comparing the stored updated values to

incoming data points.

Systemcontroller 110 can be enabled to change parameter settings in which

variables are specified. For example, the number ofmedications within a medication regime

can be increased from two to three on a daily basis. Using an additional

position/compartment/switch provided on the medication monitor, the present invention can

determine information for initializing a new variable associated with the new medication and

begin recording time and date stamped information on its usage.

After several days, while the user takes the new medication, the average time

and frequency baselines associated with the new medication becomestable. Simultaneously,

the sigma level (per. eg. two standard deviations) tends to become smaller in termsof the

number ofmeasured units as the number of observations increases. This permits system

controller 110 to detect errors such as taking too few or two manyofthe third medication in

a given day.

Other changes in parameters that can be learned by system controller 110 are

those associated with changes in meal preparation by the user. An individual user may have

a pattern ofpreparing meals twice daily. For example, the user may normally prepare meais
only in the morning andin the evening. The user may only rarely prepare lunch. The timing,

- frequency and duration ofthe sensor correlates ofmeal preparation change.

In principal, it is possible for the system controller to learn any paticrn of

repeated behaviors conveyed to it by a sensor capable of signaling the occurrence, non
occurrence, time and duration of any activity event.
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Activities ofDaily Living: “ADL’s”

ADL’s (Activities ofDaily Living/Instrumental Activities of Daily Living)

comprise those goal oriented activities which must be performed by or for a person in order

to live independently in their dwelling. These include bathing,transferring, dressing, eating,

grooming, meal preparation, light housekeeping, laundry, medication management, and other

necessary tasks relating to personal care and household maintenance. We turn now to

additional means for sensing and monitoring variousactivities germaneto the current
invention.

Toilet use can be monitored various sensor configurations. In the preferred

embodiment, a motion detector and a flush switch detector are used in concert with a

pressure sensor/position sensor combination on the toilet seat. The motion detector is placed

in the bathroom and indicates the presence of individual(s) without regard to specific

activity.

Bed-wetting can provide a problem requiring monitoring in a variety of

situations. Bed-wetting can be monitored by means ofmoisture sensors placed under the on

the surface of an under sheet pad on which the monitored individuallies.

Meal preparation may be monitored by means of a combination of sensors

indicating the opening and closing of drawers, cabinets and appliances typically used by the

client to prepare meals. In one embodiment,the refrigerator door, the silverware drawer and

the microwave were monitored with reed switches to determine the presence, timing and

duration ofuse corresponding to meal preparation. In an alternative embodiment,electric

current flow detectors could be used to record the use of various appliances(¢.g., coffee

maker, toaster oven, etc.) used in meal preparation. Additional heat sensor configurations

could be used to scan the stove. Pressure sensors, with or without weight differentiating

means, could be used in the chairsat the eating table, etc.

Forthe current invention, variety of means have been developed to employ a

small radio frequency transmitter and movement sensing trigger which can be attached

directly to household objects thereby conveying to the system controller when these objects

are manipulated. The preferred embodiment uses such an object movement detector (OMD)

consisting of an inertia~momentum sensitive switch (mercury bulb or vibration detector)

coupled to a transmitter with a timer/bounceless switch and timer reset which is small, low
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in current draw and which can be attached to the object. When the object is

moved/manipulated, a pulsed RF signal is emitted which identifies the object and is received

by the local controller and time and date stamped. Such a jiggle detector can be attached to

brooms andhairbrushes, electric razors and assisted devices like walkers and reachers.

Eating can be monitored through the use ofpressure pad sensors on tables and

chairs and ifneed be the use of OMD's on silverware. Housekeeping can be monitored by

placing OMD's on broom, dustpan, vacuum cleaner to react to manipulation. In principal,

any ADL/IADLcan be monitored by means of a configuration of sensors and this

information transmitted to the local controller and integrated into the daily activity log for

use by care providers or for machine initiated interventions such as reminders. Laundry

activities can be detected using a current draw detector on a washer or dryer. The appliances’

electric lines can be passively coupled to a current draw detector configured to transmit a

signal to the local controller when they are in use resulting in time date stamp and duration

data to be logged.

Grooming consists of a variety ofbehaviors, commonly inclusive ofhair

brushing (for women), shaving (for men). This affords the possibility to attach an object

movement detector (OMD)onto the hairbrush, razor, and other grooming implements to

signal the local controller when the grooming behavioris taking place.

Bathing can be monitored by several means. A variety of devices can be

coupled to the plumbing to determine ifwater is flowing into the tub/shower. A

water/moister detector can be placed in the tub or at the opening of the faucet/shower head to

react to the presence ofwater flow withoutdirect physical connection to the plumbing. A

pressure sensitive switch in an insulated no slip mat at the bottom ofthe tub/shower could be

fitted with an RF unit so whenthe individual steps or sits on the surface the information is

conveyedto the local controller. Each or a combination of these methods could be used to

determine bath/showeruse and transmit sensor data to the local controller.

Dressing consists of a complex ensemble of tasks requiring both cognitive

and manipulative functions. For this reason specialists in geriatric functional assessment

regard dressing as a benchmarkofoverall functional health and the length of timeit takes to

get dressed as an indicator of level of functioning sensitive to changes in ability. Dressing
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can be monitored by placing reed switches on the dresser drawers and placing sensors in the
closets can indicate the presence, time and duration ofdressing activity.

Non-ADL Activity monitoring

In addition to task orientedactivities, there are repeatedly occurring behaviors

which are both important to the individual's lifestyle and indicative of their normal
behavioral routine. This behavior includes a range of sedentary recreational activities such

as television watching, radio or audio entertainment usage, computer usage, book reading,

needlepoint, etc.

Such activities can be monitored in various ways. Those involving the use of

electronic or electrical appliances can be monitored by a variety ofmeans capable of

determining whenthe appliance is on or off. For example, a television can trigger a current
draw detector or a photo diode mounted on the corner of the CRT display. The detector
should be configured to send data wheneverthetelevision is turned on or turned off so thatit
would be possible to log the time on time offon a daily basis. Given the popularity of
television and therelative regularity with which it is viewed by many people, it may be
useful to use this data in various ways. For example, behaviors whose change can be

monitored could include early and late television watching. Similar techniques could be

employed in relation to CD, radio, VCR's, computers, etc. which could produce information
indicative of normaldaily activity.

For example, an individual maytypically watch favorite programs in the
afternoon between 2 and 5 pm Mondaysthrough Fridays. This activity, while not directed
toward achieving functional performance goals maybe nevertheless an importantpart of the
typical or normal daily routine ofthe individual. Changesin television viewing routine
patterns, for example not watching the afternoon shows or watching 14 hours oftelevision
continuously may indicate a change ofactivity rooted in a health, cognitive or other
problemsand therefore may provide very useful information for reporting purposes or
interventions. The preferred embodimentof the monitoring system television useis
monitored by means of a current draw detector. However, it is to be understood by those
skilled in the art that many commonly used means of determining whether the unit is on or
off can be usedto send a signal to the monitoring system. Furthermore, similar techniques
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could be employedin relation to CD, radio, VCR’s, computers, ete. which could produce

information indicative of normal daily activity.

Distinguishing Among Several Individuals in Dwelling Unit

The present invention also includes means for distinguishing the activities of

individuals in multi individual dwelling units, It may sometimes be useful to separately log

the activities of two or more individuals living in the same household. In the case of

medication adherence, this simply entails using separate medication monitoring caddies for

each individual, each caddy signaling the local controller unit codes unique to the individual

person being monitored. In the case of otheractivities, such as transference, toilet use,

bathing, meal preparation, laundry and housekeeping it is necessary to introduce a variety of

methodsfor distinguishing among multiple individuals and creating a separate activity log

for each individual. Described below are a variety of methods that do not require the user to

carry a special device on their person andrely entirely upon the individuals interaction with

objects in their environment. Also described below is a special device, for example any type

of transponder worn bythe individual, which emits a very short range signal detectable

used to detect the proximity of specific individuals to objects in their environment used in

carrying out the monitored activities ofdaily living. In the preferred embodiment of the

invention, the transponderor a similar device is not required for the system to work, but adds
additional information to increase the validity of the determination of which individualis

performing which task and when.
Fortransferring in and outofbed, it is possible to configure pressure sensitive

switch pads on either side of the bed, on the floor, on the mattress, or both. With knowledge
of who routinely sleeps on the right and whosleeps ontheleft, it is possible to configure

these pressure sensorsto indicate whether individual a or individual b is out of the bed.
Fortransferring onto chairs, it is possible to use a pressure sensitive sensor

that respondsto relative weight with sufficient precision as to distinguish between two
individuals, such as a husband or wife. It may be possible to know which chair is

customarily occupied by which individual, especially in relation to a married couple.
Fortoilet use, the above described differential weight sensor could be

installed in thetoilet seat along withatilt switch sensor to indicate when theseat is in the

uptight position (customary for male urination) orin the downward position. Additionally
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weight sensor pads could be embeddedin a ‘bath mat’ in front ofthetoilet to assess weight

differential. A variety of techniques could be usedto signal toilet flushing, such as a

flotation switch connected to an signaling unit such that when the water level in the tank

drops belowathreshold level, a the normally open float switch closes.

For bathing, a waterproofversion of the weight sensitive bath mat could be

placed in the bathtub to determinethe differential weight of the person.

With respect to differential weight, in most case it is useful in a two

individual household and the weight threshold should be adjusted to approximately the mean

of the weight of the two individuals. Given the possibility that either individual may loose

weightovertime (or gain whichis rarer) and the two weights becomeclose to equal, it may
be necessary to repeatedly weigh the individuals. This can be done unobtrusively using any
known methodsorjust by wiring the scale and reminding the individuals to weigh in using

his/her scales or transponders or some other means for differentiating the weights.

Physiological Measuring of Health Conditions

The monitoring ofhealth conditions amongindividuals in their dwelling units

consists ofmonitoring both their activities and their physiological functioning. A wide

variety of physiological functioning measuring and. monitoring devices are available for
homeuse as variables, including, but not limited to, body temperature, pulserate, weight,

blood sugar, blood pressure, and oxygenation. All of these devices, such as infrared
temperature, blood sugar and pulse readers, are currently available with digital readouts and
could beeasily modified to transmit the information to the local controller so that these
physiological data could be recorded along with the activity data and integrated into a single
report combining both kinds of information for family and professional care givers as well as
for triggering machineinitiated interventions. Many devices for taking measurements usable
in accordance with the present invention are taught in Alyfuko, U.S. Patent No. 5,410, 471,
which is incorporated by reference herein.

Furthermore, the system ofthe present invention can assist usersin the

measurements. For example, in order to determine blood pressure a user can be instructed

by the systemto be seated, put on the cuff and perform other required steps. Ifthe readings
obtained are not within predetermined ranges, the user can be instructed to repeat to the
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measurement. This can be done by interactive software on the user’s PC or by way of the

internet.

An example of readings indicating intervention could beif a person is

showing an trend toward decreased activity during the day andis not sleeping in bed atnight.

This can reflect symptomsofcongestive heart failure (CHF). In this case decreased. activity

may be measured as fewer total movements around the house, fewer total movements going

in and outofthe dwelling unit, less frequent or slower (longer average duration) stair

climbing (where applicable), and/or longer sleeping hours. The local controler could be

programmedtotrigger an intervention in view of decreased activity and/or not sleeping in
bed at night, which would entail a request/reminder for taking a blood pressure reading

during the next day. It could also plot the blood pressure against a continuous baseline of

previously taken bloodpressures, and,if either diastolic or systolic pressures fall outside of
upper and lowercritical values (sigmalevels), action could be taken informing the
monitored individual, their physician and/or other appropriate persons of a possible change

in health status. Instructions to seek checkups or contact care providers can be the

interventions indicated by the reports of the present invention.

Whenthe physician compares the blood pressure data, activity log data and

medication compliance data within an integrated health and functioning report, they are

provided information invaluable for making adjustments to therapy. For another example,
frequent over night bathroom use mayindicate the presence of an infection. By combining
information about toileting and body temperature readings in a single report, the physician or

other care giver could be informed of evidence of an infection and make sure that the
monitored individual is quickly seen by the appropriate providers. Again,it is possible to

program the local controller to take action based on behavioral changes, physiological
changes or a combination of the two. For example, the local controller may be programmed
to request that the monitored individual take temperature and blood pressure or other
measurements after night ofunusual bathroom orother activity. In principal, any

combination ofphysiological measuring devices can be integrated into the system by

equipping them with a compatible RF transmitter and enabling these devices in the software.
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In the various embodiments, the monitored individual is asked to participate

in periodic automated check ups during which time they are reminded and prompted by the

local controller to sit down at a table, take their temperature, take their blood pressure,etc.

The controller prompts them using a synthesized or recorded voice that can be heard through

speakers connected to a personal computer wherein the microprocessorofthe local

controller resides or a speaker phone connectedto the local controller in the form of a stand

alone unit. The individual is thereby instructed on what to do during the check up. The data

captured by the controller is analyzed against the continuous baseline average and the results

reported to the remote monitoringsite. Thus the present invention permits the integration of

information with respect to physiological and behavioral measures into a single report for

humanend users and/or machine initiated interventions.

Portability

While the current invention consists of various means for monitoring

individualuser or users in a dwelling unit, there is no reason why portable appliances could

not be incorporatedinto the system. For example, a portable medication monitoring device
could be carried by the user out of the home. This device could be enabledto record and/or

remind the individualto take their medications. Upon returning to the dwelling unit, the

medication unit is able to communicate by RF signalingto the local controller and

information about medication taken outside of the dwelling unit is integrated with the

information about medication taken that was collected in the dwelling unit. Thus it would

be possible to integrate information about medication taking behaviors of the user outside
the dwelling unit with the information obtained within the dwelling unit to develop a more

complete picture of the individuals daily behavior.

In addition to portable medication monitoring,it is possible to have portable

physiological monitoring(e.g., heart, respiration, blood oxygenation, blood pressure, etc.)
and/or activity movement monitoring (e.g. odometer, walking odometer-like device, etc.)
Likewise, similarly to the above described portable medication monitoring,it is technically

easy to create data transfer channels and links integrate the signal data gathered from the
portable units within the home-based local controller and use this as the basis for the
production of daily living reports for human and machine use. Such reporis and information
products might prove very useful to maintaining the health and functionality of users.
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Security and Environmental Monitoring

In addition to goal oriented functional activities and other behaviors which

make up the routine everyday activity of individuals, the monitoring system ofthe present

invention is capable ofcollecting and analyzing information relating to security, safety and

environmental concerns within the dwelling unit. As described above, various embodiments

of the monitoring and report generating system may be used to log activities relating to

dangerous appliances, suchas the stove, and, necessary, to take automatically initiated action

in the event of a problem,such as shutting off the stove if it is determinedthat it has been

left on too long orin the event that smokeor heat detector has beentriggered.

Also described above are means and procedures for monitoring bathtub

overflow, and in a similar manner, overflow ofsinks in a dwelling unit. Both of these

functions focus on detecting events that, if unchecked, may have serious negative

consequencesto the safety of the monitored individuals and/or the condition of the dwelling
unit. In addition to these functions, there is a wide range of additional events impacting the

security and safety of individuals and their dwelling units, which may prove very useful, For

example, monitoring the closing and locking of the door leading outside of the house or

apartment, along with reports and reminders, would reduce the risk of security problems for
many individuals. Forgetful or disoriented individuals may be particularly helped by such a
function. The monitoring of doorclosing and locking could be accomplishedby a standard

magnetic reed switch which opens andclosesa circuit causing signals to be sent to the local
controller in conjunction with a switch configuration fitted to the locking mechanism in such
4 mannerasto enable the detection of the state of the locking mechanism as being either

locked or unlocked. This switch would then be connectedto the appropriate signaling

device to convey informationto the local controller so that the monitoring system could

integrate this information into various reports and intervention decisions.
Ambient temperature above and below healthful levels is a real threat to the

health and well beingoffrail elderly populationsin particular. Each year heat waves and

cold snaps kill scores, ifnot hundreds, of older people in part because of their physiological
inability to adequately judge extreme and dangerous variation in ambient temperature. Many
temperature detecting units, with either electronic or mechanical thermostatic components,
are familiar to those skilled in the art of environmental contro]. Such units are commercially
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available and routinely used in the monitoring and control ofheating and cooling of

buildings. By connecting temperature sensors to the appropriate signaling system, room

temperature data can betransferred to the local controller, logged, analyzed and serve as the

basis ofmachine generated reports as well as interventions. In the preferred embodiment of

monitoring system, temperature sensors are used to triggeralerts and,ifneed be,

automatically initiated communication with care givers if the temperature rises above a high

threshold or falls below a low threshold. This functionality can save lives.

In principle, the information from security and environmental detectors can

be integrated with the behavioral data within the local controller and be used, in conjunction
with the behavioral information, to enable a variety of interventions. For example, the

system could be configured and programmedto sense that the front door is unlocked, to note
that there has been no movementin the dwelling unit since the door was shut, and take

action by automatically locking the door. A variety of algorithmsare possible for making
interventions based on a combination of security and behavioral!data.

Similarly, temperature data could be used in combination with behavioral

information to inform analysis and interventions. For example, an increase in the amount of

time an individual stays in bed along with the information that the room temperature has

fallen below 50 degrees maybe useful information to family or professional care givers who

need to take quick action to help the individual. As with door locking and physiological
measurements, there is no reason why environmental variables such as temperature could not

be integrated into the reports and interventionsofthe monitoring system. Other
environmental variables may include, smoke andparticulate dust detectors (such as an

optical smoke detector would measure), noise and vibration, carbon monoxide, humidity,
etc. Any environmental condition that can be automatically detected using sensors could be
used in connection to the monitoring system here described.

Internet

The useof the internet as a means of communication between the local

controller and the remote monitoring site not only makesuse of an efficient and cost

effective means of exchanginginformation but also affords the possibility ofmultiple users

and various types of individual andinstitutional users to-access report information posted by
local controllers to a website. In one embodiment, a numberof local controllers use a
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modem and automated dial up software to post activity logs onto a website using email as

the meansofdatatransfer. The posted email is then subject to interpretive post processing,

converted to a variety of summary reports for different users. For example, relatives of the

monitored individual may accessthe website, type in a pin numberor password, and for

access a report aboutbasic dayto dayactivities. Or a physician group at a hospital could

access the website using andinstitutional portal and be able to get a report on medication

adherence in greater detail than that available to the monitored individual family members.

The remote monitoring station with its website could also be programmedto store and

process financial andbilling informationrelating to the access fees and report request
transactions for the various individual and institutional clients. For example, family

members might pay a relatively low monthly fee for monitoring and a small transaction fee

for each report accessed while a health provider system might pay a substantially higher per

month fee and report fee. Billing can be done by the remote monitoring site computer along
with the above discussed processing andtransfer of activity information on the monitored
clients.

Whereasthe internet provides excellent means of exchange of information in

non emergencysituations, it may be useful to couple the system to a pager to call helpers and
family in case of an alarm code. For example,if a monitored individual does not get out of
bed beforea critical time lapse, paging can be done in conjunction with or in place ofphone

calls. Using alphanumeric display technology common in pager systems, the nature of the
possible emergency can be designated using ASCII codesin placeof the synthesized voice
used on a voice telephone.

The internet can be used as a meansof information transfer between locai and

remote controllers for any purpose. For example, the local controller can dial up an internet

service provider (ISP), log on, and sendor receive packets of data for purposesof analysis,
intervention, report writing, reprogramming,etc. The remote monitoring site, structured as a
web page, can store, analyze and disseminate a wide variety ofuser reports in various ways.
In one embodiment, the local controller is programmedto access the internet periodically

(e.g. every 6, 12, 24 or other number of hours) and transfer data to a remotesite in the form
of web server. The remote monitoring site receives the information and makesit available to

the client, family, professional care givers, case managers, health care providers and others
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who can accessthis information by logging on and entering secure portals using standard

identification and password protocols. This enables a wide variety of users to make queries

of the reports, analysis and records based on the monitoredclieni(s).

Furthermore, the plurality ofuser portals by which clients (i.e., monitored

individuals), family members (informalcare givers), health providers, social support

agencies (formal care givers), can each access client information at will could be used to

automatically create a transaction record usable for information tracking and billing

purposes. Figure 12 below illustrates an embodiment of an internet website with multiple

user portals. In this way, clients and other subscribers can be tracked and billed for
information accessed in a widevariety of ways. In one embodiment, clients gain free access

and registered family members can make a numberof included queries per month with a

per query charge thereafter. Hospitals can also be charged a per query fee.
In addition to placing client information on a web server and allowing

registered users to accessthe information,it is also useful to periodically transfer
information and reports to subscribers via e-mail. Thus family members, physicians, case

managers and others can receive periodic machine generated reports onthe client (daily,
weekly, monthly, etc) via email which may be received on one's computer or any other
device capable ofreceiving email messages. In addition, emergency or quick response
options for information transfer via the internet are afforded by linking the internet with a
wide variety ofwireless devices, including, but not limited to cell phones, pagers and
personal data assistants. For example, if a monitored individual does not get out ofbed
beforeacritical time lapse, paging can be done in conjunction with or instead of phonecalls.

Using alpha numeric display technology common in pager systems, it would be possible to
designate the nature of the possible emergency using displayed printed wordsin place of the
synthesized voice used on a voice telephone.The linking of local controller 100 and the
remote monitoring site via internet as a communication channel need notalter the essential
features of the local controller and remote monitoring site. The local controller can be used

for obtaining, storing, organizing and analyzing sensor based data in the dwelling units of the
monitored individuals. As mentioned above,it is possible to configure/program the local
controller to carry out many of the functions of the remote monitoring site. Thus a wide

variety of embodiments with differing amounts of functionality distributed among local
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controllers and remote monitoring systems are possible. In principal all functions of report

generation, automated behavioral and physiological profiling, machine initiated reminders

and interventions can be carried out for individuals within a single dwelling units by the

local controller. It is therefore possible to greatly reduce the number and complexity of

functions of the remote monitoring site as long as an end user receives information about the

client from this site.

In one embodimentthe remotesite is reduced to a pager, phoneor radio

receiver, which signals care givers and others whenthe client is in need or reports

information via synthesized voice or displayed text. In this case the functionality of the local

controller is maximized and the remote monitoring site minimized. On the other handit is

possible to have a monitoring system configured whereby sensors are placed in a dwelling

unit and the local controller consists of no more than a system for gathering their outputs

into a usable communication channel which then is processed by the remote monitoringsite.

This would be a minimalized local controller dependent for data analysis functionality

almost entirely by the remote monitoring system. In the preferred embodiment, higher level

functions of case managementpertaining to the collection and analysis of data on single or

many individuals in single or many dwelling units are carried out by a remote monitoring

system whereas local controllers function primarily to log, analyze, report and make
automated inventions based on sensor data within a single dwelling unit and the local

controller is in the dwelling unit and that the remoteis not.

The ubiquity of the internet makes it a preferred means of communication

link between the local controllers and the remote monitoring site. There are various means

of transferring data to, through and from the internet known to those skilled in the art. In a

preferred embodiment the communications link between local and remote monitoring sites
can be established and maintained by email. The activity log is simply uploaded as a text

file and mailed to the remote site, which receivesit, places it in the correct mailbox,
processes it and then may automatically send out reports via email to end users (e.g., family,
physicians, social workers, etc.) , or posts reports on a secure website accessible by password.
to family and professionals.
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Referring now to Fig. 12, the preferred embodiment of the internet based

remote monitoring site is organized in the form of a web page 1001. Web page 1001 allows

clients to access information about the monitored individuals by meansofclient portals.

Twoportals are shown. The individual portal 1007, allows the monitored individual and

designated individuals (such as family members) to access the behavioral and other

information which is accumulated and integrated by the local controller and transferred to

the internet by any variety of commonly used means. Theinstitutional portal 1008, allows

for institutions (e.g., health care providers, case managementservice units, insurers, etc.) to

access information about monitored client). In the preferred embodiment these portals make

use of commonly employed meansfor assuring security of the information about individual

clients such as the use ofPIN numbers, encryption, firewalls, etc. to assure that only

authorized parties are able to access secured information. In principal, any numberofportals

could be used to accommodate different groups of clients with differing access to

information.

A report generator 1002, a data base ofmonitored information 1003, and an

incoming data portal 1004 form the meansfor generating a wide variety ofrcports from data

accumulated by the local controller. The incoming data portal 1004 receives packets of

information from any numberoflocal controllers. In this embodiment, e-mail serves as the
meansfor data transfer wherein the incoming data portal is configured to receive from the

monitored individuals. The data base of monitored information 1003 containsa client

background record of each monitored individual which includes demographics, medical and
functional needs, plusbilling information (e.g. postal address, phone number,etc.).

With respectto the data coming in from the incomingdata portal 1004, the

data base of monitored information 1003 also sorts andstores data files for each individual

local controller, automatically updates the data base with newly received information and

maintains an a record ofinstructions which determine the form, content and receiver of

reports to be generated by the information. These instructions include, but are not limitedto,
the type and numberofmonitored events to be includedin a given report, the particular type
of summary used within the report (counts, sums, averages, critical levels, verbal

descriptions of events, graphical descriptions of events, etc.), the frequency of the reporting
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period (hourly, daily, weekly monthly, etc.) as well as information pertinentto the receiver

of said reports (name, relationship, e-mail address, phone/pager numbers,postal address,

etc.).

In this way the data base ofmonitored information 1003 includes the local

controller accumulated data plus additional information aboutthe monitored individual, the

reports to be generated, andthe parties to receive these reports. At time intervals determined
in individual record instructions contained in the data base ofmonitored information 1003,

the data is processed through the report generator 1002 wherein a variety of reports are

produced reducing the data collected by the local controller to numerical, graphical and

written reports. These reports are then saved and transferred to the report sender 1006 which
can sort, store and transfer the reports to a variety of end users by means including e-mail,

automated or live human telephonecalls, voice/alpha numeric paging and postal mail by

meansofprinting the report on paper and physically sending it to the appropriate customer.

Anysingle or combination of commonly used means for conveying numerical, graphical and
written information can be used.

‘The preferred embodiment uses e-mail for non-priority reports and paging

and telephone messaging forpriority reports/alarms. Billing report generator 1010,billing
data base 1005 together provide a meansfor tracking customer billable usage of reports and

queries. For example, each query from a family member may be tracked, a per query cost
total tallied, and an end of the month usage statement produced which can serve as the basis
of a bill. Similar procedures could be in place forinstitutional customers: a hospital may
contract for 1,000 queries a month, pay a set amount, and then pay an additional amount per

query when the contracted numberis exceeded. The operation ofbilling report generator
1010 andbilling data base 1005 require linkage to the monitored client data base 1003 so
that information about the form and contentofthe reports, as well as customer and client

information could be used to developthe billing reports. In addition,linkage with the report

sender 1006, especially in so far as it sends reports by post mail, would be useful as a

necessary meansforprinting and distributing the bill at the end ofthe billing cycle. Using
means commonly employed in automated and semi automated billing systems, it is possible
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to configure the data bases in a number ofways with billing report generators to accurately

and efficiently generate bills for services provided.

The above description of the internet based remote monitoringsite also

includes functions for reprogramming and maintenance ofthe local controllers 110. The

previously described reprogramming function is capable ofresetting parameters controlling

data collections and interventions, as well as testing and status checking of local controller

and its network of sensors. Such functions may prove useful ifnot essential in the

development ofvarious installations of the monitoring system.

It should be pointed out that any functionality described above as embodied in

the monitored client data base 1003 could in a given embodimentbe located in the report

generator 1010 and that any functionality described as part of the report sender 1006 could in

actuality be located in the report generator 1002 or monitored data base 1003. In principal, it

makes no difference where the functionality is embodied relative to the conceptual block

diagram, as long as the functionality exists.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that changes could be made to

the embodiment described above without departing from the broad inventive concept

thereof. It is understood, therefore, that this invention is not limited to the particular

embodiments disclosed, butit is intended to coverall modifications within the spirit and

scope of the present invention as defined by the appended claims.
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Claims

1. A user monitoring system having an activity detection subsystem for

monitoring a user having a behavioral activity and a physiological parameterin a userliving

area, said system including a remote monitoring site, comprising:

(a) a system controller;

(b) a first detector device capable ofbeing activated in response to an

occurrence of said behavioral activity to provide behavioral activity

information to said system controller;

(c) a seconddetector device for determining a value of said physiological

parameterin said user living area to provide physiological parameter

information to said system controller;

(d) a control circuit for generating a first control signal in response to said

behavioralactivity information and a second control signal in

response to said physiological parameter information;

(e) a control information communication channel for applying said first
and second control signals to said remote monitoring site; and

(f) a remote generator for generating an integrated report representative
ofboth said behavioral activity and said physiological parameter.

2. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, wherein said occurrence

of said behavioral activity is determined independently of physiological measurements.

3. The user monitoring system of Claim 2, wherein said occurrence of

said behavioral activity is determinedat said user living area.

4, The user monitoring system of Claim 1, comprising circuitry for intervening

in said user living area in accordance with said integrated report.

5. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, comprising a trend analysis report

determined in accordance with said integrated report.

6. The user monitoring system of Claim 5, comprising circuitry for intervening

in said user living area in accordance with said trend analysis.
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7. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, wherein said monitoring system

comprises a plurality of programminginstructions and said programminginstructions are

reprogrammed from a location outside said user living area.

8. The user monitoring system of Claim 7, comprising circuitry for intervening

in said user living area in accordance with reprogrammedinstructions.

9. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, wherein said control information

communication channel comprises the internet.

10. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, wherein said behavioral activity

comprises meal preparation.

11. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, wherein said behavioral activity

comprises an activity level of said user. .

12. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, wherein said behavioralactivity

comprises an awakeningactivity of said user.

13. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, wherein said behavioral activity

comprises sleeping activity ofuser.

14. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, wherein said bchavioralactivity

comprises bathroom usageby said user.

15. The user monitoring system of Claim 1, wherein at least one ofsaid first and

second detectors comprises an appliance.

16. A system for monitoring a user in a user living area, said system including a

remote monitoring site comprising;

(a) a system controller;

(b) an activity detection subsystem for monitoring a daily living activity

of said user independently ofphysiological measurements, said

activity detection subsystem having at least one detector device

capable of being activated in response to an occurrence of said daily

living activity and capable of determiningat said user living area that

said daily activity has occurred to provide informationto said system

controller representative of said daily living activity, said system

controller having a controlcircuit for generating a control signal in
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responseto said information representative of said daily living

activity;

(c) a control information communication channel interfaced to the

internet for applying said control signal to said remote monitoring site

by way ofsaid internet;

(d) a report generator for generating a scheduledperiodic report on said

daily living activity, said scheduled periodic report having collections

of said information representative of a selected daily living activity;

and

(e) circuitry for intervening in said user living area in accordance with

said scheduled periodic report.

17. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 16, wherein said occurrence of

said daily living activity is determined independently of physiological measurements.

18. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 17, wherein said occurrence of

said daily living activity is determinedat said user living area.

19, The system for monitoring a user of Claim 16, comprising a further detector

device for generating a further control signal in response to a physiological parameter of said
user determinedin said user living area for providing an integrated report representative of

both said daily living activity and said physiological parameter.

20. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 19, comprising a trend analysis

report determined in accordance with said integrated report.
21. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 19, comprising circuitry for

intervening in said user living area in accordance with said integrated report.

22. The systemfor monitoring a user of Claim 16, comprising a plurality of

programming instructions wherein said programminginstructions are reprogrammed from a
location outside said user living area.

23. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 22, comprising circuitry for

intervening in said user living area in accordance with reprogrammed instructions.
24. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 16, wherein said control

information communication channel comprises a plurality of internetportals.
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25. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 16, wherein said daily living

activity comprises meal preparation.

26. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 1, wherein said daily living

activity comprises an activity level of said user.

27. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 1, wherein said daily living

activity comprises an awakening activity of said user.

28. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 16, wherein said daily living

activity comprises sleeping activity of user.

29, The system for monitoring a user of Claim 16, wherein said daily living

activity comprises bathroom usage by said user.

30. The system for monitoring a user of Claim 19, wherein at least one of said

detector devices comprises an appliance.
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METHOD AND TV RECEIVER FOR STORING CONTENTS

ASSOCIATED TO TV PROGRAMS

DESCRIPTION

The present invention relates primarily to a method

for storing contents associated to TV programs and

additionally to a TV receiver adapted to carry out this
method.

Field of the Invention

In the past, some TV broadcasters provided teletext

information in addition to broadcast video using the same

signal; the teletext service is provided still nowadays.

With the advent of digital TV transmission

technology, TV broadcasters are now able to provide much
more than broadcast video and teletext. Transmission of

digital signals may occur in different ways. In digital
terrestrial television (DTT) systems, the broadcast

signal is transmitted “over the air” to an antenna. Other

widespread systems include cable TV systems and satellite

TV systems. Finally, IP systems are viable means to bring

television into a household and provide users a means to

receive video, audio and data content.

Today, many viewers receive digital television via a

set-top box [STB], which decodes digital signals and

displays them on a TV monitor usually of a TV set.

Advanced STBs can also be programmed to execute

applications that can interact with the user through the
use of the remote control device of the STB and with

service centers using a modem and a communications

network, typically the public switched telephone network

CONFIRMATION COPY
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[PSTN]. The STB comprises a computer that runs a program

which decodes the TV signal and executes the software

that is transmitted either through a broadcast channel

(together with the audio or video streams) or through a

return channel. Return channel is the physical path used

by the STB to let the client interact with a server. For

example, through the return channel, interactive TV users

can transmit information (e.g. votes, questionnaires, ...)

to a service center or request the transmission of

information (e.g. timetable of trains, stock exchange

quotes, ..) from a service center. The physical path can

be a wired connection, such as a telephone line or an

xDSL line, or a wireless connection, e.g. GPRS or UMTS.

Concerning the type of services provided to the

user, we can distinguish between two different paradigms

to access the contents: the Broadcasting and the Content

on Demand, in short form CoD.

Broadcasting is typical for broadcasting TV networks

(l.e. terrestrial, cable or satellite), even if it can be

used also on IP networks, sometimes called with different

names depending on the distribution network (e.g.

“webcasting” on Internet). According to this paradigm,

the service provider can decide what contents to

distribute and their schedule independently from any

direct user request. The user can only tune its STB ona
Suitable “channel” to access the contents. The schedule

of each channel can be made available in many ways, e.g.

on magazines or on so-called Electronic Program Guide

(EPG) or Broadband Content Guide (BCG).

CoD is typical for IP networks. The user selects a piece

of contents among those offered by the service provider

and requests either its streaming or (if the STB is

equipped with a Hard Disk) its download at a specific

time. Broadcasting is a push service (that is a service

where the service provider, in this case the broadcaster,
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sends information out regardless of whether anyone has
requested it or even is tuned in), while CoD is a pull

service (that is a service where the service provider

sends information out only when someone has requested

it).

Background of the Invention

From patent n° US6789106, it is known a method and a
structure that allows a user who has access to an

audio/visual object to cause an interactive control

element of an interactive multimedia system to grab and

store for future retrieval and peruse the audio/visual

object by simply activating a selection mechanism of the

interactive multimedia system. The interactive control

element of the interactive multimedia system receives a

plurality of audio/visual objects for play from the content

provider and causes each such object to be stored to a

temporary storage element as it is played. In response to the

user activating the selection mechanism of the interactive

multimedia system, it is determined whether the interactive

control element has completed storing an audio/visual object

to the temporary storage element that the user has selected
via the selection mechanism. If the interactive control

element has completed storing the selected audio/visual object

to the temporary storage element, the selected audio/visual

object is transferred from the temporary storage element toa

long-term storage element. If, however, the interactive

control element has not completed storing the selected

audio/visual object to the temporary storage element, it is

determined whether the selected audio/visual object is

currently being played. If it is not currently being played,

this means that the selected object may not be available

locally and the interactive control element retrieves the

selected audio/visual object from the content provider (if

necessary) and stores it in the long-term storage element. If
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the selected audio/visual object is being currently played,

then the interactive control element continues to store the

selected audio/visual object within the temporary storage

element until the selected audio/visual object is stored in

its entirety (has finished playing) and then transfers it from

the temporary storage element to the long-term storage

element, where it can be retrieved at some later time when

desired.

From patent application n° US2002/0087988, it is

known an interactive TV contextual content surfing

method, system and program product that enables viewers

to surf from one related program to another program

through hyperlinking. A TV broadcast station receives

interactive TV program content generated by creators. The

content is categorized by the creator and provided to the

broadcast station in the MPEG or webstreaming video/audio

formats. A broadcast server stores a dynamic table of

correspondence between TV program categories and TV

channel numbers. The hyperlinking information contains a
list of channels that broadcast the same nature of

programs by referencing the correspondence table. The

server broadcasts the hyperlinking information to the

list of channels. The broadcast network carries the TV

programs and associated classification information in

separate channels to the local TV station for

retransmission to TV devices including set-top boxes. The

set-top box stores program information by categories in

classification tables, contents of a TV program guide

section, and recorded programs.

From patent n° US6215483, it is known a method and

apparatus for receiving logical address links in advance

of a television program and combining such links with

those links that may be received in real-time during a

television broadcast. According to one aspect of this
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invention, content associated with a TV program may be

automatically displayed by a client system, such as an
Internet terminal or a computer equipped with a TV tuner.

Prior to broadcast of a TV program, TV listing

information is stored in the client system. The TV
listing information includes one or more batch mode

logical addresses, e.g. Uniform Resource Locators (URLS),

that identify content, such as Internet content. The

client system alerts the viewer of the existence of an

active logical address associated with the current TV

program by providing a visual indication. After the

visual indication has been selected by the viewer, the

client system displays the content identified by the

logical address. Additionally, one or more real-time

logical addresses may be received by the client system

embedded in a video signal associated with the TV

program. The real-time logical addresses may be embedded

in either a text service channel (e.g., Tl, T2, T3, T4)

or a captioning service channel (e.g., CCl, CC2, CC3,

cc4) of the vertical blanking interval (VBI) of the video

Signal. When both real-time logical addresses and batch

mode logical addresses are associated with a TV program,

the client system determines which to bring to the

attention of the user of the client system based upon a

set of predefined rules. Features of the present

invention are applicable to many broadcast television

(TV) systems including National Television Standards

Committee (NTSC), Phase Alternate Lines (PAL), and

Sequential Couleur Avec Memoire (SECAM) as well as the

proposed High Definition Television (HDTV) standard.

From patent application n° WO02/085024, it is known

a video-processing method and system for enriching one or

several primary video signals by association of
additional data in a video scene encoded in accordance

with the MPEG4 standard, this associating allowing
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simultaneous display of a primary video signal and said

additional data, and enabling a user to interact with and

access the contents of said additional data.

From patent application n° US2005/0193425, it is

known a method for delivery and presentation of

information relevant to the contents of frames in an

audio/video program that enables TV viewers to retrieve

information on the contents (for example, objects, items,

concepts and the like) contained in a frame or a set of

frames (video segments) when they watch TV or video

programs. The information relevant to the contents of

frame(s) is delivered to a STB or DVR by third-party

service providers through back channels such as the

Internet if the information of how to accurately access

the frames pointed by STB users are delivered to the

service providers, and the content-relevant information

may be presented in the form of a GUI for the TV viewer.

This disclosure relates to the processing of program

guide information and, more particularly, to techniques

for delivering information on video segments of broadcast

TV programs to STBs.

Summary of the Invention

The Applicant has noted that, due to their

structure, present commercial STBS are not adapted to

delivery of CoD services requested by a user in an

efficient, effective and flexible way, easy to be used by

ordinary people while watching TV and using electronic

appliances, particularly portable ones.

The Applicant has found that it can be possible to

overcome the above cited problems by receiving

notifications on the availability of additional contents

(such as movie tracks, back stages, audio and/or video
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interviews, written articles, songs, photos, games,

software programs, catalogues, brochures, electronic

books, electronic tickets, electronic discounts,

electronic bonuses, ..) together with TV programs, and by

automatically collecting and storing these additional

contents on electronic appliances, for example a portable

electronic appliance, at the request of a user.

This can be achieved through appropriately designed

TV receivers, such as a set-top boxes, and appropriately

assembled TV signals.

The additional contents are downloaded directly or

indirectly (but without user intervention) into the

electronic appliance for future use by the user.

Particularly, the present invention provides for an

STB with a return channel (e.g. PSTN, xDSL, GPRS, etc.),

a home network and a mass storage device, such as an

external HDD, an USB storage or an MP3 player. The STB

and the mass storage device are connected to the home

network and communicate through it and the home network

is connected to an external IP network through an access

gateway (this connection is used to implement the return

channel of the STB). Additionally, the STB could be

univocally identifiable, for example by data stored ona

smart card, permanent storage, serial number, etc. The

synchronization between a TV program and the starting of

an interactive application can be achieved by means of

different techniques: for example the streaming events

can be used in the case of MHP [Multimedia Home

Platform], the standard middleware specified by DVB

[Digital Video Broadcasting] for interactive TV.

According to a typical embodiment of the present

invention, a user, while he is watching a TV program, is
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notified on the screen of his TV set that some additional

contents associated to this TV program are available

through e.g. a red button appearing in a corner of the

screen; then the user may check what the available

contents are and select the one (or the ones), for

example an MP3 file, he is interested to download on his

portable electronic appliance, for example an MP3 player,

through e.g. a menu appearing on the screen.

Automatically, the selected contents are downloaded into

the electronic appliance and the user can enjoy e.g. the

music at any later time and place he likes.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The present invention will become more clear from

the following description to be considered in conjunction

with the annexed drawing in which:

Fig.1 shows a system that is able to implement

some embodiments of the present invention, and

Fig.2 shows a flowchart of an embodiment of the

method according to the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

In Fig.1, the overall system is indicated with

reference 100 and comprises:

- a broadcasting playout 110,

- an information server 160,

- a set-top box (STB) 140,

- an access gateway (AG) 175,

- an electronic appliance 180;

Set-top box 140 is connected to broadcasting playout 110

through a broadcast TV network 130; set-top box 140 is

connected to information server 160 through the access

gateway 175 and an IP network 150; set-top box 140 is

connected to electronic appliances 180 through the access
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gateway 175 and a home network 170; set-top box 140 is
also connected to a traditional television set that is

not shown in the figure. The connection between set-top

box 140 and access gateway 175 is advantageously an

Ethernet connection. Additionally, in Fig.1, a user 200

is shown that uses the set-top box, the television set

and the electronic appliance. In general, system 100

comprises a plurality of STBs as there is usually at
least one STB for each household. Within some of the

households there will be a home network to which a

plurality cf electronic appliances are connected.

Broadcasting playout 110 distributes broadcast

services 120, including TV programs 135 and associated

interactive applications 125; broadcasting playout 110 is

connected to the users’ STBs through the broadcast TV

network, such as DTT [Digital Terrestrial Television],
Satellite television or cable television.

Preferably, the format of the broadcast services is the

MPEG-2 TS [Moving Picture Expert Group Transport Stream] ;

a clear and quite brief description of this standard can

be found e.g. in patent application n° US2005/0193425

which is incorporated herein by reference.

The kind of modulation depends on the kind of TV network,

as specified by the DVB [Digital Video Broadcasting]

consortium. In a single MPEG-2 TS many components are

multiplexed together, for example: TV program,

interactive applications and additional information, such

as the AIT [Application Information Table]. The

multiplexing can be done by the broadcaster at the

playout or by a content provider.

Information server 160 stores, manages and

distributes additional contents 155 (such as related

audio track) usually by using a content management system

(CMS) 167. Additionally, it could manage a user profiling
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system (UP) 165 and the interaction with the end-user

STBs. Typically it communicates to STB 140 (and to the

ether STBs of system 100) through an IP network being

fixed (e.g. based on ADSL) and/or mobile (e.g. based on

GPRS). Preferably, the protocol used for the
communication between information server 160 and STB 140

is HTTP {Hyper Text Transfer Protocol], but other

protocols could be used such as e.g. FTP [File Transfer

Protocol] for downloading and RTP [Real-time Transport

Protocol] for streaming.

STB 140 can receive broadcast services, decode them,

play the TV programs and run the interactive

applications.

The interactive applications can be embedded in the

broadcast services, but they can also be natively
available on the STB or sent to it through the IP

network. Among the functionalities that can be supported

by the interactive applications, we can mention: the

presentation of information sent through the broadcast

network (e.g. a notification of additional contents

available on demand); the management of the graphical

user interface (e.g. conversion of a key selection into a

specific action, such as to send a request to an

information server, specifically information server 160);

the management of the return channel, in order to enable
the bidirectional communication between the user and an

information server, specifically information server 160;

the management of the communication with a smart card

that could be located within an STB, specifically STB

140, or connected to a home network, specifically home

network 170, and that would be used to store sensitive

information, such as identification data and decryption

keys, in order to read and update data recorded on the

smart card. Additionally, the interactive applications
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could also manage the transfer of additional contents 155

toward electronic. appliance 180 through home network 170.

The protocol used for the communication between STB 140

and electronic appliance 180 could be HTTP, but also

proprietary protocols could be used. In this case,

typically a conversion of protocols should be performed

either by STB 140 or by access gateway 175.

Access gateway 175 provides two basic

functionalities: it is the bridge between home network

170 and the IP network 150 and it is the router among the

devices connected to home network 170, including set-top

box 140 and electronic appliances 180 but not excluding

e.g. one or more PCs. Access gateway 175 could be

advantageously provided with intelligent features, such

as discovery of devices on the network, protocol

conversion, association between file format and device,
etc.

Electronic appliance 180 could be for example a

media player or an MP3 portable player (others of the

many possible examples will be provided in the following)

where the additional contents received by STB 140 from

information server 160 will be stored.

In the following, the overall working of an

embodiment of the method according to the present

invention is described. In order to represent the core

components of the invention, a simple case is

illustrated, where no other systems are considered, such

as e-payment system, DRM [Digital Rights Management]

system, user profiling system, parental control system,

ete.; in practice, these other systems are likely to be
involved and used.
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The flowchart of the main actions are depicted in

Fig.2.
Action 0 : User 200 switch on the TV set and STB 140.

Action 1: The TV set is tuned on a specific channel and

user 200 is watching a TV program. The interactive

application that controls the CoD [Content on Demand]

service according to the present invention is downloaded

to STB 140, but it keeps the “sleeping” status until it

receives a specific event. Many different techniques can

be used for managing the life cycle of the application,

in case the MHP (Multimedia Home Platform] stack is

implemented on STB 140, the application can be controlled

by means of stream events. DSM-CC [Digital Storage Media

Command and Control] stream events are markers that are

embedded in a transport stream via MPEG-2 private

sections, with each marker consisting. of an identifier
and a time reference. The identifier allows each stream

event to be uniquely identified, while the time reference

indicates at what point in the stream the event should

trigger the change of the interactive application status,

Erom “sleeping” into “running”.

Action 2 : User 200 sees e.g. a red sign in a corner of

the screen of the TV set and pushes the red button of the

remote control device of STB 140. The red sign is

produced by the interactive application that now is in

the ‘running’ status.

Action 3 : The interactive application shows a GUI

(Graphic User Interface], that presents on the screen of
the TV set a list of additional contents available on

demand, preferably together with additional information,

such as dimension of the file, time needed for

downloading, etc.
Action 4 : User 200 checks the offer and decides whether

to request the download of any content.

Action 5 : I£ User 200 is not interested in downloading

any content, he pushes again the red button of the remote
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control device of STB 140 and come back watching the TV

program.

Action 6 : If User 200 is interested in downloading any

content, he selects from the GUI the items he is

interested in and sends a request 145 to an information

server, specifically information server 160, indicating

what is the target electronic appliance (in the case of

Fig.1, there is only one electronic appliance shown,

namely appliance 180, but many others can be provided).

Action 7 : The interactive application checks whether the

indicated appliance is on and connected.

Action 8 : If the indicated appliance is not ready, a

notification appears oon the screen of the TV set,

inviting the user to check the status of his home

network, specifically network 170, and of the indicated

appliance, specifically appliance 180.

Action 9 3 If the indicated appliance is on and

connected, the interactive application converts the

commands received from user 200 into a message and send

it to information server 160. This message includes the

IP address associated to STB 140 and the content items

requested by user 200, but it could also include

additional information such as ID of STB 140, TV channel

on which STB 140 is currently tuned on, etc.

Action 10 : Information Server 160 downloads the

contents, that are routed by access gateway 175 to

electronic appliance 180. When download is finished, a

notification appears on the screen of the TV set.

Action 11 : User 200 can disconnect appliance 180 from

home network 170 and bring it with him for enjoying the

downloaded content items at a convenient occasion.

The above described specific embodiment is subject

to many variations and extensions; some of these will be

considered in detail in the following.
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A first extension is related to the network to be

used for delivering the CoD service. In fact, if the
same content items are of interest to a certain number of

users or if return cannel becomes not available or has a

limited bandwidth, the additional content items can be

sent through a broadcast channel, in particular the

broadcast TV channel. This can be achieved for example by

a mechanism similar to that used in the PPV [Pay-Per-

View] services, using a suitable identification system to

identify the user and/or the STB, where television

viewers can purchase events to be seen on a TV set and

pay for the private telecast of that event to their homes
later.

In case the return channel is available, the

interactive application in STB 140, after sending the

request to information server 160, triggered by user 200,

receives an acknowledgement from information server 160

and keeps waiting for receiving an event on a specific TV

channel; the event may indicate not only that the

requested content items are coming but also the channel

used for transferring the requested content items that

can be e.g. the same TV channel or on a different TV

channel of the same multiplex.

After receiving any event, the interactive

application checks whether the contents are associated to

its previous request; this can be done e.g. simply by

comparing the ID of the contents with the ID provided

with the acknowledgement; anyway, more complex and

tamper-resistant techniques based on certificates can be

used. When the event corresponding to the requested

contents arrives, the application checks that the

electronic appliance is operative and connected and

starts the download and storage into the appliance.

In case the return channel becomes not available or has

a limited bandwidth,information server 160 should send to
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broadcasting playout 110 the correspondence between the

STB and/or User and the requested items. Broadcasting

playout 110 can multiplex on a same stream the additional

contents and the ID of the recipient (STB and/or User),

in order to make the STB to recognize the content items

that should be downloaded into appliance 180.

A second extension relates to the download time of

the contents requested by the user. The download may

start immediately after information server 160 receives

the user’s request, but a mechanism to delay the delivery

of the contents to an appropriate timeframe can be set up

in addition or in replacement to the immediate download.

This would be particularly useful for example in case of

a subscription model service or for more efficient

bandwidth occupancy (e.g. downloads could be concentrated

during the night). This can be implemented for example in

the following way. The acknowledgement from information
server 160 could include the information about the time

frame when the contents are available for the download

(starting time and duration). Then, the application set

up the connection with information server 160 at the

indicated time in the indicated time frame.

A third extension relates to the personalization of

the CoD service, i.e. the offer of additional contents

could be personalized to the specific users and/or STBs.

Assuming that an STB can communicate with a smart card,

either physically inserted in the STB or in some device

connected to the home network (e.g. physically inserted

in access gateway), the list of contents proposed to the

user on the TV screen could depend on the user profile

associate to that smart card. For example, the user will

be able to download any item in the list only if he has

applied for a premium service, or in the other case he
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will be able to choose and/or to receive only free
contents.

Some variations require the possibility of the STB

to write information on a smart card. In this case, for

example, the reward for viewing a TV program could be the

access to PPV services or games. In this case, a

certificate is downloaded on the smartcard through the

interactive application on the STB. In the case of games,

if necessary, also the game could be downloaded on an

appliance connected to the STB.

Finally, one interesting possibility is that the

system according to the present invention can be

connected with an e-commerce infrastructure; in fact,

the download of contents may be subject to a payment to

be carried out through an e-commerce infrastructure.

As it is apparent from the preceding description,

the present invention can be implemented in many

different ways and can find many different applications.

Therefore, in the following, the present invention will

be set out in general terms in line with the annexed
claims.

Essentially the present invention relates to a

method for storing contents associated to a TV program

into an electronic appliance.

In general, this method comprises the steps of:

A) receiving a TV signal through a TV receiver, the TV

Signal carrying at least the TV program and data

relating to contents associated to said TV program,

B) decoding the TV signal and identifying said contents

data,

C) asking the user his interest in said contents,
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D) getting a reply from the user specifying which of

said contents he is interested in,

E) collecting said specified contents, and

F) storing said collected contents into an electronic

appliance;

wherein said steps are carried out sequentially and

automatically, i.e. without the intervention of the user

with the exception of his reply at step D.

The TV receiver may be a TV STB, but can also be a

TV set with an integrated STB or other kinds of

electronic devices able to receive TV signals and to show

video on a screen directly or indirectly connected to the

receiver. It can be noted that depending on how the

present invention is implemented step E and step F can be

strictly connected and partially overlapping; in fact,

the collecting step comprises all the activities that

precedes the storage of the contents into the electronic

appliance. If, for example, the contents is first

temporary stored into the TV receiver or STB and then

permanently stored into the electronic appliance, the

temporary storage may be regarded as part of step E or as

part of step F.

Typically, according to the present invention, the

collected contents are stored into non-volatile storage

means of the electronic appliance for future use by the

user; such storage means can be e.g. semiconductor

integrated circuit as it would be the case of an MP3

player or a PDA or a mobile cellular phone.

Typically, according to the present invention, the

contents associated to the TV program are multimedia

contents, i.e. a combination of different media for

example audio and video.
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Anyway, important application of the present

invention may provide that the stored contents are not

directly multimedia contents but are keys for decrypting

multimedia contents or licenses for using multimedia

contents or keys for accessing multimedia contents. In

this case, typically, the user can freely download

multimedia contents at any time and in any way but can

use these downloaded multimedia contents only if he has

downloaded the key or license during or as a consequence

of the TV program. The electronic appliance where storage

is to take place according to the present invention may

be any device separate from the TV receiver and from the

STB that is provided with a non volatile storage

capability and is adapted to store in a non volatile

manner the content specified by the user, i.e., to store

the content for a time sufficient to allow the user to

play it at a time of her/his choice.

The electronic appliance where storage is to take

place according to the present invention may be connected

directly or indirectly to the TV receiver. An example of

a direct connection would be through an USB port or a

Bluetooth link or some dedicated cable. An example of

indirect connection would be through e.g. a home local

area network. In this case, the storage of contents into

the electronic appliance may takes place through the TV
receiver.

One further possibility is that the electronic

appliance is a smartcard (or chip card), for example a

SIM card. This is a typical case when the contents

correspond to keys; anyway, it is also applicable to Java

games, sounds or images for mobile cellular phones.

The electronic appliance where storage is to take

place according to the present invention may be connected
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directly or indirectly to the Internet. In this case, the

transfer of contents into the electronic appliance may

take place directly from an information server via the

Internet and e.g. through the access gateway without the

help of the TV receiver.

The electronic appliance where storage is to take

Place according to the present invention may be connected

directly or indirectly to a fixed or mobile telephone

network. In this case, the transfer of contents into the

electronic appliance may take place directly from an

information server through the telephone network without

the help of the TV receiver.

One or more of the steps set out above may be

carried out taking into account the identity of a user

and/or of the TV receiver, the identity being stored in

the TV receiver or in a smartcard associated to the TV

receiver. This feature is useful for limiting or

discriminating the possibility of storage e.g. according

to service subscriptions or regional/national

preferences.

One or more of the steps set out above may be

carried out taking into account a user profile, the user

profile being stored in the TV receiver or in a smartcard
associated to the TV receiver. This feature is useful for

personalizing the offer of contents to the various

agifferent users; as it is known more and more users

‘expect personalized services; for example, if a user is

interested only in classic music no red dot will appear

on his screen when only pop music contents are associated

to the TV program he is watching.
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Typically, step C and said step D are carried out by

the TV receiver through an interactive application stored

or downloaded into the TV receiver.

Typically, step C provides that at least one image

is displayed on a display asscciated to the TV receiver;

this image could be a menu partially superimposed to the

TV video sequence.

Typically, step D provides that the TV receiver

receives input from the user; this input could derive

from the keys of the remote control device of the TV
receiver.

Typically, step E provides that the TV receiver

sends at least one message to an information center

through a wired data network or wireless data network or

telephone network.

Many possibilities exist for the content of such

message sent from the TV receiver to the information

center; additionally, a number of consecutives messages

may be provided.

If at step C only one single content item was

offered to the user, at step E the message should

indicate (explicitly or implicitly) the interest of the

user to this single item; if at step C some content items

were offered to the user, at step E the message should

contain information identifying the contents specified by
the user.

At step E, the message may indicate the identity of

the TV receiver and/or of the user; this may be useful

for billing the cost of the contents specified by the
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user or for checking the authorization of the user to

store the contents specified.

As already mentioned, step E may provide that the TV
receiver detects the operative status of the electronic

appliance before sending one or more messages to the

information center; additionally, step E may provide that

the TV receiver alerts the user if it detects that the

electronic appliance is not operative, i.e. not ready or
able to store contents.

At step E, the message may indicate a

telecommunication address, for example the IP address, of

the electronic appliance. This is useful for allowing

that the information center is able to communicate

directly with the electronic appliance e.g. for carrying

out the transfer of the contents. For example, the

information center might transfer an image (to be used as

background image) to a mobile cellular phone by making a

direct phone call.

At step £, the message may indicate a service

request for the provision of contents to the user in push

mode. It is in fact possible that during a TV program it

is offered to the user not simply one or more contents

items but e.g. a subscription for the regular reception

of content items. For example, a user may be interested

in regularly updating his MP3 player with the song of a

certain singer or in regularly updating his PDA with the

stock rates of a certain company or in regularly

receiving on his UMTS cellular phone the trailers of the
new films etc.

Step E (collection) and step F (storage) may be

carried out through two different communication channels;

in fact, collection may require a narrow bandwidth while
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storage may require a wide bandwidth; additionally,

collection is primarily carried out by the TV receiver

while storage is primarily carried out by the electronic

appliance.

As already mentioned, the contents specified by the

user may be transmitted by the information center in step

E and/or in step F to the TV receiver for temporary

storage or directly to said electronic appliance.

A first possibility for such transmission of

contents (used in the embodiment described herein in

detail) is to use the return channel of a TV system which

is a bidirectional communication link.

BK second possibility for such transmission of

contents is broadcast transmission through the same TV

signals; as the bandwidth for such transmission of

contents within a TV signal is limited, the transfer of

contents may be rather slow.

As already mentioned, other possibilities exist. The

storage of the contents specified by the user at step F

may be carried after a certain period of time from the

collection at step E, in particular it may be carried out

immediately after.

The storage of the contents specified by the user at

step F may be carried at a time specified by the user or

at a time specified by the information center.

According to a further aspect the present invention

relates also to a TV receiver having the features

(hardware and/or software) adapted to carry out the

method set out above, particularly only steps from A to E

or all the steps from A to F.
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CLAIMS

1. Method for storing contents associated to a TV

program into an electronic appliance (180), comprising
the steps of:

A) receiving a TV signal through a TV receiver (140),

the TV signal carrying at least the TV program and

data relating to contents associated to said TV

program,

B) decoding the TV signal and identifying said contents

data,

C) asking the user (200) his interest in said contents,

D) getting a reply from the user specifying which of

said contents he is interested in,

E) collecting said specified contents, and

F) storing said collected contents into an electronic

appliance (180);

wherein said steps are carried out sequentially and

automatically.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein said

collected contents are stored into non-volatile storage

means of said electronic appliance.

3. Method according to claim 1, wherein said

contents associated to said TV program are multimedia
contents.

4. Method according to claim 1, wherein said

contents associated to said TV program are keys for

decrypting multimedia contents or licenses for using

multimedia contents or keys for receiving multimedia
contents.
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5. Method

electronic appliance is connected directly

according to claim 1,

to said TV receiver.

6. Method according to claim 5,

electronic appliance is a smart card.

7. Method

electronic appliance is connected directly

according to claim 1,

to the Internet.

8. Method

electronic appliance is connected directly

according to claim 1,

to a fixed or mobile telephone network.

PCT/EP2006/005206

wherein said

or indirectly

wherein said

wherein said

or indirectly

wherein said

or indirectly

9.: Method according to claim 1, wherein one or more

of said steps is carried out taking into account the

identity of said user and/or of said TV receiver, said

identity being stored in said TV receiver or in a
smartcard associated to said TV receiver.

10. Method according to claim 1,

ef said steps is carried out taking

profile, said user profile being
receiver or in a smart card

receiver.

11. Method according to claim 1,

and said step D are carried out by

through an interactive application
into said TV receiver.

stored

associated

wherein one or more

into account a user

TV

TV

in said

to said

wherein said step C
said TV receiver

stored or downloaded

12. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step Cc

provides that at léast one image is displayed on a

display associated to said TV receiver.
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13. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step D

provides that said TV receiver receives input from the
user.

14. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step E

provides that said TV receiver sends at least one message

to an information center through a wired or wireless data

or telephone network.

15. Method according to claim 14, wherein said step

E provides that said TV receiver sends to said

information center information identifying said specified
contents.

16. Method according to claim 14, wherein said step

E provides that said TV receiver sends to said

information center the identity of said TV receiver

and/or of said user.

17. Method according to claim 14, wherein said step

E provides that said TV receiver detects the operative

status of said electronic appliance before sending said

at least one message to said information center.

18. Method according to claim 17, wherein said step

E provides that said TV receiver alerts the user if it

detects that said electronic appliance is not operative.

19. Method according to any of claims from 14 to 18,

wherein said step E provides that said TV receiver sends
to said information center a telecommunication address of

said electronic appliance.

20. Method according to any of claims from 14 to 19,

wherein said at least one message comprises a service

request for the provision of contents in push mode.
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21. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step E

and said step F are carried out through two different
“communication channels.

22. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step E

and/or said step F provides that an information center

sends said specified contents to said TV receiver for

temporary storage or directly to said electronic

appliance.

23. Method according to claim 22, wherein said step

E and/or said step F provides that said information

center sends said specified contents through the return

channel of a TV system.

24. Method according to claim 22, wherein said step

E and/or said step F provides that said information

center sends said specified contents in broadcast mode in

particular through TV signals.

25. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step F

is carried out at a time specified by said user.

26. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step F

is carried out at a time specified by an information
center.

27. Method according to claims 25 or 26, wherein

said step F is carried out after a certain period of time

from said step E.

28. TV receiver (140) characterized by being adapted

to carry out at least steps from A to F of the method

according to any of claims from 1 to 29 when connected to

an electronic appliance provided with non volatile

storage capability.
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USER INTERFACE FOR MEDIA DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention generally relates to a user interface for a media device. The

invention relates particularly, though not exclusively, to a user interface of mobile

television with a touch display.

BACKGROUND ART

Television sets have becomeincreasinglyintelligent appliances. Some television

sets feature recording, electronic program guide and even time shifting

capabilities. On the other hand, similar features are being provided for mobile

devices such as portable television receivers and dedicated portable television

sets. Moreover, other sources of media are also being used for rendering media to

a user by various media devices. However, the portable devices in particular may

suffer from restricted display size such that typical menu based accessto various

functions and operations may appear laborious and unintuitive. This problem is

further accented by the increasing number of new functions and decreasing size of

mobile televisions or media devices in general. Hence, it is an object of the

invention to further enhance the userinterface of media devices.

SUMMARY

Accordingto a first aspect of the invention there is provided a method comprising:

determining a present context of a media usage application;

determining search terms based on metadata related to media items that

are available within the present context;

forming a searchcriteria collection comprising a plurality of search criteria

from the determined search terms;

graphically displaying the search criteria collection to a user;

allowing the user to select desired searchcriteria;

detecting user selection of a search criterion in the searchcriteria collection

and responsively after each selection of a search criterion updating the search

criteria collection such that the search criteria in the updated search criteria

collection match with all the selected search criteria; and
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searching for media items that are available within the present context to

filter media items the metadata of which matches with the selected searchcriteria.

Advantageously, the method may enable performing context-sensitive searches

without need to type search words. Moreover, by automatically adapting the

search criteria collection, the search may rapidly be focused to media items

desired by the user.

The determining of the present context may involve determining a broadcast

context in which broadcast media items are being defaulted to content source.

The determining of the present context may involve determining a streaming

context in which streaming media items are being defaulted to content source.

The determining of the present context may involve determining a cable contextin

which cable television media items are being defaulted to content source.

The method may further comprise selecting one or more alternative content

sources of media items. Advantageously, when checking other television

programs while watching terrestrial TV, the user may quickly expand or shift the

search to other media sources.

The method may further comprise determining one or more attributes related to

presently consumed media content and determining the present context using said

one or more attributes. The attributes may relate to metadata items, genres and

content sources.

The method may further comprise allowing the user to define a group of search

criteria for producing a representative single Boolean value for combining with one

or more other search criteria or groups of searchcriteria.
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Advantageously, the method may allow forming powerful searches by combining

conditions related to two or more different search criteria into a single

representative Boolean value.

The method may further comprise modifying search conditions that link different

search criteria together. The search conditions may comprise one or more of the

following: AND; NOT; OR; NEAR; XOR (exclusive OR).

Advantageously, the search may be easily and intuitively modified by the user.

The modification of the search may be implemented by selecting again a selected

search criterion and cycling associated search condition through a set of different

alternatives for the search condition.

The method may further comprise removing a given search criterion from the

selected search criteria by selecting said given search criterion again. The

removing may be performed when the search condition has been selected again

so manytimesthat all the available search conditions have been cycled through.

The method mayfurther comprise additionally searching for media items that are

available within the present context to filter media items the metadata of which

matches at least partially with the selected search criteria. The additional

searching may be carried out simultaneously with the searching for media items

that are available within the present contextto filter media items the metadata of

which matches with the selected search criteria. The results (or their subset) of the

additional searching may be presented on or after presenting the results of the

searching for media items that are available within the present contextto filter

media items the metadata of which matches with the selected searchcriteria.

According to a second aspect of the invention there is provided an apparatus

configured to perform a method according to thefirst aspect of the invention. The

apparatus may be configured to perform any embodimentof the first aspect.
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According to a third aspect of the invention there is provided a computer program

configured to cause a computer, when performing the computer program, to

perform a method according to the first aspect of the invention. The computer

program may be configured to cause the computer to perform any embodimentof

the first aspect.

According to a third aspect of the invention there is provided a memory medium

carrying any foregoing computer program.

The memory medium may comprise a digital data storage such as a data disc or

diskette, optical storage, magnetic storage, holographic storage, opto-magnetic

storage, phase-change memory, resistive random access memory, magnetic

random access memory, solid-electrolyte memory, ferroelectric random access

memory, organic memory or polymer memory. The memory medium may be

formed into a device without other substantial functions than storing memoryorit

may be formed as part of a device with other functions, including but not limited to

a memory of a computer, a chip set, and a sub assembly of an electronic device.

Different non-binding aspects and embodiments of the present invention have

been illustrated in the foregoing. The above embodiments are used merely to

explain selected aspects or steps that may beutilized in implementations of the

present invention. Some embodiments may be presented only with reference to

certain aspects of the invention. It should be appreciated that corresponding

embodiments may apply to other aspects as well.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be described, by way of example only, with reference to the

accompanying drawings, in which:

Figs. 1.1 to 1.6 show a setof different drawings illustrating different screens and

acts by a user in a use case according to a first example of the

invention;
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Figs. 2.1 to 2.8 show a set of different drawings illustrating different screens and

acts by a user in a use case according to a second example of the

invention;

Figs. 3.1 to 3.6 show a setof different drawings illustrating different screens and

acts by a user in a use case according to a third example of the

invention;

Figs. 4.1 to 4.4 show a setof different drawings illustrating different screens and

acts by a user in a use case according to a first example of the

invention;

Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 showa setof different drawings illustrating different screens and

acts by a user in a use case according to a fifth example of the

invention; and

Fig. 6 shows a schematic drawing of a mobile media device according to

an embodimentof the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following description, like numbers denote like elements.

This description discloses various embodiments of the invention. The description

uses onlyforillustration an example apparatus a mobile media device with a touch

screen and also with a television receiver or more decoder. It is appreciated that

other input methodsare likewise applicable for use, such as input methods as the

following: computer mouse, multi-touch track pad, keyboard and remote controller.

Moreover,it is not intended to restrict the invention to mobile media devices: to the

contrary, embodiments of the invention exist in which a desktop computer, set top

box, television set, game console or other fixed applicance or home applianceis

used to provide one or more features of the invention.

Numerous different embodiments are explained here in connection with one

another solely to demonstrate at least one way in which these embodiments can

interwork without intention to restrict the invention to use of all or any of these

embodiments. Instead, each of these embodiments is intended to serve as an

invention for this patent application or any continuation or divisional application.
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In this document, the term television decoderis intended to cover both television

broadcast signal reception (and decoding) devices for cable, terrestrial or satellite

networks as well as packet data and other distribution networks provided media

reception.

Fig. 6 shows a schematic drawing of a mobile media device 100 according to an

embodimentof the invention. The mobile media device 100 comprises an antenna

connection 110 that either is configured for coupling with an antenna connector or

is connected with a mobile antenna. The mobile media device 100 further

comprises a display 120, a memory 130 comprising work memory 140 and non-

volatile memory 150 with computer executable program code 160. The mobile

media device 100 further comprises a television decoderor receiver 170, a user

input device 180 and a processor 190 configured to control operation of the mobile

media device 100 according to the program code 160 by executing the program

codein place in the non-volatile memory 150 or in the work memory 140. The user

input device 180 may comprise dedicated parts such as one or more keys,a

cursor control device or the like, or the user input device 180 may be formed using

the display 120 if the display 120 is a touch display.

The mobile media device 100 may be, for instance, a portable television, game

device, mobile phone, personaldigital assistant, or a navigation device.

The inventors have realized that when the amount of available audio and video

contentis large, the user may not easily find the things he is looking for by just

browsing. Moreover, entry of text with small media devices is also often

challenging because of lack of a proper keyboard. For instance, many devices that

have a touch screen userinterface are lacking keyboards but instead sport virtual

keyboardsthat are displayed on-screen.

It is next described how using a sophisticated search functionality the user may

easily find available desired content. This search functionality provides the user

with ability to gather information of the context in which the user invoked the
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search and to propose different context-sensitive search criteria (e.g. search key

strings) to the user. This search functionality provides the user with ability to

modify the proposed search criteria by adding search criteria, removing search

criteria and changing search conditions (such as Boolean operators) that are

applied to combine the searchcriteria.

In the following example, a graphical user interface (GUI) is used with an

advantage of ease of use to modify search criteria. The GUI has a presentation

output for show to the user context related keywords which include pre-selected

criteria and othercriteria (or criterion) which the user may add to the search

criteria.

USE CASE EXAMPLES

Use case1: sci-fi tonight

The user desires to check if there will be a sci-fi movie broadcasted tonight. This

use case is described in the following with reference to Figs. 1.1 to 1.6.

1.1. The user opens a search view from a media managementapplication —

initial keywords 102 are shownto the userin a criteria collection. Fig. 1.1

illustrates step 1.1. This is the initial view for a search window 101. The

keywords 102 as well as genres 103 and content sources 104 are selected

based on existing data and user viewing habits. With shown keywords,it is

guaranteed to be found at least one result. At least one content source 104

has to be selected in this particular embodiment. Here the broadcast

content source has been automatically selected. In other words, in this

phase, a present context of a media usage application is determined,

searchcriteria are formed and displayed to the user.

1.2. The user selects desired program genres 103. The selected genres form

part of search criteria and the keywordsin the criteria collection are updated

based on the selected one or more genres. The user has selected one

genre (sci-fi) which is then identified by highlight. As content source,

broadcasting has been selected by the user or automatically based on the

determined present context. In response to the selection of a search
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criterion (the genre), the keywordsin the criteria collection are automatically

updated, based on the selected genre and content source.

In response, remaining keywords in the criteria collection are updated

based on the user keyword selection. New keywords are shownin the

collection of criteria. At this point, all the shown keywords match with

selected search criteria “sci-fi” and “broadcast”. All of the displayed

keywords are extracted from available content items e.g. by looking into

program guide data or other available metadata.

It is appreciated that selecting either of the desired program genre 103 or desired

keywords 102 may correspond to selecting by the user of desired searchcriteria.

1.4.

1.5.

1.6.

The user selects the desired keywords 102. The user selects keywords

"Star” and “Galactica”. The other keywordsof the criteria collection are

automatically updated.

The user desires to conduct a search using the selected criteria. The

available content is searched by checking metadata of each content item

among a plurality of different content items and then a hit list will be

produced indicative of found contents and displayed to the user. All the

shown keywords match to the search criteria "sci-fi’, broadcast’. All the

shown keywords andalso related to the selected further criteria i.e.

keywords "Star” and “Galactica”. The user is happy with these search

options and selects “Search” 105.

A hit list 106 is shownin result of searching with the selected search

criteria. If the user is not happy with the results, the user may try changing

the search criteria and performing the search again. The search results are

shownto the user. A back-key 107 may be provided for the user so thatif

the useris not satisfied with the results, the user can go back and refine the

search options using the back-key. Alternatively, or additionally, the user

may edit the selected criteria.

The previously presented first use case exemplified how few keystrokes may

suffice to identify desired content item. Moreover, the user need not remember
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exact keywords by heart as he is provided with different alternatives to choose

from. Further advantageously, there is no need to tap in entire words for use in the

search so that also problems caused by typographic errors may be avoided

simultaneously with accelerating the search process.

Use case 2: context related search

This use case relates to a case in which the user wants to see what else there is

to see related to a user-selected program such as the program being presented or

the program for which the user has invoked an information display. In this use

case it is shown that keywords are updated every time user modifies search

criteria. Another alternative is to maintain a static list of keywords. This alternative

may suit in cases where the user sees several valid keywords and wants add them

all into search criteria. In order to temporarily freeze the search criteria selection

i.e. the keyword list, the user may use a corresponding control or enter individual

selections in a manner that is indicative of the desire to avoid adapting of the

remaining searchcriteria. For instance, the user may tap and hold for a while an

item in order to avoid changing the remaining search criteria, or tap the screen

with many fingers (e.g. on two or more different sides about the criteria selection).

An example of this use case is presented in the following with reference to

illustrative Figs. 2.1...2.8:

2.1. The user has program event info 201 displayed, user selects search.

2.2. The search window 101 with keywords, and preselected genres and

content source based on current event is shown.

2.3. The user adds also streaming sites to the search options by tapping on this

option among the shownalternatives in the sources group 104.

2.4. Search view updates the keywords based on data received from streaming

media sites.

2.5. Updated keywords 102 are shown.

2.6. The user selects two keywords 102 “Flashforward” and “teaser”, and

keywords are updated automatically.

2.7. The user selects “Search” 105.

2.8. The search result view 202 is shown with programs matching to genre “Sci-
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fi’ and “action” and are from content sources “broadcast” and “streaming”

and contain keywords “Flashforwara” and “teaser”.

Use case 3: Advancedcriteria editing

This use case relates to a case in which the user wants to change the way in

which the selected search criteria are combined by grouping somesearchcriteria

and by excluding some keywords. This use case presents features similar to using

parenthesis marks in text-based Boolean search. In the following, a processis

explained with reference to Figs. 3.1 to 3.6:

3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

3.4.

3.5.

3.6.

The user has initiated search and has a search window 301 with a

collection of search criteria some of which have been selected, genres and

content source based on current event. The selected searchcriteria are

shown as search terms combined by AND function in a search term field

302.

The usertaps to end of the search criteria area as an indication of a desire

to modify the search criteria by adding parentheses to the proposed search

criteria. In response, parentheses are added around the selected search

criteria in the search term field 302.

The user selects a further keyword 303 from the keyword collection by

tapping that word. The selected further keyword 303 is appended to the

search criteria with a Boolean operator “AND”in the search term field 302.

The user taps once more the further keyword 303 in order to change the

Boolean operatorthat links this keyword to the searchcriteria. In response,

the Boolean operator that links this further keyword to other selected

keywords is changed to OR operator.

The user taps the further keyword 303 once more so that the Boolean

operator is changed to NOT. The useris happy with this choice of Boolean

operator. If the user tapped fourth time on a given keyword (e.g. on the

further keyword), that keyword would be removed from the selected

keywords.

The user desires to change the searchcriteria so that the Boolean operator

between two keywords within the parentheses would be connected by the

Boolean operator OR. The user taps oncethe latter of these keywords. In
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response, the latter keyword (Scientists in this example) is tapped and the

Boolean operator between the two selected search terms in parenthesesis

changed. In one further example, the tapped search term is moved to the

end of the selected search terms within its nesting level (in parentheses orif

outside parentheses, then to the last search term in the list outside the

parentheses). Using the exampleof the starting state of Fig. 3.6, if the user

taps again the search term Flashforward, then that term is moved to be the

latter search term (in reading direction, accounting for such cultural

customization). The previously present Boolean operator AND is removed,

and the following Boolean operator ORis inserted before the moved search

term.

Use case 4: Results view

This use case starts from the state in which the user has completed search for

content items and a results window 202 showsthe found items.

4.1.

4.2.

4.3.

4.4.

The user desires to see more information of the first item, so he taps the

screen on thefirst item area. Some related action buttons are also shownto

the user, such as Record 401, Recommend 402, Remind 403 and/or set

favourite 404.

The user desires to see more information of the third item, so he taps that

item or an area about that item that is associated to that item.

The user desires to set reminder for third item, so he taps the shown

reminder button 403. In response, a dialog 405 about the taken action is

shownfor the user. The dialog may be produced e.g. by presenting to the

user a callout that provides a response to the user aboutthe taken action.

The callout may disappear automatically. Alternatively, the callout may be

closed by using a particular closing control or by tapping outside the callout.

The user decides to start watching first item, so he taps and holdsit.

Content 406 of the selected item is rendered for the user.

Use case 5: Automatically updating search results

In large and high resolution devices, the search results and criteria may be

displayed simultaneously e.g. in single combination window 501. In this case
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search results may be updated every time user modifies the selected search

criteria.

5.1. The user has opened the combination window 501 and has some search

criteria selected. Related results are shown in responseto the selecting of the

search criteria. The user further modifies the selected searchcriteria.

5.2. After the selected search criteria have been modified, the displayed search

results are automatically updated correspondingly in the combination window 501.

MISCELLANEOUS FURTHER EMBODIMENTS

somefurther examplesof different alternatives and options involve the possibility

to add day ordate criteria such as search today, this week, given date or date

range; using of parental guidance rating as a search criterion, and using keywords

other than contextually related words, such as recently used or frequently used

searchcriteria. Moreover, various implementations have been designed such as

grouping of the search criteria of different types (Related, Last, Most used, etc.) on

different tabs; indicating the Boolean operator used with each of the selected

search criteria by associated appearance (hatch, color, font appearanceetc),

displaying of a legendthat illustrates which Boolean operator is associated with

each of the selected searchcriteria; and providing a list of different content types

for use as search criteria. Moreover, the search criteria or a subset of the search

criteria (such as the genre, type and/or source) may be presenting with scrolling

controls so that a portion of the search criteria is logically outside the presently

displayed area. Furtherstill, the search with the search criteria may comprise two

parts, including a first part in which it is searched for media items with metadata

that matches with the search criteria, and a second part, in whichit is searched for

media items with metadata that partially matches with the searchcriteria. The

second part of the search may be carried out simultaneously with the first part, or

separately from the first part. For instance, the second part of the search may be

carried out only if the number of matching media items is lower than a

predetermined lower threshold so that the user can then be presented with a

desired number of media items. The number of media items searched and / or

presented for the second part may be defined using a) a constant amount, b)

based on their matching rate (percentage of similarity with search criteria), c) total
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number of media items when counting also the found media itemsofthefirst part,

or d) any combination of the options a) to c).

Various embodiments have been presented. It should be appreciated that in this

document, words comprise, include and contain are each used as open-ended

expressions with no intended exclusivity.

The foregoing description has provided by way of non-limiting examples of

particular implementations and embodiments of the invention a full and informative

description of the best mode presently contemplated by the inventors for carrying

out the invention. It is however clear to a person skilled in the art that the invention

is not restricted to details of the embodiments presented above,butthat it can be

implemented in other embodiments using equivalent means orin different

combinations of embodiments without deviating from the characteristics of the

invention.

Furthermore, some of the features of the above-disclosed embodimentsof this

invention may be used to advantage without the corresponding use of other

features. As such, the foregoing description shall be considered as merely

illustrative of the principles of the present invention, and not in limitation thereof.

Hence, the scopeof the invention is only restricted by the appended patent claims.
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Claims:

1. A method comprising:

determining a present context of a media usage application;

determining search terms based on metadata related to media items that

are available within the present context;

forming a search criteria collection comprising a plurality of search criteria

from the determined search terms;

graphically displaying the search criteria collection to a user;

allowing the user to select desired search criteria;

detecting user selection of a search criterion in the search criteria collection

and responsively after each selection of a search criterion updating the search

criteria collection such that the search criteria in the updated searchcriteria

collection match with all the selected search criteria; and

searching for media items that are available within the present context to

filter media items the metadata of which matches with the selected search

criteria.

. The method of claim 1, wherein the determining of the present context involves

determining a present content source context in which present content source

is defaulted to content source.

The methodof claim 2, wherein the determining of the present context is based

on the metadata of a currently selected program.

. The method of claim 2 or 3, wherein the determining of the present context

involves determining presently available content sources and defaulting to the

content source the presently available content sources.

The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the method further

comprises selecting one or more alternative content sources of media items.
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6. The method of any oneof the preceding claims, wherein the method further

comprises determining one or more attributes related to presently consumed

media content and determining the present context using said one or more

attributes.

7. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the method further

comprises allowing the user to define a group of search criteria for producing a

representative single Boolean value for combining with one or more other

search criteria or groups of searchcriteria.

8. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the method further

comprises modifying search conditions that link different search criteria

together.

9. An apparatus comprising a memory comprising operating instructions and a

processor configured to cause the apparatus to perform according to the

operating instructions the method according to any one of the preceding

claims.

10.A computer executable program comprising computer executable program

code configured to cause a program, when executing the program code, to

perform the method according to any one of the claims 1 to 8.
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TELEVISION SIGN ON FOR PERSONALIZATION IN A MULTI-USER

ENVIRONMENT

RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application is related to, and claims priority from, U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/357,573, filed on June 23, 2010, entitled “Multi-Media System

Including Single Sign-On Capability”, the disclosure of which is incorporated here by

reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Technologies associated with the communication of information have evolved

rapidly over the last several decades. Television, cellular telephony, the Internet and optical

communication techniques (to name just a few things) combine to inundate consumers with

available information and entertainment options. Taking television as an example, the last

three decades have seen the introduction of cable television service, satellite television

service, pay-per-view movies and video-on-demand, Whereastelevision viewers of the

1960s could typically receive perhaps four or five over-the-air TV channels ontheir

television scts, today’s TV watchcrs have the opportunity to sclect from hundreds, thousands,

and potentially millions of channels of shows and information. Video-on-demand

technology, currently used primarily in hotels and the like, provides the potential for in-home

entertainmentselection from among thousands of movie titles.

[0003] The technological ability to provide so much information and content to end

users provides both opportunities and challenges to system designers and service providers.

One challenge is that while end users typically prefer having more choices rather than fewer,

this preference is counterweighted by their desire that the selection process be both fast and
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simple. Unfortunately, the development of the systems and interfaces by which end users

access media items has resulted in selection processes which are neitherfast nor simple.

Consider again the cxample of television programs. When television wasin its infancy,

determining which program to watch wasa relatively simple process primarily due to the

small number of choices. One would consult a printed guide which was formatted, for

example, as series of columns and rows which showed the correspondence between (1)

nearby television channels, (2) programs being transmitted on those channels and (3) date and

time. The television was tuned to the desired channel by adjusting a tuner knob and the

viewer watchedthe selected program. Later, remote control devices were introducedthat

permitted viewers to tune the television from a distance. This addition to the user-television

interface created the phenomenon known as “channel surfing” whereby a viewer could

rapidly view short segments being broadcast on a number of channels to quickly learn what

programs were available at any given time.

[0004] Despite the fact that the number of channels and amount of viewable content

has dramatically increased, the generally available user interface, control device options and

frameworks for televisions has not changed much overthe last 30 years. Printed guides are

still the most prevalent mechanism for conveying programming information. The multiple

button remote control with up and downarrowsis still the most prevalent channel/content

selection mechanism. The reaction of those who design and implement the TV userinterface

to the increase in available media content has been a straightforward extension of the existing

selection procedures and interface objects. Thus, the number of rowsin the printed guides

has been increased to accommodate more channels. The numberofbuttons on the remote

control devices has been increased to support additional functionality and content handling,

2.
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e.g., as Shown in Figure 1. However, this approach has significantly increased both the time

required for a viewerto review the available information and the complexity ofactions

required to implementa selection. Arguably, the cumbersomenature of the existing interface

has hampered commercial implementation of someservices, e.g., video-on-demand,since

consumers are resistant to new services that will add complexity to an interface that they

view as already too slow and complex.

[0005] In addition to increases in bandwidth and content, the user interface bottleneck

problem is being exacerbated by the agercgation of technologics. Consumersare reacting

positively to having the option of buying integrated systems rather than a number of

segregable components. An example ofthis trend is the combinationtelevision/VCR/DVD

m which three previously independent components are frequently sold today as an integrated

unit. This trendis likely to continue, potentially with an end result that mostif notall of the

communication devices currently found in the household will be packaged togetheras an

integrated unit, e.g., a television/VCR/DVD/internet access/radio/stereo unit. Even those

who continue to buy separate components will likely desire seamless control of, and

interworking between, the separate components. With this increased aggregation comesthe

potential for more complexity in the user interface. For example, when so-called “universal”

remote units were introduced, e.g., to combine the functionality of TV remote units and VCR

remote units, the numberofbuttons on these universal remote units was typically more than

the numberof buttons on either the TV remote unit or VCR remote unit individually. This

added number of buttons and functionality makesit very difficult to control anything but the

simplest aspects of a TV or VCR without hunting for exactly the right button on the remote.

Manytimes, these universal remotes do not provide enough buttons to access manylevels of

3.
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control or features unique to certain TVs. In thesecases, the original device remote unit is

still needed, and the original hassle of handling multiple remotes remains due to user

interface issucs arising from the complexity of aggregation. Some remote units have

addressed this problem by adding “soft” buttons that can be programmed with the expert

commands. These soft buttons sometimes have accompanying LCD displays to indicate their

action. These too have the flawthat they are difficult to use without looking away from the

TV to the remote control. Yet another flawin these remote units is the use of modes in an

attempt to reduce the numberof buttons. In these “moded” universal remote units, a special

button exists to select whether the remote should communicate with the TV, DVDplayer,

cable set-top box, VCR, etc. This causes many usability issues including sending commands

to the wrong device, forcing the user to look at the remote to make sure that it is in the right

mode, and it does not provide any simplification to the integration of multiple devices. The

most advanced of these universal remote units provide some integration by allowing the user

to program sequences of commands to multiple devices into the remote. This is such a

difficult task that many users hire professional installers to program their universal remote

units.

[0006] Someattempts have also been made to modernize the screen interface between

end users and media systems. However, these attempts typically suffer from, among other

drawbacks, an inability to easily scale between large collections of media items and small

collections of media items. For example, interfaces which rely onlists of items may work

well for small collections of media items, but are tedious to browsefor large collections of

media items. Interfaces which rely on hierarchical navigation (e.g., tree structures) maybe

speedierto traverse than list interfaces for large collections of media items, but are not readily

-4.
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adaptable to small collections of media items. Additionally, users tend to lose interest in

selection processes wherein the user has to move through three or more layers in a tree

structure. For all of these cases, current remote units make this selection process even more

tedious by forcing the user to repeatedly depress the up and down buttons to navigate the list

or hierarchies. Whenselection skipping controls are available such as page up and page

down, the user usually has to look at the remote to find these special buttons orbe trained to

know that they even exist. Accordingly, organizing frameworks, techniques and systems

which simplify the control and screen interface between users and media systems as well as

accelerate the selection process, while at the same time permitting service providers to take

advantage ofthe increases in available bandwidth to end user equipment byfacilitating the

supply ofa large number of media items and new services to the user have been proposed in

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/768,432,filed on January30, 2004, entitled “A Control

Framework with a Zoomable Graphical UserInterface for Organizing, Selecting and

Launching Media Items”, the disclosure of which is incorporated here by reference.

|0007] TVs exist in a multi-user environment where the same device is typically used

by different members of the household at different times, as well as by groups of individuals

from both within and outside the household. The current connected TV environmentoffers

many services originally built for the personal computer or mobile platforms as individual

experiences that include private information. In addition, other services contain content that

may not be appropriate for all the individual members of the household. Accordingly,it

would be desirable to provide some sort of security mechanism which addresses these issues.

[0008] Existing solutions take a PC-style approach to dealing with the situation (if it

is dealt with at all). In most cases, there is simply a single log-in to personalized services and

-5-
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all users of the connected TV or device share the information from the service. This login

may occurper service. It can be remembered or may require log-in each time it is used. This

makesfor cither a non-private or tedious sccnario which discourages use of such serviccs.

Similarly, content services often require a login to enable the acquisition of age appropriate

content each time such content is requested, which is also a tedious solution.

[0009] Alternatively, some solutions require a login into the entire system by the user

m order to enable any private or restricted services. This is a traditional PC approach. It can

be effective in single person homesif the login is remembered, howeverit docs not account

for the visitor user. The outsidevisitor is often referred to as the “babysitter factor.”

[0010] Accordingly, it would be desirable to provide other sign-on solutions which

arc, for cxample, particularly adapted to the TV environment and which balances sccurity and

ease ofuse.
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SUMMARY

0011] According to one exemplary embodiment, a method for controlling access to

media content and services via a systemincludes the steps of recciving a first input to turn on

the system,activating a default user profile which permits access toafirst set of media

content and services via the system without requiring validation of a system user’s identity,

receiving a request to switch from the default user profile to another profile, validating the

request, and activating, if the request is validated, the another profile which permits access to

a second set of media content and services via the system thatis different fromthefirst sct of

media content and services.

[0012] According to another embodiment, a controller for controlling access to media

content and services through a television includes at least onc interface configured to receive

mputs from a user, a processor configured to receiving a first input associated with turning on

the television and, in response to the first input, further configured to activate a default user

profile which permits accessto a first set of media content and services via the television

without requiring validation of a system user’s identity, wherein the at least one interface is

further configured to subsequently receive a request to switch from the default user profile to

another profile, wherein the processor is further configured to validate the request and to

activate, if the request is validated, the another profile which permits access to a second set of

media content and services via the system that is different from the first set of media content

and services.

[0013] According to yet another exemplary embodiment, a television includes a

display configured to display media content and service content which is accessible via a user
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interface, and a processor configured to generate a user interface, and control access to said

media content and service content, in accordance with a currently active userprofile;

wherein the processoris further configured to use a default user profile as the currently

active user profile upon poweron of the television.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The accompanying drawingsillustrate exemplary cmbodiments of the present

invention, wherein:

[0015] FIG. | depicts a conventional remote control unit for an entertainment system;

[0016] FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary media system in which exemplary embodiments

of the present invention can be implemented;

[0017] FIG. 3(a) shows a 3D pointing device with which exemplary embodiments can

be implemented;

[0018] FIG.3(b)illustrates a user employing a 3D pointing device to provide input to

a user interface on a television according to an exemplary cmbodiment of the present

invention;

[0019] FIG.4 illustrates an architecture of a television sign-on system according to an

exemplary embodiment;

|0020] FIG. 5 is a flow chart showing a method for signing ontoatelevision

according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0021] FIG. 6 depicts a data flow according to an embodiment.

-9-
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] The following detailed description of the invention refers to the accompanying

drawings. The same reference numbersin different drawings identify the same or similar

elements, Also, the following detailed description does not limit the invention. Instead, the

scope of the invention is defined by the appended claims.

[0023] Exemplary embodiments provide a sign-on system and method that allow for

the connected TV and devices interface to be personalized to an individual or a group so that

various Services can accommodate the viewer. Exemplary aspects of the system according to

such embodiments includeits streamlined login procedure, remote managementfeatures, and

default bchaviors to minimize inadvertent privacy violations in normal system usc.

Exemplary embodiments define a framework where the user can customize their experience

and utilize a variety of access options based upontheir personal tastes, interest and

experience. Moreover, these embodiments provide for a “casual” security model that is

adapted to TV usage and which prevents inadvertent access to another user’s information

without excessive security controls.

[0024] Prior to discussing such embodimentsin detail, and in order to provide some

context for this discussion, an exemplary aggregated media system 200 in whichthe present

invention can be implementedwill first be described with respect to Figure 2. Those skilled

in the art will appreciate, however, that the present inventionis not restricted to

implementation in this type of media system and that more or fewer components can be

included therein. Therein, an input/output (I/O) bus 210 connects the system components in

the media system 200 together. The I/O bus 210 represents any of a numberofdifferent of

-10-
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mechanisms and techniques for routing signals between the media system components. For

example, the I/O bus 210 mayinclude an appropriate numberof independent audio "patch"

cables that route audio signals, coaxial cables that route video signals, two-wirescriallines or

infrared or radio frequency transceivers that route control signals, optical fiber or any other

routing mechanismsthat route other types of signals.

[0025] In this exemplary embodiment, the media system 200 includes a

television/monitor 212, a video cassette recorder (VCR) 214,digital video disk (DVD)

recorder/playback device 216, audio/video tuner 218 and compact disk player 220 coupled to

the I/O bus 210. The VCR 214, DVD 216 and compact disk player 220 may besingle disk or

single cassette devices, or alternatively may be multiple disk or multiple cassette devices.

They may be independent units or integrated together. In addition, the media system 200

mcludes a microphone/speaker system 222, video camera 224 and a wireless I/O control

device 226. According to exemplary embodiments of the present invention, the wireless I/O

control device 226 is a 3D pointing device. The wireless I/O control device 226 can

communicate with the entertainment system 200 using, ¢.g., an IR or RF transmitter or

transceiver. Alternatively, the I/O control device can be connected to the entertainment

system 200 via a wire. One or more hard drives (or disks or flash drives) 280 can be provided

for storage of recorded video, music or other media.

[0026] The entertainment system 200 also includes a system controller 228.

According to one exemplary embodimentof the present invention, the system controller 228

operates to store and display entertainment system data available from a plurality of

entertainment system data sources and to control a wide variety of features associated with

each of the system components. As shownin Figure 2, system controller 228 is coupled,

-ll-
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either directly or indirectly, to each of the system components, as necessary, through I/O bus

210. In one exemplary embodiment, in addition to or in place ofI/O bus 210, system

controller 228 is configured with a wireless communication transmitter (or transcciver),

which is capable of communicating with the system components via IR signals or RF signals.

Regardless of the control medium, the system controller 228 is configured to control the

media components of the media system 200 via a graphical user interface described below.

[0027] Asfurtherillustrated in Figure 2, media system 200 may be configured to

rececive media items from various media sources and service providers. In this exemplary

embodiment, media system 200 receives media input from and, optionally, sends information

to, any orall of the following sources: cable broadcast 230, satellite broadcast 232 (e.g., via a

satellite dish), very high frequency (VHF) orultra high frequency (UHF)radio frequency

communication of the broadcast television networks 234 (e.g., via an aerial antenna),

telephone network 236 and cable modem 238 (or another source of Internet content). Those

skilled in the art will appreciate that the media components and media sources illustrated and

described with respect to Figure 2 are purely exemplary and that media system 200 may

include more or fewer of both. For example, other types of inputs to the system include

AM/FMradio andsatellite radio.

|0028| Moredetails regarding this exemplary entertainment system and frameworks

associated therewith can be foundin the above-incorporated by reference U.S. Patent

Application entitled “A Control Framework with a Zoomable Graphical User Interface for

Organizing, Selecting and Launching Media Items”. Additionally, the interested readeris

also referred to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/437,215, entitled “Global Navigation

Objects in UserInterfaces”, filed on May19, 2006, the disclosure of which is incorporated

-|2-
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here by reference. Alternatively, remote devices and interaction techniques between remote

devices and userinterfaces in accordance with the present invention can be used in

conjunction with other types of systems, for cxample computer systemsincluding, c.g., a

display, a processor and a memory system or with various other systems and applications.

[0029] As mentioned in the Background section, remote devices which operate as 3D

pointers are of particular interest for the present specification, although the present invention

is not limited to systems including 3D pointers and may be used with 2D devices or remote

control devices such as that illustrated in Figure 1. However 3D pointing deviccs cnable the

translation of movementof the device, e.g., linear movement, rotational movement,

acceleration or any combinationthereof, into commandsto a user interface. An exemplary

loop-shaped, 3D pointing device 300 is depicted in Figure 3(a), however the present

invention is not limited to loop-shaped devices. In this exemplary embodiment, the 3D

pointing device 300 includes two buttons 302 and 304 as well as a scroll wheel 306 (scroll

wheel 306 can also act as a button by depressing the scroll wheel 306), although other

exemplary embodiments will include other physical configurations. User movementof the

3D pointing device 300 can be defined, for example, in terms of rotation about one or more

of an x-axis attitude (roll), a y-axis elevation (pitch) or a z-axis heading (yaw). In addition,

some exemplary embodiments of the present invention can additionally (or alternatively)

measure linear movementof the 3D pointing device 300 along the x, y, and/or 7 axes to

generate cursor movementor other user interface commands. An example is provided below.

A numberofpermutations and variations relating to 3D pointing devices can be implemented

in systems according to exemplary embodiments of the present invention. Theinterested

readeris referred to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/119,663, entitled (as amended)

-[3-
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“3D Pointing Devices and Methods”, filed on May 2, 2005, U.S. Patent Application Serial

No. 11/119,719, entitled (as amended) “3D Pointing Devices with Tilt Compensation and

Improved Usability”, also filed on May 2, 2005, U.S. Patent Application Scrial No.

11/119,987, entitled (as amended) “Methods and Devices for Removing Unintentional

Movementin 3D Pointing Devices”, also filed on May 2, 2005, U.S. Patent Application

Serial No. 11/119,688, entitled “Methods and Devices for Identifying Users Based on

Tremor”, also filed on May 2, 2005, and U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/480,662,

entitled “3D Pointing Devices”, filed on July 3, 2006, the disclosures of which are

mcorporated here by reference, for more details regarding exemplary 3D pointing devices

which can be used in conjunction with exemplary embodiments ofthe present invention.

[0030] It is anticipated that 3D pointing devices 300 will be held by a user in front of

a display 308 and that motion of the 3D pointing device 300 will be translated by the 3D

pointing device into output whichis usable to interact with the information displayed on

display 308, e.g., to move the cursor 310 on the display 308. For example, such 3D pointing

devices and their associated user interfaces can be used to make media selections on a

television as shown in Figure 3(b), which will be described in more detail below. Aspects of

exemplary embodiments of the present invention can be optimized to enhancethe user’s

experience of the so-called “10-foot” interface, i.e., a typical distance betweena user and his

or hertelevision in a living room. For example, interactions between pointing, scrolling,

zooming and panning,e.g., using a 3D pointing device and associated user interface, can be

optimized for this environmentas will be described below, although the present invention is

not limited thereto.

-|4-
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[0031] Referring again to Figure 3(a), an exemplary relationship between movement

of the 3D pointing device 300 and corresponding cursor movement on a userinterface will

now be described. Rotation of the 3D pointing device 300 about the y-axis can be sensed by

the 3D pointing device 300 andtranslated into an output usable by the system to move cursor

310 along the y2 axis of the display 308. Likewise, rotation of the 3D pointing device 308

 about the z-axis can be sensed by the 3D pointing device 300 and translated into an output

usable by the system to move cursor 310 along the x2 axis of the display 308. It will be

appreciated that the output of 3D pointing device 300 can be usedto interact with the display

308 in a number of ways other than (or in addition to) cursor movement, for example it can

control cursorfading, volume or media transport (play, pause, fast-forward and rewind).

Additionally, the system can be programmed to recognize gestures, ¢.g., predetermined

movement patterns, to convey commandsin addition to cursor movement. Moreover, other

input commands, e.g., a Zoom-in or zoom-out on a particular region of a display (e.g.,

actuated by pressing button 302 to zoom-in or button 304 to zoom-out), may also be available

to the user.

[0032] According to exemplary embodiments of the present invention, user interfaces

may use,at least in part, zooming techniques for moving between userinterface views. The

zooming transition effect can be performed by progressive scaling and displaying of at least

some of the UT objects displayed on the current UT view to provide a visual impression of

movement of those UI objects away from an observer. In another functional aspect of the

present invention, user interfaces may zoom-in in response to user interaction with the user

interface which will, likewise, result in the progressive scaling and display of UI objects that

provide the visual impression of movement toward an observer. More informationrelating to
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zoomable user interfaces can be found in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/768,432,filed

on January 30, 2004, entitled “A Control Framework with a Zoomable Graphical User

Interface for Organizing, Selecting and Launching Media Items”, and U.S. Patent Application

Serial No. 09/829,263, filed on April 9, 2001, entitled “Interactive Content Guide for

Television Programming”, the disclosures ofwhich are incorporated here by reference.

[0033] Movement within the user interface between different user interface viewsis

not limited to zooming. Other non-zooming techniques can be used, in addition to zooming

or as an alternative thercto, to transition between user interface views. For cxample, panning

can be performed by progressive translation and display of at least some of the user interface

objects whichare currently displayed in a user interface view. This provides the visual

impression of latcral movement of those user interface objccts to an observer.

[0034] Returning nowto the applicationillustrated in Figure 3(b), the GUI screen

(also referred to herein as a “UI view”, which termsrefer to a currently displayed set of UI

objects) seen on television 320 is a home view. In this particular exemplary embodiment,the

homeviewdisplays a plurality of applications 322, e.g., “Photos”, “Music”, “Recorded”,

“Guide”, “Live TV”, “On Demand”, and “Settings”, which are selectable by the user by way

of interaction with the user interface via the 3D pointing device 300. Such user interactions

caninclude, for example, pointing, scrolling, clicking or various combinations thereof. For

more details regarding exemplary pointing, scrolling and clicking interactions which can be

used in conjunction with exemplary embodiments of the present invention, the interested

readeris directed to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/417,764, entitled “METHODS

 AND SYSTEMS FOR SCROLLING AND POINTINGIN USER INTERFACE”,to Frank J.

Wroblewski, filed on May 4, 2006, the disclosure of which is incorporated here by reference.
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Television Sign-On System

|0035] AS tnentioned above, exemplary embodiments provide a sign-on system and

method that allow for the connected TV and devices interface to be personalized to an

individual or a group so that various services can accommodate the viewer. Exemplary

aspects of the system according to such embodiments includeits streamlined login procedure,

remote managementfeatures, and default behaviors to minimize inadvertent privacy

violations in normal system use. Exemplary embodiments define a framework where the user

can customize their expericnce and utilize a varicty of access options based upon their

personal tastes, interest and experience. Moreover, these embodiments provide for a “casual”

security model that is adapted to TV usage and whichprevents inadvertent access to another

user’s information without oxcessive security controls.

[0036] Thus exemplary embodiments provide for security mechanisms and sign-on

systems whichfulfill the user’s or viewer’s expectation in a “lean back” TV environment

whereinhe or she is unlikelty to want to engage in extensive interactive actions with the

interface. To better exemplify the simple sign on experience andits role in the interactive TV

ecosystem according to exemplary embodiments, consider the following exemplary use case.

[0037] Suppose that a particular household is comprised of four individuals: two

parents, a teen aged daughter and a 10 year-old son. A television (simple) sign-on system

according to embodimentsis preferably thus designed to accommodate each of these people

individually, as well as all the members of the household in different group configurations.

The exemplary sign-on system can thus be set up with a default profile of “Family.”

Wheneverthe system is turned on, e.g., when the TV 212 or system controller 228 is powered

up, or another profile logs out, the default Family profile becomes active. This Family
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profile, in this illustrative example, has accessto the family Netflix and Hulu account

(passwords are already embedded and hidden) but it limits views to PG and TV-14 rated

content. Purchases from the app store can be made from this Family profile, but the user

must enter a PIN to complete the transaction. This way, one of the parents can access a pay-

per-view movie for the family from this shared, Family profile without having to change the

active profile and the children can use the TV with the Family profile, but without direct

access to Services or transactions that require extra fees and that may require PIN code entry

to access.

[0038] Continuing with this illustrative example, supposethat the father sits down

late one evening to watch a movie and uses the simple profile agent widget to select his icon

and enter his password. This changes the profile to “Dad”in the system from the default

“Family”profile. The “Dad”profile may have different permissions/restrictions than the

“Family” profile. For example, whenhe enters the Netflix service, there is no ratings limit

and all of the content provided by Netflix is available for viewing. In addition, since the

father has purchase privileges built in to his profile in this example, whenhe finds, for

example, an app he wants to buy or a pay-per view movie that he wants to watch, he does not

need a PIN to complete the transaction, instead the sign on system is automatic.

|0039| Onanother occasion, the daughter is watching TV alone. Usingthe profile

agent widget, she engages her “Daughter” profile. Now she is able to invoke the

Facebook/Twitter overlay so she can see updates in the on-screenticker that are coming from

her personal accounts using her personal access values. This profile according to this

example does not allow purchasesat all, even with a PIN code. The daughter could go back

to the “Family” profile ifshe surreptitiously learns the PIN code, but she would not be able to
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add the app to her account or profile without one of the parent administrator’s knowledge.

Whenthe daughter is done watching, she turns off the TV which automatically returns the

profile to the default “Family” whenit is turned back on.

[0040] It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the foregoing exampleis

purely illustrative in the sense that profile parameters and characteristics may vary in any

given system implementation depending, for example, upon the manner in which permissions

and restrictions are to be allocated among the various individuals and/or groups that are

identified for sccurity purposes as potentially wanting to use the TV system. However, at

least two particular points are brought out in this example which illustrate significant (but not

necessarily required) aspects of the “casual” security model provided by exemplary

embodiments. For cxample, as seen in the cxample, a user can invoke a secure profile at will

but is not forced to always perform a login/logout model to stay protected, e.g., the turning

offof the television (which many users have as an ingrained habit whenthey are finished

watching TV) performs the secondary or dual function of logging them out of their personal

profile. Second, while it may be possible to circumvent the lightweight security used in some

embodiments(e.g., by the discovery of the PIN in the previous example), such an action can

be identified and dealt with as is appropriate for any security “breach”that occurs within the

family environment.

[0041] Having providedan illustrative example of a simple sign-on system according

to an embodiment, some more details regarding exemplary architectures and functional units

of such systems will now be discussed. According to some embodiments, simple sign-on

systems can include a set of backend services and client interfaces disposed on a number of

platforms as generally illustrated in Figure 4. Therein, the simple sign-on system 700
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according to an embodiment can be broken downinto the following components:

1. A primary account 702 accessible from multiple platforms.

2. A catalog of devices 704 attached to (or associated with) the primary account 702.

3. A catalog of user profiles 706 attached to the primary account 702.

4. A library of applications 708 managed by the primary account 702, including stored

application-specific data such as the username and password for each application.

5. Transaction services 710 to facilitate and manage commerce.

6. An interface 712 to an application store linked to the primary account.

7. Web-based user interfaces 714 for access and editing.

8. Device-based user interfaces 716 for access and editing.

Each of these exemplary clements of a simple sign-on system according to an exemplary

embodimentwill now be discussed in moredetail.

[0042] The shared, primary account 702 is an account that aggregates all members of

a household’s simple sign-on system according to an embodiment. There is a primary

account administrator whose name, location, contact information and primary account

passwordis stored. The primary accountalso optionally stores payment information(e.g.,:

credit card or PayPal information) for easy transactions. The payment information can also

be PIN-protected so that it can be stored in the account butstill require a PIN to complete a

transaction. The account administrator(s) also can manage the device catalog 704, user

profile catalog 706, and library of applications 708 whichare linked to the primary account

702. According to at least some embodiments, the primary account 702 only has one of each

of these catalogs/libraries 704, 706 and 708.

[0043] The device catalog 704 is used for the management of devices and includes a
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set of features to facilitate this effort. In order to verify devices, the catalog 704 will generate

an initial activation code which can either be entered on the new device’s client software, or

can be gencrated by the device for entry in the catalog. There is a visible definition of the

device and an internal definition that is used to determine compatibility with applications.

Each device has a default name, but the account manager can create a unique namefor easier

identification. Finally, a device can have a default profile that is different than the default

profile defined for the account 702. Devices can include any device managed by the simple

sign-on system 700 including, but not limited to televisions and associated media source

devices, e.g., an Internet modem, telephone device, DVD,satellite source/tuner,etc.

[0044] The catalog of user profiles 704 maintains and managesthe “users” defined

for the account 702. A user can be an individual, a group, or an abstract naming, and any of

these types ofusers can be associated with a user profile. For example, the default profile in

a household system 700 may be “family”, as in the example provided above, with no

password so that whenever a connected device becomesactive, it is in a profile that is safe for

all household membersor visitors. Profiles are mirrored onclient devices where possible so

that network unavailability does not prevent usage of the device. Parameters that can be set

for a profile include, but are not limited to:

a. Nameofprofile — a simple string which can be an individual nameor set of

people.

b. PIN — optional and can be used to allowa profile to access paymentoptions.

c. Payment Authorization —a flag that defines whether this profile can make

commercetransactions without needing PIN entry.

d. Icon — An imagethat is used to identify the profile in non-text contexts.
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e. Ratings Level — definition of the maximumrating level the profile has access

to, a form of parental control.

f. Login — username and password for the profile.

Manager Enabled —aflag that defines whether the profile has administrativeGe

access to the primary account.

h. Application Set — the subset of applications in the application library 708 that

are accessible to this profile. This also includes the username/passwordor

other login information required by some applications for personal use and

applicable only to the specific profile.

1. “Skin” Interface Information — data used to define a personalized appearance

on devices which the profile is active.

[0045] The application library 708 can, for example, be a representation of the

various applications that have beeninstalled for use on the system. The applications

themselves may run remotely, so the library 708 can be designed as a database to manage

applications that may exist in multiple locations. Paid applications would typically include a

stored key to verify their paid status. If an application (eg: Netflix) has a single accountthat

is shared completely by the household, than account settings (username, password, etc) are

stored in the application library 708, rather than in individual profiles 706. In this way,all

profiles 706 with access to the application that has a single account for the household can use

the shared account settings. These settings can only be changed by an account administrator

according to this embodiment.

[0046] According to an embodiment, any application that is part of any profile is

stored in the application library 708. However, a given profile may not haveall library
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applications available to it. For example, some applications may be excluded by choice (and

can be added bythe profile user at any time), while other applications may berestricted by

parental controlsettings and thus can only be added by an account administrator. The

application library 708 also maintainsa flag that indicates ability for each application to

function on different platforms. For example, a video-based application may be flagged as

invalid for an audio-only connected platform. This is usedto filter the library view when

accessed from platforms that do not support all the applications.

[0047] The transaction services 710 (also referred to herein as a “commerce

backend”) provides an integrated transaction system to facilitate payment for applications,

subscriptions and services. Part of this system involves the storage of relevant transaction

information (c.g., name, address, credit card, ctc.) so that onceset, the user can take

advantage of a simplified transaction experience, either directly (if using an authorized

profile) or through the input of a PIN. Since the accountaccessis available from the web as

well as from the connected platform, the account administrator can use a more convenient

web-access from a PC to enter the heavy textual information necessary to set up a transaction

account.

[0048] The application store (and interface 712 thereto) provides an integrated

application store model to system 700 which provides users with access to applications,

subscriptions and services to be addedto the account’s application library 708. Purchased

items (which can include free items) are added directly to the application library 708 for

availability to different profiles 706. Access to the application store 712 is filtered by

parental controls in the active profile, so a profile can restrict the view of the application store

in the same way it restricts the view of content within applications and applications in the
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application library.

|0049] The web-based interface 714 provides a mechanism by which the simple sign-

on system 700 can be accessed and used conveniently from various connected devices, ¢.g., a

families personal computer or PDA which is not directly connected to system 700. As

mentioned earlier, some account efforts may be easier to perform when done on a PC instead

of on a TV screen with a remote. To facilitate this more convenient and efficient access, the

complete system 700 is available via a standard web browser accessed through a PC,or

mobile device, using the interface(s) 714. Depending upon the interface capabilitics of the

connected platform, some account functions may not be available, such as user management

on an audio device. All account management, profile, and commercefunctionality would

typically be available through the webinterface 714.

[0050] The device based (client-side) user interfaces 716 provide the primary

connections to the system 700 via the various connected devices accordingto this

embodiment. Each interface 716 will be scoped according to the capabilities of the device

platform with whichit is associated. While some devices may have all the features of the

system accessible, others may work with a morelimited set, requiring the user to go to the

web-based interface 714 to handle some tasks. There can, however, be a set of core features

whichare required for any client-side variant including, for example, the ability to access a

profile and “log-in” by some means, e.g., inchiding a PTN entry. The core set of features

could also includethe ability to select an application from those available in the profile and

use that application. Finally, the system 700 includes an “auto log-off’ feature which

automatically returns the system to a default profile if the system is turned off and on again.

Userlogin is a key aspect of the Simple Sign-On system becauseit should occuras
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seamlessly as possible to minimize the demand onthe user.

|0051] AS tnentioned above, according to exemplary embodiments there will be a

default profile that is engaged by cach connected system 700. According to at lcast some

embodiments,this default profile has no PIN required for entry, i.e., the system will

automatically permit at least some access to the controlled system via the default profile

albeit some functionality, e.g., purchasing, may later require PIN entry to be enabled.

However, other non-default profiles may require an initial PIN entry to engage the access of

the profile, i.c., some non-default profiles may require a PIN entry or other identification

input priorto the profile being usedat all.

[0052] Aswill be appreciated by the foregoing, casual security measures in

accordance with these embodiments are intended to balance case of use for connected

systems (such as the family TV where ease of use, and no or minimalsecurity is traditionally

an expectation) and security/control overthe rapidly grown numberof services which are

becoming available on such connected systems. While PIN-entry is overall one casy means

of accessing a profile according to the foregoing exemplary embodiments, it will be

recognized that there are someother alternatives that could potentially make profile access

even more streamlined, such as:

1. Learned Signature: Using a touchpador in-air gesture device, the user can teach the

system a signature that the user can enter at any timein the future to automatically

engage a profile. This can be done at any moment, immediately addressing a PIN-

entry needed for a purchase, as an example.

2. Tremor Detection: Ifa device is able to detect individual tremor patterns (such as an

in-air gesture device and as described in the above incorporated by reference patent)
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then these patterns can be identified to automatically offer a profile whenever the

tremoris detected during a single session. It could be automatic as well, but the use

case is better with a request because if a parent picks up the remote while the family is

engaged, they may not want to enter their specific profile at that time.

3. Visual Identification: A more advanced system with built in video capabilities could

“watch” the area and identify the individuals whoare in position to load the

appropriate profile. Since this is a situation where the users can change temporarily

(one person leaves and returns a few minutes later) there is a built-in time factor to

when the newprofile is engaged. A restricted profile may still request the change

after this given period oftime muchlike the tremordetection.

[0053] Thus, for cxample, a login process according to an exemplary embodiment can

include the steps illustrated in the method flowchart of Figure 5. Therein, at step 500, a user

or viewerturns on a television. This results, as shownin step 502, is to activate a default

profile which controls the user’s access to media content and services via the television based

on at least one control parameter associated with the television, e.g., one or more of the

parameters set forth above. The user (or group of users) may then select an alternative profile

from among other profiles associated with this account in the catalog 706, as shown in step

506. A validation of the user’s right to access the alternative profile is performed at step 508.

This step 508 can involve, for example, comparing a security identifier associated with the

user, and input to the system (e.g., a PIN, tremor measured by a 3D pointing device, or other

security inputs or biometric data) to a pre-stored security data item. If the validation process

fails, then the default profile is maintained for controlling the system (e.g., the system of

Figures 2, 3A, and/or 3B). Otherwise, ifthe user’s security input is valid, the flow proceeds
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